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The Geneva Convention on Upper Silesj-a concluded

between Germany and Poland in May 1,922 stands out as a

uniquely comprehensive and reciprocal agreement on the
protection of nationar minority rights in the period after
World l,üar I. This thesis reconstructs and analyzes

Germany's diplomacy and domestic debate on the rights of
German minorities in Eastern Europe in rel_ation to the

Al-]ied Pov¡ers as wel-I as to individual- states in Eastern

Europe, especially Poland, in the years l-918 until L922"

Thereby the cj-rcumstances and trends which prevaired at the
time of Germany's negotiation of the Geneva convention are

brought into focus.

The constructive approach of Germany/s dipromats which

cul-minated in the concrusion of the Geneva convention v/as

made possibJ-e by the tirnely confl-uence of three trends in
Germany's foreign policy: the acceptance of reciprocity in
minority ri-ghts, the cooperation with the League of Nations

and the commj-tment to concluding bil-ateral treaties to
handl-e international conflicts. At the same time, forei-gn

policy goals which had previously thwarted bilateral
ag:reements by the weimar Repubric on minority protection,

ii

ABSTRACT



namely stabilizing the political situation, resisting
territorial cessions, establishing normal_ bj_Iateral

rel-ations and (re-) gaining access to markets in Eastern

Europe, were barely affected by the attainment of reciprocal
mi-nority rights in Upper Silesia and therefore did not

detract from this pursuit. Furthermore, the framework for
the negotiations on the partition of Upper Sitesia¡ âs set
down by the Allied Powers, permitted Germanyrs dipl-omats to
use tactics consistent with previous efforts at securing

protection for the German minority in pofand: pressing for a

bilateral treaty, J-inki-ng commercial concessions to minority
protection, and conducting direct negotiations with pol-and.

rl_r-



Reichstag. The flags on the parli-ament building were flying
at half-mast. Inside, the banner of Sil-esi-a, hanging down

from the bal-coDy, was decorated with btack ríbbons. When

the sessj-on began at l-1-:00 in the morning the entire cabinet

sat in solemn solidarity at one table. The occasion was the

reading of the treaty between Gerrnany and poland on the

partition of Upper Silesia. This treaty had been concluded

in Geneva two weeks earlier and was to be ratified by the

deputies in the cerman parliament.r

The Geneva Convention on Upper SiÌesia set down the

terms under which Germany would transfer the eastern part of
this province to Poland while retaining the western portion
of this region of natural resources, concentrated industry,
and mixed population. This was the last cessj-on of
Germany's territory resul-ting frorn the Treaty of Versailles,
the peace settlement dictated to it after its defeat in the

First !,ior1d I,Iar. As stipurated in the treaty, a plebiscite
of the population of Upper Silesia had been held j-n March

May 30, 1922, hras a day of sorrow in Germany's

Chapter 1-

INTRODUCTÏON

'Vorwärts, May 30, 1-922, p. 1.
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1-92L. This vote had not indicated an obvious border between
Pol-ish and German areas and the task of deciding on its
partition râras assigned to a committee of the League of
Nations. rn october i.921, the council of Ambassadors of the
Allied Powers which had defeated Germany imposed the
division of upper sil-esia along the border drawn by Èhe

Leaque committee, a border v¡hich severed its longr-standing
economic, cultural and political unity. Germany and poland

$/ere instructed to negotiate a treaty for the division of
upper silesia which would sustain its economic development
and social peace despite the shock of partition. The

di-recti-ve of the council of Arnbassadors al_so specificarly
required the inclusion of the protection of national_
minorities in the treaty.

under the supervision of a swiss diprornat appointed by
the League of Nations, German and pol-ish officials had
indeed negotiated an extensive treaty covering economic,
politicar and cultural issues. A substantial component of
the convention v/as a comprehensive set of provisj_ons for the
protection of the rights of nati-ona] rninori_ties in the
regi-on to be divided - the cerman population in the pol,ish
domain and the polish population in the German domain. This
treaty had been signed in Geneva on May i_5 and was now being
ratified by the German parliarnent.

The report of the Reichstag proceedings of that day in
vorwärts, the paper of the social Democratic party, bore the



title rrUpper Silesia, s Traqe dy . nz Dr. Otto Hoetzsch,
reporting to his felr-ow deputies on behalf of the Forej-gn
Àffairs committee, described the two-ford tragic nature of
this treaty. First, it grave final form to the loss of an
i-mportant pi-ece of the fatherland and, second, German

effort' resources, and intelligence had been expended to
negotiate the terms whereby a region being torn from cermany
r,¡ouId flourish to the advantage of the porish state and
perhaps eventualry to the disadvantage of Germany.3

Despite the trauma of acceding to this rupture of
German land, peopÌe, and history, Hoetzsch expressed pride
in the achievements of Germanyrs negotiators. The incrusion
of the provisions for the protection of minorities, he said,
was evidence of the success of Germanyrs representatives on
two fronts.

on the international plane, cerman diplomats had, with
great effort' successfully brought into a legal form
definitive provisions for the protection of mi-nority rights
in areas such as church, schoor, language, and associations.
These surpassed the general and vague commitments to the
protection of national minorities which the Entente had
imposed on poland and other new European states through

'Vorw.är!-s., May 30, 1922, p. L. Thetranslated all texts from eerm-an prirnarythose quoted from English publicat.ions.'

gnd.Anlaqen LJ,9ZO-1,92+1 , Votumãs 3A-36,1924), p. 7688

thesis writer has
sources, except

(Berlin. 1921,-
SC
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treaties drafted during the peace conference in paris in
L91,9. Hoetzsch proclaimed that 'an enti-re codex of minori_ty
protection 1aw has been estabrished, for which there was
widespread hope that it would become the moder_ for minority
protection law in general.a

second, in the face of dornestic apprehensi_ons about
rrinconveniencesrr resul-ting from the reciprocal application
of these provisions for non-German minorities in Germany,
the del-egation had taken the posi-tion that the primary goar
had to be the protection of German minorities in other
countries. I^Iith the Geneva convention the obligati_ons for
protecti-ng minority rights which had hitherto applied to
Poland, but not to Germany, would now apply to that portion
of upper silesia which wourd remai.n part of Germany.
Hoetzsch attributed the success in securing comprehensive
rights for the German mínority in upper silesia to the
priority given to the principre of reciprocity. unstated by
Hoetzsch, but sureJ-y irnplied by him/ h¡as that this position
had been upherd over powerfur objections from within
Germany.

As suggested by Hoetzsch's decraration in the
Rei-chstag, the negotiation of the ceneva convention on upper
Sil-esia was the pinnacle of Germany,s diplomacy, on the
internationat as wer-r as on the domestic scene, for the
rights of German minorities in eastern Europe since the end

'Ve.rhe_nd_fu-DgClf,, p. 7689 "



of the First l{orld War in 1918"

The purpose of this thesis is to reconstruct and

analyze Germany's diplornacy for the rights of German

minorities in Eastern Europe and thereby provide the back-

ground to Germany's negotiation of the Geneva Convention.

The minorities issue in Upper Silesia as faced by

Germany was the subject of numerous studies in the inter-war
period.s The definítive publication was by Georges

Kaeckenbeeck, a Belgian diplomat who was involved in the

negotiations.6 OnIy a few accounts of the Convention have

been written after l{orld War II. In his L959 dissertation,
Vincent Kroll describes the outcome and implementation of
the convention, including its section on minority rights.T
l{alther Recke,s compact monograph published in L969 presents

the general background to the Convention.E None of these

studies place the negotiation of the Convention into the

context of Weimar Germanyrs diplomacy on the protectj_on of
German minorities in Eastern Europe, the intention of this

rSee bibliography in Vincent Kroll, rrDie Genf er
Konvention Betreffend Oberschlesien vom l_5. Mai L922t' (D.
diss., Universität Köln, t959) | pp. Lg4-2O6.

6ceorges Kaeckenbeeck, The International Experiment of
Upper Silesia: A Studv in the workincr of the Ulrper Silesian
Settlenent l-922-1937 (London: Oxford University press,
L942) .

7Kro1l, trGenfer Konvention, rr pp" 7O-78.
sWalther Recke, Die historisch-politischen Grundlagen

der Genfer Konvention vorn l_S. Mai 1922 (Marburg /Lahn:Johann Gottfried Herder fnstitut / Ernst Bahr, j-969).



thesis.
Germany's defeat in the war had drastically transformed

the situation of the German ethnic inhabitants of eastern

Europe as wel-I as Germany,s relationship to them. Germans

formed the Ìargest and most dispersed set of national
minorities in Europe after the war. In Russia, German

subjects of the Tsars had become citizens of a revolutionary
communist state. Estonia and Latvia, each with significant
German populations, had become independent states along with
Lithuania, the third Baltic province of the Russian empire.

under the terms of the Treaty of versailles, poland was re-
establ-ished and received substantial_ territories and

population from Germany. ltith the fracturj-ng of Austria-
Hungary, the new state of Czechosl_ovakia incorporated
mill-ions of Germans in Bohemia and other regions. The

people of German origin in Transylvania h/ere attached,

albeit with their consent, to Romania. Even the greatly
diminished domain of Hungary contained a German minority.

As all of these states to the east were either netì/,

such as Estonia, Latvia, poland, and Czechoslovakiar or
under a fundamentally different regime, such as Russia and

Hungary, Germany had to build up its ties to them from

virtually nothing. Though there was continuity of
government in Romania, this rerationship had been profoundly
disrupted by the enmity with Germany in the v/ar. Thus any

intervention for the German minority in these states had to



be considered and undertaken even as new bilateral_
relationships v/ere being formed.

Germany itself had undergone a political transformation
at the end of the war. rn october l_9i_8, the last month of
the war, a government accountabre to the parì-iament and

consisting of centre and social_ist poriticians had been

formed. Almost sirnur-taneously with the armistice in early
November, the emperor vacated the throne and Gerrnany r{/as

declared to be a repubric. Beginning in February 1,g1_g its
constitution was prepared by a newì_y erected parliament
gathered in weimar, the curtural_ center which would give the
new republic its name.

Though the turnover in the personnel of the Foreign
Ministry was minimal in comparison to the drastic shifts
affecting Germany as a whore, its diplomats, officiars and

head v/ere no\¡/ responsibre to a ne$/ constellation of
political authority. Germanyrs leadership was challenged to
adopt the princi-ples of peaceful resorution of conflicts,
open diplomacy, and national sel-f-determination espoused by
the j-nternational community. The poricies and actions on

the volatile issue of the treatment of national minorities
had to be formurated in Germany under these new conditions.

upon its defeat by the Allied powers, Germany lost the
capacity to shape the situation of Germans abroad. Though

its diplomatic advocacy on behalf of German minorities had

been minimal before and during the war and the inilitary



I
pl-ans to relocate German populations for strategic reasons

\^/ere never implemented, the loss of the ability to intervene
represented a qualitative shift in the underpj_nnings of
Gerrnany,s policy on German minorities.

The constraints on Germanyrs diplornatic activity became

evident at the paris peace conference where the treaties
intended to restore international- peace and order vrere

prepared. Germany's presence at the conference was limited
to receiving the cornpleted draft of the terms of its peace

with the Allied and Associated powers. Articles 89 and 93

of the Treaty of versailles promised treaties with
czechoslovakia and po]-and, respectively, on the protection
of national minorities. These rminority treatiesrf ü/ere

drafted without Germany's participation and rnade no

provision for the expression of Germanyrs interest in the
protection of German minorities. rnstead their stipulations
r^/ere declared to be matters of international concern and

placed under the guarantee of the League of Nations. Thus,

by the decision of its victorious adversaries, Germany was

excluded from the two international fora in which the
protection of national minorities hras addressed, namely the
Peace conference in paris and the League of Nations in
Geneva - only in L926 v¡as Germany accepted i_nto the League

of Nations and thereby it finalty attained the status to
intercede for German minorities in the international
organization which had been mandated to guarantee the



observance of the rrminority treaties. rl

Vüeimar cermanyrs diplomacy on minority protectíon has

been studied by caroJ-e Fink,e Hermut pieper,l0 and Bastiaan

Schot.rr These monographs have focused on Germanyrs actions
in the context of the League of Nations, that is, on its
efforts to gain admission to the League and then its
advocacy for German minorities as a member of the League

until 1933. The centre of attention has been Germanyrs

Foreign Minister during these years, Gustav stresemann, who

exerted himserf to enhance his country's minorities poricy.
Germany's diplomacy for the rights of German minoritÍes

in eastern Europe prior to its entry into the League has

received scant attention" only pieper has recounted some

irnmediate post-war developments. He provides an

illuminating review of the Foreign Ministry's formulation of
a position on minority rights but l-eaves aside the actual
diplomatic actions.

Pieper asserts that weimar Germany's initiar stance

ecarol-e Fink, rrrhe weimar RepubJ-ic as the Defender ofMinorities, l-91-9-L933: A study of Germany's Minorities
Diplomacy and the League of Nations'r (ph:D. diss. yale
University, l-968 ) .

r0Hel-mut Pieper, Die Minderheitenfrage und das Deutsche
Reich 1-919-1-934, Darstellungen zur Auswaitiqen po]-itik
(Hanburg: rnstitut für rnternationale Angelegenheiten deruniversität Hamburg / Frankfurt: Alfred Metzner verlag,
1,e7 4) .

tlBastiaan schot, Nation oder staat: Deutschr-and und der
(Marburg/Lahn: Herder Institut, 19Bg) .

itik de
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toward Germans abroad was foremost one of charity. The

decLarations for the protection of cerman minorities v/ere

not deemed to be politicar pronouncements because they
treated the minorities as objects of Germanyrs care rather
than as independent poritical entities. There ü/ere some

signs of a nevi/ perception of rninorities as autonomous

groups, for instance, the offer by Germanyrs delegation to
the peace conference of culturar autonomy for minorj_ties Ín
Germany coupled with the request for equivalent rights for
German minorities. However, this position vanj-shed soon

after the peace settl-ement and Germanyrs domestic as well as

foreign policies on nationarity reverted to traditional
l-ines.12

Pieper attributes Germany's refusal to util-ize the
international provisions for minority rights to their
linkage to the Versailles treaty. A policy based on the
minority protection treaties courd have been regarded as a

manj-festation of Germanyts acceptance of the territorial
reguì-ation J-rnposed at versairles.13 A pro-active and

constructj-ve approach only emerged after 1,924 once German

minorities persuaded the government that securing legal
rights for their existence \^ras dependent on Germany granting
such rights to minorities within its borders.ra

r2Pieper,

r3Pieper,

raPieper,

pp. 55-57 "

p. 69.

pp. 8s-89.
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The focus of this thesis is on the diplomatic actions

as distinct from the military, financial or materj_aI

measures which v/ere considered or provided in aid of the

Auslandsdeutsche in eastern Europe.rs These diplornatic

efforts $/ere preceded by relative passivity on this issue by

rmperial Germany after its unification in 1,971, and untir its
demise in November l-918. In reaching a peace settlement

according to the terms set by the Allied powers, the
protection of the German minorities was a painful though

secondary issue in Germany's peace negotiations. The

debates of Germany's political leaders on its responsibirity
for Germans abroad, especially the new German minorities in
eastern Europe, formed the immediate backdrop for the
actions of Germany's diplonats. Germany,s interventions for
Germans in other eastern European states, especially in
czechoslovakia, provide revealing contrasts to its diplomacy

in relatj-on to Poland. Pertinent deveropments in each of
these settings wirl- be recounted and analyzed in order to
gain insight into an aspect of Weimar Germanyrs foreign
policy which was symptomatic of its post-v/ar trauma.

The anal-ysis of this aspect of Germanyrs diplomacy

during the first years of the weimar Repubtic will also
permit some inferences about the continuity of goals and

15In this thesis the term
as rrGermans abroadrr and refers
outside Germany and who became
residence "

Auslandsdeutsche is translated
to Germans who vrere settled
citizens of their country of
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methods in Germany's foreign policy since L87L. Since the

debate on continuity was engendered by Fritz Fischerts Griff
nach der Weltmacht in 196L, several studies have scrutinized
the foreign policy of Weimar Germany during the inmediate

post-war period, i.e. 1918-1920, for signs of continuity or

discontinuity with the irnperial era.

Klaus Schwabe reviews the interaction between cermany

and the Unit,ed States of America from president !,filsonts

declaration in January 1918 of the Fourteen points which

vrere to be the basis for the peace settLement.l6 He

documents that, even before the end of the h¡ar, several

sociarist politicians along with certain businessmen and

academics accepted the American presidentrs principres out
of ideological solidarity and not only for tactical
considerations.lT As these persons gained more infruence in
the determination of Berrinrs foreign policy, their approach

coincided with that of diptomats rooted in the imperial
tradition but also increasingly convinced that acceptance of
the Fourteen Points was in their countryrs best interest.ls
Thus Schwabe acknowledges the presence of tactical

rdeologie und Machtpolitik t918/19 (Düsseldort, rg7Ð. Thepage references here are to the Engrish transl_ation, woodrow

lklaus schwabe, Deutsche Revolution und lriilson Frieden.

Diplomacy and the Realities of power (Chapel HilI:University of North Carolina press, rdes¡.
lTschwabe, p. 34.
lEschwaber pp. 3g , 47.

plomaçy ancl the Realities of posrer (Chape

e
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considerations but concludes that the defeated nation rnever

deviated from its programmatic orientation to a wilsonian
pêâce.trle rn other words, Germany did pursue new goals with
ner¡/ means at the beginning of the Weimar republic.

The manifestations of a re-direction are traced more

specifically by Leo Haupts in his account of Germanyrs peace

strategy.20 Haupts charlenges the assumption of continuity
of i-mperialistic goals i_n Germanyrs history. Such a
perspective obscures the signs of a nev/ German foreign
policy adopted upon the collapse of the empire.2l Haupts

emphasizes the advocacy by Germanyrs commerciar l_eaders for
their state's cooperation in the re-structuring of the
international order so that peace and stabil_ity wouJ_d

replace conflicts and barriers between nations. As the
credibility and authority of the poJ-itical and rnilitary
l-eaders waned, the voj-ces of commerce joined with those of
socj-alist, pacifist, and l-iberat groups to effect a shift
toward reconciliatory foreign relations. Thj_s re-
orientation, however, could not withstand the animosity of
Germany's victors and the anqer unl-eashed in the German

population by the peace terms of Versaill_es.22

leschwabe, p. 4o4 .

(Düsseldorf : Droste Ver1ag, 1,976).

'o"gg Haupts, Deutsche . Friedenspolitik l_91-B-19 : EinernaElve zur MachtpoÌitik des

2rHaupts, p. 1L.
2zHaupts, p. 4L6.
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Peter Krüg'erts survey of Weimar Germanyrs foreign
policy proposes that there vrere definite indications of an

early shift toward new goaÌs and methods within Germany's

leadership.t' He cites the peace resol-ution passed in the
Reichstag in July ]9L7 as the first sign of a readiness for
the peaceful mediation of international- conflicts and for
open diplonatic and commerciar relations.2a This netr

approach was admittedJ-y resisted by entrenched advocates of
Germany's rnj-ght and right to regain domi-nance and prestige
j-n the internationar system. Nevertheless, it v/as present
in government circles and courd have prevailed, if it had

not been confounded by the severity of the peace treaty and

by a flawed J_mplementation.25

Peter crupp focuses on the goars and methods of the
Foreign Ministry in the period from the armistice in
November l-91-8 until the implementation of the Versailres
Treaty in January Lgzo"26 After describing the external and

internal factors which favoured continuity with the imperial
era, Grupp reviews the Foreign Ministryrs adoption of the

23Peter Krüger, Die Aussenporitik der Republik vonlrleimar (Darmstadt: Wissenschaf s¡.
2aKrüger, Aussenpolitik, pp . L8-23.
2sKrüger, Aussenpolitik, p. 7 6 .

hPeter Grupp, Deutsche Aussenpol-itik im schatten von

Ferdinand Schöningh, 1988) .

1-8-L920: Zur Politik des Auswärtiqen Amts

SA ags (Paderborn: Verlag
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Fourteen Points as well as its activity in a number of
secondary arenas. Grupp concl-udes that there was wide-scaIe

and obvious continuity 1n the secondary issues. power

politics was pursued just as it had been before Germanyrs

defeat and revolution. The previous goals and methods were

only abandoned after the international situation made them

untenabl-e. For Grupp, the continuity in the smarler matters

suggests that there was also continuity in the overarchj-ngr

concern, namely the stance on the peace settlement. The

acceptance of the American terms r^/as merefy a tactic which

conceal-ed the ongoing fixation on Germanyrs power.27

Another more recent review of post-war foreign policy
up to the Rapallo Treaty with Russia in 1,922, takes a
diametrically opposed position.2s Heinrich Krümpen states
at the outset of his monograph that the acceptance of the
Fourteen Points was a deviation from the policy of a

victorious peace (ttsiegfrieden") which the supreme Military
Command had propagated and therefore marked a clear
dj-scontinuity. At the same time it was a means of softening
the consequences of the war and of applying the principles
of the peace resolution of 19L7.2e Klümpen defines

2sHeinrich Klürnpen, Deutsche Aussenpolitik zwischen
vers?ifles und,Rapallo: Revisionismus oder Neuorientierung,
studien zur ûveimarer Geschichte, Band 1- (Münster ¡ HarnuurgiLIT, 1,992).

2eKlümpen, pp. 3 o-3 L .

z7crupp, pp. 288-zgg.
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ttrevisionismrr as the recovery of German sovereignty and

equar standing among the rnajor European po\ders on the basis
of pre-war conditj-ons. This goal was already marked by

self-restraint because it excluded the quest for world power

and annexatj-onist plans of conquest. After recounting the
rebuffs to Germany's neT¡/ peace policy and to its initiatives
in other areas, K1ümpen concludes that revisionism and new

orientation were not opposites in the immediate post-war
era. According to Klümpen, the actual new element in the
Reich's foreign poricy, in addition to the abnegation of
imperial aims, consisted of the unconstrained commitment to
free trade and the readiness to resorve conflicts between

states through legaJ_ly binding treaties.30

The protection of the rights of German minorities was

one issue wherein post-war German diplomacy struggled
between an orientation to new principles for j_nternational

rerations and a continuation of hegemonicar ambitions with
power tactics. fn the quest for lasting peace among

nations, new commitments and structures hrere made to
guarantee the rights of nationar minorities. These called
for a re-orientati-on in the styte and goals of German

diplomacy. At the same time, the removar of a substantial
portion of Germany's population struck a deep blow to
Germany and roused its instincts for power politi_cs.

3oKlürnpen, pp. 1,32-i.33.



Chapter z
THE NEVü GERMAN REICH AND GERMÀNS ABROAD L871.-1-9L4:

NON-INTERVENTION FOR THE SAKE OF TRÄNQUILTTY

At the time of the founding of the German empire there
were German populations in Austria-Hungary, subject to the
Habsburg monarchy, and in Russia, subject to the Romanov

dynasty- Germans formed the bulk of the Alpine portion of
the Habsburg empire whire in Bohemia, Moravia, Garicia and

Bukovina they $/ere rnixed with varj_ous sravic peoples such as

czechs, slovaks, Ruthenes, poles and Romanians. rn Hungary

there rÄrere large German settlements in Transylvania and the
Banat region, and several other smal_rer communiti_es. The

Dual- Monarchy coul-d be expected to act in the interest of
preserving the nationar and cuftural_ identity of the cerman

population, including those living in enclaves isol_ated from
the main group in Austria. Thus the call for Germany to
Íntervene on behalf of Germans in Austria-Hungary hras

obviated by the fact that they formed the majority in some

regions and had a firrn share in the governance of the
Habsburg Monarchy.

rn the vast Russian ernpire, communities of German

origin \ùere present in the Bartic provinces, in the polish

t7
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annexation, in cities such as Moscow and St. petersburg, and

in agricultural settlements in Ukraine, Bessarabia, Volhynia

and al-ong the VoJ-ga River. The russification program of the

Romanov czars suppressed the rights of these communities to
continue practices and institutions for maintaining their
German culture. Hence it could be expected that there would

be a greater concern in Germany for the Germans in the

Russian empire than for those in Austria-Hungary.

RESOLUTE NON-INTERVENTION UNDER BISMARCK

The unification of the German states, which cul-minated

in the proclamation of the cerman Empire on January 18,

l-871,, in the palace of Versailles, not only provided the

framework for the cohesion of the fifty rnillion Germans

living in these states but also transformed the relationship
between German subjects of other states and Germâñ!; The

establishment of Germany under the banner of the unification
of the German nation, introduced a potential advocate for
German minorities in the European arena.

In the year before Germany's unification, Otto von

Bismarck, the Minister President of prussia, gave an

indication of the stance which the unified Gerrnany would

take on the protection of German rninorities abroad. rn a

letter dated April 5,1870, to the German ambassador in st.
Petersburg about the Germans in the Baltic provinces of the
Russian empire, the future first Chancetlor of Germany



advised:

rt is of course natural that we fol-low with interestthe efforts of the cerman population to protect theirnationarity, especiarly their language. However we mustnever forget that we have no better way of
demonstrating our sympathy than by not showing it tothem.l

To expJ-ain his paradoxicar staternent, Bismarck added, rrrt
woul-d be a disservice toward them to raise hopes for support
through indications of interest which could only consist of
words and which wourd always have to remain illusory.rr2
Bj-smarck was probabry correct in perceiving that words of
support would have rittre tangibre effect toward improving
the situation of Germans in Russia. rndeed such expressions
night have prompted an intensification of the czarist
russification efforts.

However, the expectation of a negligibl-e benefit or
even a contrary effect was not the sore reason for
Bismarck's restraint in showing support for the Germans in
Russia. Bismarck's primary aim was to avoid reactions by
other states which might thwart his campaign for uni_fying
the German states. There were suspicions in Russia and other
European states that Germany's uni_fication goals incl_uded

the Baltic provinces. rn 1,87r, the year of Germany's

confederation, the foreign minister of France, Jules Favre,

L9

'Quoted in Hans Rothf e1s,
Re j-ch . 2d edition " (Stuttgart:
p. 38.

zRothfels, pp" 3B-39.

Bismarck, der Osten und das
W. Kohlhammer Verlag, 1,962) ,



instructed his ambassador to convey to the Russian

government his prediction that the "principle of German

unity invoked by Prussia to justify her territorial_
aggrandizement must inevitably l-ead to the attempt to
acquire aJ-I peoples of cerman origin on the Danube and

likewise the German provinces of Russia.rr3 rn this climate,
manifestations of Germany's support for the Bal-tic Germans

rnight easiry evoke interference in Germanyrs unj-fication
which was Bi-smarckrs more imrnediate aim.a

The minimization of tensions with its neighbouring
states $/as paramount in the foreign poricy of Germanyrs

first chancellor. This precluded any overt expression of
support or protest on behalf of Germans abroad.s rndeed,

Bismarck had supported poJ-itical initiatives in neighbouring
empires which increased the pressures on German minorÍties
while undergirding his primary aim. fn j,867, he had

fostered the estabrishrnent of Hungary as a state arongside
Austria under Habsburg rule. This re-structuring of
Austria-Hungary contributed to the po]-arization of the Dual

20

vol-. 2, The Periog of Consofidation, teZt-t-s@
Princeton University press, 1-gg}), p. Z+e.

3otto pfranze,

4Rothf el-s, p. 43 . According to Rothf e1s, Bismarckregarded the Germans in the Baltics as an element which
weakened the Russian empire. He believed that leavj_ng thernwithout external support would strengthen their own innerresources for the long-term conflict between the slavic andGermanic peoples.

sPflanze, p. 24g "

d the



Monarchy and thereby weakened prussia's ríval. It also

abandoned the Germans in Hungary to become a ninority
subject to the magyarization promoted by the Hungarian

government.6

Bismarckts approach is well summarized as follows:
The rron chancerlor . created a new European order
on his own terrns and was determined to preseive it byall neans short of v¡ar" To dabble in the affairs of
German minorities, subjects of other sovereigns, toinvite trouble, especially in the eastern natt of
Europe, and so to jeopardize his hard-earned pax
Germanica did not and courd not fit into his scheme.T

TNCREASTNG NATIONÀLISÎ IDENTIFICATION WITH GERMANS ABROAD

Bismarck was dismissed from the chancellorship in LBgo

by william rr, Germany's emperor since l-888. I{illiam rr was

open to the infruence of the nationalist movements and

introduced a new tone in his pubric comments on Germans

abroad. He accepted the serf-description of the Baltic
Germans as rrthe German watch on the slav frontier, and he

regarded the policy of russification as ran attack on the
furt'hest outposts of the German people in the ancíent

2L

of Classical Modernity, trans. Richard DevesonHill and l{ang, LggL), p. 97.

6Detlev J. K. Peukert, The vieimar Republic: The crisís

ssee otto Dann, Nation und Nationarismus in Deutschland(München: C. H. Beck, 3gg3) t esp sdeutsche Kaiserreich, (pp. Ls7-ro7), fõr a ñerprui survey ofthis development.

'Peukert, p. 96.

(New York:
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struggle between the sravic and German people. "e rn l_905 he

hinted at the measures he would be ready to take in order to
protect the Bal-tic Germans if there wourd be chaos in
Russia: 'rr shal-l come to their aid, and they must then
become part of the German empi¡s.ilto

Despite the increasing sentiment on the part of the
German citizenry as well- as its head of state for active
measures in defense of threatened German minorities, the
government continued to abstain from intervening in the
affairs of foreign states.11 Germany/s political- leaders
and government officiars maintained their focus on the
consol-idation and expansion of the power of the German state
rather than the propagation of a German culture which

transcended state borders.12

The position of prince Ludwi-g of Bavaria was typical of
the stance of the German governments. Though he

191-l- to l-91_4 (New york: W. W. Norton, L}TS) , p. 37.
eFri-tz Fischer, war of rlrusions: Gerrnan policies from

rrfngeborg Fleischhauer, Das Dritte Reich und dieDeutschen in der Sow-jetunion, Schriftffi
Vierteljahrshefte für zeitgãschichte 46 (stuttgart: Deutscheverlags-Anstart, 1983), pp. ]-4-23. Freischhauer recountsthe ambitions of the pan-German movement to expand Germanyto incrude Russian territory so as tro secure the rand base
needed by the cerman people.

l2Erwin Barta and Karr Ber1, Geschichte der schutzarbeit
am deutschen volkstum (Dresden: verein rur aa= oeutsctrtun imAusland, l-930), pp: 1,70-L71-. This survey, published in j_930
by.the rnajor association for Germans abróaal was verycritical of the inactivity of the pre-war Germ.n go.r-ernment.

roFischer, fl-lusions, p. 41.
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acknonledged the worthiness of supporting Germans abroad

through private organizations, he rejected diplornatic

intervention by the Reich or by its member states. In a

statement made in 1899 he declared his expectation that
Germans of foreign countries ought |tto regard themselves as

good cit,izens of their states and to remain such even as

they defended their nationality. t,tr In 1901 Chancellor

Bernhard von BüIow announced in parliament that:
We must and we will intervene for the citizens of our
stat,e I ftReichsangehöriget'] when and where something
unjust happens to them. . But we cannot intervene
for our fellow nationals I rrVolksgenossenr ] who are
separated frorn us by international law.ra

The common ground for both of these positions was the
formar deference to international law and state sovereignty.
This legalistíc stance inpried a shift away from Bismarck's
politically pragrmatic refusal to intervene for German

minorities so as not to arouse the animosity of other
states. The resort to a regal rationare !,¡as a constraint on

the increasing pressure to support Germans abroad.

Though there $¡ere some sígns that after 19OS the
government was beginning to give more attention to cerman

minorities, it continued to neglect the cultural
institutions of Germans in foreign countries and those

Germans who were not German citizens. German culture was

l3Bart,a and BelI,
laBarta and BeI1,

Schutzarbeit,

Schutzarbeit,

p.

p.

L80 "

181_ .



propagated only where the exertion of Germany's power

perrnitted amicable agreements f or this. 15

The new citizenship Iaw passed in 191-3 did include a

significant provision for Germans abroad. Hitherto German

citizens residing in a foreign country lost their
citizenship after ten years abroad. The new legislation
allowed such Germans to ret,aín their German citizenship
indefinitely, provided that they fulfílled their obtigations
for rnilitary service and that they did not take out another

citizenship. They could even pass their German citizenship
on to their chirdren. rn this way German citizenship was

detached from residence and the German citizenry was defined

more consistently as a community of descent.16 This change

had been promoted by the pan-German rnovement since the nid-
1890s and represented an effort to preserve and strengthen
Germandom abroad.lT The new law together with an expansion

in the number and location of consulates in foreign
countries provided the German state with the means to
protect Germans more effectively.l*

24
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Though the generar interest in the conditions of German

communities in other European empires increased from the
formation of the German empire in 1-g7r untir the outbreak of
the First world war in 1,9i,4, cermanyrs poÌJ-cy toward Germans

abroad remained rrvague, inconsistent and by no means

positj-ve, l-et alone aggressive.rtle The Germans in eastern
Europe received tittle practical support for thej_r cultural
endeavours and even less diptomatic support to protect their
national identity.

rePeukert, pp . 97 , IOz .



GERMANY AND GERMANS ABROAD DURTNG THE FIRST WORLD WAR:

THE DTVERSTFICATTON OF RELATTONSHIPS

The First world war brought about the diversification
in Germany's rel-ationships to Germans in eastern Europe.

The uniform stance of non-intervention in the affairs of
Germans abroad which had prevaired in the first forty years
of the Reich ended with the war. The events of the war

affected cermans in different parts of eastern Europe in
drastic and different ways. rn many instances actions by

Germany itserf aLtered, indeed worsened, the situation of
these expatriates. Arready during the war, and. certainly
thereafter, the diverse effects prompted various diplomatic
measures by Germany in reration to these foreign German

groups.

The distribution of Germans in eastern Europe at the
outset of the First world ltar in 1,91,4 was much the same as

it had been at the time of the unification of Germany in
L871'. The Russian and Habsburg empires were territorially
unchanged and sti]I contained basica]-ly the same cerman

communities" The most significant shifts were the sizabl-e
mi-grations of Germans eastward to siberia and westward to

26
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North America.

GENERAL IMPACT OF WAR ON GERMAN MINORTTIES

The primary impact of the v/ar on the relationship of
the Germans in eastern Europe to Germany was to place the
Germans in Russia and in Austria-Hungary into two

diametrically opposed camps. Germans under the Habsburg

monarch formed the core of Germanyrs closest a1ly whire
Germans under the Russian czar \^/ere now subjects of
Germany's first declared enemy. Hence they T^rere treated
quite differentry by their respective governments. rn
Russia subjects of German background r¡/ere regarded with
suspicion and fear because of their perceived linkage to
Germany. rn Austria-Hungary they $/ere expected to be the
most loyar combatants for the central powers 1ed by Germany.

The second dynamic of war which furthered the
abandonment of uniform non-intervention was the German

government's employment of various strategies in different
situations and developments in the all-encompassing pursuit
of military victory. These strategies required specific
actions in relation to the Germans in different settings in
eastern Europe" Their outcomes, intended or unintended, led
to various consequences for Germans outside Germany.

one aspect of the war which transforrned the position of
all Germans outside Germany in a general way was the upsurge

in national passions which drew Germans together wherever

27
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they l-ived. The national identity and solidarity of peopJ_e

across Europe intensified in the cl_imate of international_
confl-ict. rn cermany there was a growing vision of the
worldwide German empire and of the role of foreign Germans

within it. rn the view of the verein für das Deutschtum im

Ausland (VDA), the most prominent of several popular

organizations in Germany for the support of Germans abroad,

this nerÁr perspective reached its peak at the outset of the
war:

state po$rer and world recognition had awakened theinterest for Germans outside the Reich. . The val-ueof assertinq German curture in the competition with theattempts of other peoples to spread out became obvious.
A vision formed in the eyes of the Germans. A newconcept of Auslandsdeutschtum was forrned. rt was thesupport and substructure of a worldwide German economy
and membership in the worLdwide German people which
bound the German citizen abroad and in Lne- empire into
one entity of power and status.l

The presence of government representatives at the annuar vDA

assembly in 1,91-4 vras a sign that this cause and this vision
had attained respectability in government.

TINIVERSAL ESPOUSAL OF NATTONAL SELF-DETERMINAT]ON

A second feature of the war between the central povrers

and the Entente which wourd affect al1 Germans in eastern
Europe was the championing of the right of nations to self-
determi-nation by all parties, J-ncluding Germany. The

promotion of national serf-determinati-on by Germany/s

'Barta and 8e11, Schutzarbeit, p. 2OO.
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political spokespersons added to the momentum of the
hj-storical developments which transformed the conditions of
Germans living in eastern Europe. For sorne German

poriticians the cause of national self-determination may

have been grounded in an authentic commitment to the freedom

of oppressed peoples. For others, in particul-ar for those
in power, the advocacy of national sel-f-determination v/as

prirnarily a ploy to undermine the cohesion and strength of
Germany's adversaries during the war and the ensuing peace

which Germany expected to dominate.

The impJ-ementation of this principre invol_ved the
formation of independent states for severar national groups

which had hitherto been subsumed in larger empires. on the
other hand, gri-ven the mixture of national-ities in eastern
Europe, it was inevitable that even such new states, however

compact, would incorporate national minorities. rnsofar as

Germany's political l-eaders anticipated the future existence
of national minorities, in particurar German ones, they
articulated expectations for the just treatment of such

minorities.

The l-imitations of Germanyrs advocacy for the right of
nationar sel-f-determination v/ere manifested in the response
of the central powers to this principle as formul_ated by the
representatj-ves of Russia at Brest-Litovsk. The Russian
delegation to the negoti-ations for a peace treaty had

proposed two points related to national minorities:
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1. Those national groups, which had no political
independence before the war, wirl be guaranteed thepossibility of deciding by plebiscite on the questionof their belonging to this or that state or their ownindependent state.

2. rn the territories settled by various nationari-ties,the rights of minorities wilr be protected throughspecial laws which will secure tneir cultural-nai,ional
i-ndependence and, if it is possible in practicã, alsotheir administrative capacity.2

The foreign minister of Austria-Hungary, count czernin,
responded publicly on behal-f of the central_ powers to these
points on Christmas Day, 1,9L7. The provision for
plebiscj-tes on state al]-egiances rÁ/as deemed to be the
internar affair of a state and could not be regulated in a

treaty with other states. The same reservation applied to
the protection of the rights of national_ minorities through
an international- treaty. czernin dec]ared vaguely that the
qovernments of the central powers acknowledged this
principle everywhere insofar as it seemed practical for
impÌementation. According to czernin the right to self-
determination did not appty to nationalities belonging to
states that granted thern full constitutional riberties.3

A speech defining the Gerrnan governmentrs eastern
policy by vice-chancer-ror von payer on May 7, i-918, also
revealed its actual goals in regard to national serf-

Dokumentensammlung, Band. I,
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determination:

The aim of our policy toward the border peoples, v/ho,
owì-ng to the break-up of Russia have sepãraled from theunion with this empire and estabrished Lhemselves ontheir own feet, i-s to live with them for the future inpeace and friendship. rt is both to our advantage andto theirs that rn¡e should draw near to each other inmatters of-policy, economics, and culture, and, so faras is feasible, in military affairs as well. rt is inthe interest, not only of these border states, but alsoof ourserves al-so that we shourd promote cultural and
economic relations with these countries.

Payer then pointed to food supplies, colonization, and.

nilitary security as the specifj-c benefits of such ties. He

noted the role of German minorities in shaping this policy:
At the same there also exists a natj-onaI sympathy withthe Germans in those areas who have for yeãrã wagea abitter struggle for the maintenance of tñeir cermannationarity. This appries particularly to the Balticpeoples. And a particurarly humane reãting has playeda part i-n.our policy toward those peopres wni"n evenafter their separation from Russia were drawn into thegeneral distress and disord.er.a

The social Democratic party addressed the same issue in
its statement to the international assembly of soci_aI

Democrats held in June J,91,7 in stockhorm. This statement
defined thettrights of nations,rras rthe right of the people
to maintain or to re-establish their poritical-
independence,rr and then ascribed this right to three groups:
(1) those who have lost independence in warrn j_.e. Serbia,
other Balkan states and Belgium; (2) ,those countries which,
having l-ost their former independence, find themselves
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freed, through the riüar, f rom

Congress Pol_and and Finland;

victims of imperialism,rr eg.

Korea.

Under the heading rrNational_ Autonoily,', the following
principle on the rights of national minorities was

expressed:

rf national autonomy means cul-tural- autonomy forsections of a country speaking a foreign toigue andbelonging to a larger confedeiation of-stateã, Germansocial Democracy wilJ- stand for such autonorny in thefuture as it has done in the past. As regaräs Germany,there are the craims of our citizens in Nõrthschleswig, posen, lvest prussia, âs werl as in Arsace-Lorraine, who speak Danish, eoiish, and the Frenchmother tongue. we condemn strongry every encroachment
upon the use of the mother tonguãr âs wett as otherhandicaps on the free developmãnt'of their particularnational character and culture, and consider that theexistence of democratic conditions in aI] countrieswould help bring about a good understanding between onepeople and another, one culture and anothei.s

Notably, German sociar Democrats did not envisage a cession
of Germany's pol-ish areas with their smaIl German

populations to a re-establ_ished pol_and.6

Nevertheless, Germany courd not restrain the momentum

toward national self-determination whi_ch it had itsel-f
fostered. The new states on its eastern borders became the
home of millions of Germans under the terms of the peace

settl_ement.

the f oreign yoke, 'f i . e.

and (3) rrthe formerly civilized
freland, Egypt, India, and
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Beyond these broad trends which commonly affected
Germans abroad, there were deveropments unique to each area

and which provided a different starting point in each

setting for Germany's rel-ationship to Germans in eastern

Europe in the post-war period.

AUSTRTA.HUNGARY

national rights of Germans in Austria-Hungary would not be

fel-t until the disintegration of the Habsburg empire at the
end of the war, one effect of the war on Germany's stance in
relation to these Germans became apparent much sooner,

narnely, the decline in the attention given to the Germans

living in the Hungarian domain. Hungary \4ras needed as a war

a]ly and any irritation, such as complaints about the
suppression of the cul-ture of its German population, was

avoided during the war.7 Thus the pre-war pattern of
leaving these German communities to fend for themselves

under the pressure of magyarization without protests or
support from Germany continued into the war.

conversery, the Germans in Bohemia and Moravia turned
toward Germany and away from Austria as their protector to
an ever-increasing degree as the war continued and

especialJ-y when faced with the prospect of the formation of

Though the most drastic impact of the war on the

'Lorant Tilkovsky, 'rDie lVeimarer Republik und die
deutschen Minderheiten irn Donaubecken, il in Etudes Hist.
Hongroises 2 (I98O), pp. ZO2-2O3.



a czechoslovak republic which might incorporate them.8

RUSSIA

The situation of Germans in the Russian enpire
underwent even more changes than that of their felrow
Germans in Austria-Hungary. First, they were the objects of
discriminatory measures by their ov/n government and thenr âs

Germany advanced into Russia and occupied large areas,
including German settrements, their poriticar situation was

radical-ly transformed.

An immediate reaction of the Russi_an state to the onset
of war with Germany was the regisration by the Russian Duma

to confiscate the property owned by Germans in Russi_a. This
measure ericited public outrage in Germany and provoked an

early expression by Germanyrs poritical readers of their
intention to mete out reprisals. rt also provj_ded an

additional cause with which to rai_se public support for
Germany's attack upon Russia. Thus in a speech to the
parliament on April 5, l-91-6, chancerl-or Bethmann HolÌweg
threatened retribution for this injustice inflicted on

German colonists by the Russian government.e

The chancel-lor's position was reinforced and expanded
by Gustav stresemann, one of the leaders of the Nati_onal-
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Liberar party. His speech on the next day also reflected
the several ways in which the war was int,ensifying the
rerationship between Germany and the Germans in the Russian

empire. stresemann began with the conviction that the only
guarantee of a lasting peace was ta strong, unassailabre
position for Germany.rr Then he affirmed the chancellor's
announcement tfthat we wourd not oppress any nationalities
but also we would not suffer that any racial stocks be

further oppressed by other nations., He observed that it
had been Russia which had started the war against the
civilian popuration by legislation dírected against German

property" He welcomed the chancel-lorrs promise to protect
the property of German subjects of Russia and expressed the
hope that rrhe wilr use alr the forces of Germany to protect
German property everywhe¡s. rrlo

Given such expressions of support, it was not
surprising that less than two years Iater, after the new

Bolshevik regime in Russia sued for peace with Germany and

it's allies, the German settlers in siberia requested that
Germany obtain for thern compensation for damages incurred
during the war and the revolution. They also demanded the
right to autonomy in churches, in schools, and., wherever
Germans were the najority, in government. Finarry, they
reguested the right to choose the state to which they qrould

belong regardress of their tocation. To prepare for the

lolutz, Volume I, pp " 340-343 .



implementation of these measures they undertook a

comprehensive census of the property of the ca. l-oo,ooo

Germans in siberia. Furthermore they sent a delegation to
Berlin in the hope that these protective measures would be

taken up by the Foreign Ministry in its negotj-ations with
Russia at Brest-Litovsk.

the treaty signed on March 3 , i-91-9, but their efforts
indicated a new-found view of Germany as their protector.ll

BALTTC PROVINCES

described to the present and future status of the Germans in
the Bal-tic provinces of Russia as envisaged by Germanyrs

leadership:

r regard _the Baltic provinces as German-Baltic country,as a land of German curture. rt may be shown that theBartic Germans are outnumbered by tñe Estonians and theLatvians. rf you accept pure numbers, then that may betrue; but the numericar strength does not by itserfdetermine the character of a country" Rathãr it isdetermined by that racial stock wniðn has given theinprint of its cul-ture and intel-lect to thã entirecountry -- our Baltic Germans. rf we give up theBaltic, then the last trace of Bar-tic freedóm and
independence would be obriterated under a process ofrussification which wouLd begin in such a ñay as to
make.us greatly responsible to those, who unãercontinued oppression, kept true to Germany.12

The two arternatives contemplated for the Baltic

In his speech of April 6, 191-6, Stresemann also

Their hopes v/ere not real_ized in
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provinces !¡ere annexation to Germany and the formation of
autonomous st,ates allied to Germany. rn either scenario

they srere to be detached from RussÍa, and the Baltic
Germans, who had formed the aristocracy already in the pre-
war era, vrere to be porit,icafry, economicalty and curturalry
dominant.

By september 1915 the German army controlled Lithuania
and in the falI of t9r7 the German inhabitants of Latvia and

Estonia, shocked by the revolutionary conditions in Russia,

urged Germany to continue its advance into their provinces.
Germany occupied Latvia in september LïLT and, by March

1918, Estonia as well.13

Again it was Stresemann who expressed Germanyrs

sentiment toward the Baltic provinces and its German

Ínhabitants. speaking in the Reichstag on February 20,

1918, stresemann asserted that the advance into Livonia was

to protect the populations of Livonia and Estonia:
we cannot rook on passivery while those, who, in spiteof all persecution, have preserved German speech and
German curture for seven centuries, are murdered andsraughtered sirnply because they are Germans. Ivere $reto tolerate it, then we should be a nation withoutprestige and honour. It does not mean the
annexation of these territories. But it means a freeBartic in close relationship with cermany and under ourrnilitary, political, intellectuaI, and culturalprotection. ra

on March 25, 1919, Lithuania was the first Baltic state

l3John w. Hjdgn, The.Baltic states and weimar ostpolitik(Canbridge: Canbridge University p .

ralutz, Volume L, p " g14.
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to be recognized by cermany as nominatly independent. On

the basis of an announcement made by a council of Lithuanian
politicians in December L9L7, Lithuania was declared to be

rrunited to the German Hnpire by a permanent, firm
alliance. trls Through the Treaty of Brest-Litovsk cermany

coerced Russia to accept the secession of Lithuania. Russia

also acceded to the occupation by Germany of Estonia and

other Ba1t,ic territories.

However, Germanyts perception of an independenÈ

Lithuania did not satisfy the Lithuanians themselves. They

re-asserted their intentions in a new decraration of
independence proclaimed on February 16, 1918. This
statement, omitted any reference to relations to other states
and thereby attempted to evade subservience to Germany.

During the summer of L918, the Lithuanian council erevated

its authority as a council of state and invited the Duke of
Urach to the Lithuanian throne.

By the auturnn of 1918 the emergence of a forrnally
independent Lithuanian state was a certainty. The German

government nodifíed its stance accordingly and then

expressed its concern for Germans in the future Lithuanian
state. On October 20, 1918, a message was sent to the
Lithuanian council by the German chancellor. Germany

indicated its desire t,o leave the formuration of the
constitution, foreign relationships and the border with

lsI,utz , Volume I , p. g45 .
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Porand to the Lithuanian people but insisted that their
government should have rthe participation of alr classes and

nationalities in the populatis¡. 1116

The armistice concluded with the Entente on Novernber 11

stipurated that German troops remain on Lithuanian territory
as a buffer to the Bolshevik forces from Russia. At the
same time the first Lithuanian cabinet and government were

formed and Germany sent a new representative to convert its
nilitary government into a civil_ one.t7

contrary to German prans, Lithuania, Latvia and Estonia
did not become its vassal states in which Germany courd rook
after the interest,s of the German population. rnstead,
cermany's Bartic poricy red to an outcome v¡hereby Baltic
Germans became ninorities besieged in their own homelands.rs

POLAND

Through Germany's eastward advance, it soon gained
control of the polish lands of Russia. Germanyrs occupat,ion
of congress poland, followed by moves to estabrish it as an

independent state, albeit under Germanyrs domination, had

neqigrEnq des prin úy Erich u.tËni.=and Rudorf Morsey 1oüssetaort: orost,e verläg, wøzj-,-* s9,p. 2OO, n. 26.
tTHiden, Baltic States,
rEHiden, Baltic States,
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significant irnplications for the German settrements there.
rn August l-9i-5 General- von Beseler, !üas appointed as

Germany's governor general of occupj-ed poland except for a

frontier zone which remained under military control.re
Thenr oñ November 5, l-9j-6, the German and Austrian emperors

announced their readiness to al-low the re-estabrishment of
an independent PoLish state from rrthe Polish districts which

by their brave armj-es \Àrere snatched with heavy sacrifices
from Russian power.rr The more precise regulation of the
frontiers of the Kingdom of porand was postponed.2O The

next step toward a polish state taken by Germany was the
installation in september 1-9L7 of a Regency council
consisting only of pofes. The German emperor instructed
Governor Generar von Beseler in vüarsaw 'that we desi_re to
put state power in the main into the hands of a Nationar
Government, whilst the rights of people will be entrusted to
a ne\¡/ and extended State Councif .rr2l

The steps toward porish independence r¡/ere prinarily
j-ntended to el-icit the royalty of the poles to the central_
Powers. They also l-ed to the placement of Germans under a

foreign state, albeit one whích Germany expected to
dominate" Thus the onus fel-r on Germany to make provisions

Ersten Weltkriecr (KöÌn:
lelnlerner conze, po
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for the protection of a German minority well before the re-
establishment of Pol-and under the peace settlement.

One measure under consideration within Germanyrs

government which wouLd obviate this task was the re-
settLement of Germans from congress pol-and to Germanyrs

eastern frontier and the removal, of poles from German

territory to the new pol-and. This pran foundered on the
reluctance of the Germans in Russian poland to reave their
long-standing settrements and to return to Germany for the
sake of the German state. these Germans regarded themselves

as a bridge between the Germanic and slavic peoples. By

rejecting both re-settlement to Germany and assimilatj_on in
Porand they became an obstacle to the strategi-c aoars of the
German state.

The rnilitary leaders who advocated the promise of
independence for poland and the political leaders who issued
the promise had not anticipated this consequence. Thus the
civil-ian cerman adrnini-stration in poland had to balance

Polish aspirations for national seÌf-determination r¡ith the
demands of the resj-duar cerman popuration for culturar,
poritical and economj-c support. with one notable exception,
German officiars often restricted the cerman mj-nority in
order to pracate the polish population and to retain its
loyalty in the war. The formation of cerman associations
v/as forbidden or only permitted after much de1ay. The

representative of the German Foreign Ministry up until the
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fall of L91-7, Gerhard von Mutius, !ì¡as described by a reader

of the German minority as rrour strongest opponent in the

German administration because of his polish policy.rtzz

Clearly, the concern for the Germans in poland was

subordinate to the strategy which carled for the formation

of an independent but allied poland"

It was Governor General von Beseler himself who tried
to support the cerman rninority while stil1 promoting the

formation of a ner^/ Poland. Beseler adopted the protection
of minorities as an essential component in his approach to
Polish statehood. It was his intention to make the
protection of minorities, especially of the Germans, a
rrconditio sina clua nonrr in resolving the school question.u

rn a council of senior cerman officials considering the re-
settlement of Germans from Russian poland to Germany,

Beseler argued for re-settling only the dispersed Germans

and leaving the excrusively German viltages intact though

with provisions for their protection under the poÌish

ruIe.ø Along the same line, in a speech given in July
1-918, he expressed hirnserf on the citizenship of cermans in
Poland. The crux of the matter was *that Germans shoul-d

also feel themselves to be subjects of this land. nã
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However, Beseler could not overturn his governmentrs policy
of subordinating the interests of the cerman poputation to
those of the polish nationalists.

only in an aqreement made in March r-9r-g between severar-
German poJ.iticians and representatives of the polish Regency
council was the protection of a cerman minority in poland
implied- The council had prepared a proposal for defining
the status of an i-ndependent poland. rt discussed this
scheme with three prominent figures in the centre and left_
wing politicar parties which formed the majority coalition
in the cerman parliament. As the proposed borders for
Poland would enclose significant German popurations, the
rights of a German minority were at stake in this encounter.
The two sets of politici-ans issued a joint declaration
expressing the desire for frj-endly relations between pol_and

and Germany and listed several points for a possibÌe
poritical and economic treaty between the central powers and
the future porand. one of these projected an eastward
extension of porand 'with consideration of the right to
self-determination of the nationalities in question., The
declaration itself was not endorsed by the chancelror and
hence had no practicar effect.26 substantive negotiations
with Poland did not fit into Germanyrs broader goals and
hence an opportunity to entrench the rights of Germans in
Po1and was not taken. Even so, this encounter was a

2óConze, polnische Nation, pp. 350-3Sl_.
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precursor for the post-v/ar era insofar as it involved the

political parties which would form the first governments of

Vüeimar Germany"

The protection of the German minority in Pol-and did

appear on a list of issues identified by the German ForeJ-gn

Ministry in September l-91-8 for discussions with Austria

about a common policy on Poland. The respective Foreign

Ministers had met in Vienna on September 5 but they had

failed to conclude an agreement. It was agreed to continue

tal-ks at a lower level- and the German Foreign Ministry

l-isted the protection of the German minorJ-ty as a demand in

further ta1ks.27 The sudden collapse of the Central Powers

in the next few weeks prevented the resumption of these

negotiations.

There was thus an alrareness of the j-ssue of protecting

the rights of Germans in a PoLish state but it was never

addressed in a conclusive way. Germany had occupj.ed Poland

and it had endorsed the formation of an independent Poland.

ft was the dominant por{rer and could have intervened.

Despite the need, and the opportunity, Germany did not take

the initiative and its leaders spurned the efforts of lower

Ievels to all-eviate the concerns of the cerman population"

T]KRAÏNE

The perspective of the German official-s toward the

27conze, Polnische Nation, p. 377.



future of the cernan colonists in ukraÍne was recorded in
memorandum submitted in December ]-gL7 by a senior prussian
official in preparation for the peace treaty to be imposed
on Russia:

The Russian Germans ,["@,,1 constitute anexceptionalry varuabre setÈter-Erock which must, ifpossible, be won for cermany. Ãit", the destructionthey have suffered durinj tir; ,;; through the measuresof the Tsarist governmenÈ trrey wilr. desíre -to 
å*igratero cermany' rn the ry?:" treåtv Russiã-;;=;-pàrrnir rheemigration of the Russian eermañs to cermany or to thefuture autonomous states and-ug;ã" t" compensate themcompJ_etely. rt

The najor erement of Germany,s policy toward the
Germans in the Russian empire was a scheme to re_settr.e the
thousands of German settlers from the Black sea area i-nto
territory to be annexed along Germanyrs eastern frontier.
one rationar-e offered for this drastic measure was the
rescue of the German settlers from repression and
confiscation in Russia' However, Germany,s prirnary reason
was not the protection of minority rights, but rather the
bolstering of Germanyrs eastern frontier with a sympathetic
population.2e

The Germans in occupied ukraine were actually more
concerned with a different form of protection by Germany.
They wanted to remain in the Ìand where they had rived for a
century and .0nger. rn two congresses in spring of r_gr_g
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these German coloni-sts asked the German emperor and

government to: rrinclude the German colonists and all other
cerman inhabitants of these regions in the empire and to
place them under the protection of the German laws.rl
Furthermore they requested that some form of state
subordinate to Germany be formed out of the Taurida
Gouvernement, in which their population hras concentrated,
together with the crimea, and that they be perrnitted to
remai-n there as vanguards for Germany. only if this was not
possi-ble, should Germany undertake their irnmi_gration to the
Reich.30

The appeals of the Germans in ukraine had some effect.
A secret agreement between Austria-Hungary and the ukrainian
People's Republ-ic and attached to the main treaty of peace

did deat with the national minori-ties. After asserting the
mutual- desire for 'ra close and friendly relationship,r, the
aqreement stated that the Dual_ Monarchy acknowledged rthat
the laws of the ukrainian people's Republic shall guarantee
the rights of the polish and German minorities in ukraine,
as well as the rights of the Jewish people. r conversely,
the ukrainian plenipotentiari_es acknowledged the efforts of
the Emperor of Austria-Hungary 'to pursue with al-l means

within existing arranglements tthel national and cultural

3.Fleischhauer, Deutschen. im Zarenreich, pp. 5g3-5g5.Generar Ludendorff of the Military nigtr commanã was arsointerested in granting citizenshii to the cerman colonj_stsbecause replacement troops courd Lhen be drawn from thei_rnumbers. Fischer, Aims, pp. 548-549.
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development of the Ukrainian people living in Austria

leading to additionat guarantees.t,3l Though Germany was not

a party to this agreement its diplomats were aware of it and

$/ere given the original copy for safe-keeping.32 This was

the basis for the claim of the State Secretary for Foreign

Affairs, Richard von Kühlmann, in parliament on February 20

that rrthe rights of German peasants were frequently a

subject of discussion and were fixed by agreement in the

legal treaty. "33

With the occupation of these additional areas in early
191-8, Germany began to facilitate re-settlement to regions

within or closer to Gerrnany.l However, the rapid decline

in Germany's rnilitary fortune prevented a large-scale re-
settLement. To retain at least the lega1 possibility of
such a transfer, an article stipulating a ten-year period

during which Germans could freely emigrate was included in
the supplements to the treaty with the Ukrainian Nationat

Republic as well as in the treaty with Bolshevik Russia.3s

An ultimatum to Russia issued on February 26, Lgi-9,

3rstephan M. Horak, The First Treaty of World War f :
Ukraine's Treaty with the Central Powers of February 9. 191-8
(Boulder: East European Monographs / New York: Columbia
University Press, 1-988 ) , pp. 1,73-17 4 .

3zHorak, p. 46.
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included a measure which may have been intended for the sake

of protecting Germans. The eighth point demanded that
ffRussia shatr adnit and support, according to her ability,
German commissions for the protection of German prisoners of
war, civilians and those returning home.¡r¡c

Nevertheress, these measures $/ere not universarry
perceived as adequate. rn a debate on Germanyrs policies on

the east, a parliamentary deputy for the progressive party
remarked: rrrt is regrettabre that the Jews and other
national minorities are not sufficiently protected by the
new peace treaties. tt37

Germanyts wartime strategy and achievement, at reast
temporarily, of occupying major portions of the Russian
Empire, especialry of ukraine, had another conseguence for
the treatment of Germans there which onry became evident
after Germanyts defeat and withdrawal. During the
occupation German settrers came to regard the Gernan army as

their protecÈor" Their identity, both in their own

perspective and that of their Russian and ukrainian
neighbours, became more German. rndeed, the German army

organized setf-defence corps of Germans in ukraine,
initiatly for protection against anarchist bandits but after
the retreat of Germanyrs army some of these troops fought
the inconing Red Arrny. This involvement of the German
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colonists, especially of the traditionally pacifíst
Mennonites, subsequently heightened the suspicion of them

and provided legitination for discrinination against them by

the new Soviet authorities.3E

ROMANIA

Germany also had the opportunity to entrench the rights
of the German communities in Romania when it imposed the

Treaty of Bucharest in 1,91,7. The only provisions in the

treaty reLevant to their status $rere that various religions,
including Roman Catholic and Protestant, be accorded the

same liberty and protection as the Romanian Orthodox

religion and that differences in berief must not exercise

any influence over political or civil rights in Romania.3e

As most Germans in Romania were Roman Catholic or

Protestant, they could benefit from these cl_auses.

CONCLUSTON

In June 1-9L8, a senior nilitary officer prepared a

statement on rrOur Goals in the East.r! He included the

comment: rrGerman prestige requires that we hold our strong,
protecting hand not only over the citizens of Germany, but

3sFleischhauer, Dritte Reich, pp. 3o-34.

States, Supplement
Government Printing

rel.af,l_ncf co tne Fore]-qn
I, The World War, Volume L (lüashington,
Officez 1933), p. 777.



over all Germans. tt40 The measures to protect Germans

outside the Reich indicate that this goal was always

subordinate to strategic policies intended to strengthen the

war effort of the German state or its military position

after its victory in v¡ar. However, Germany's various

political and nilitary tactics altered fundamentally the

situation of Germans in eastern Europe. Even though the

post-war developments did not follow the trajectories
started during the war, the First World !{ar generally, and

Germany's actions in particular, Ied to the diversification
of the situations of Germans in eastern Europe and of
Germany's post-war diplomacy in relation to them.

the Central Powers weakened the Russian empire and

promoted the breaking away of several of its nationalities:
Lithuania, Estonia, Latvia, Poland and Ukraine. !{ith the

exception of Ukraine, their right to exist was confirmed by

the vj-ctorious Entente at the peace conference in paris.

All of the new states which emerged from collapse of the

Russian empire contained German rninorities. Furthermore,

Austria-Hungary disintegrated under the strain of the war

into several- successor states, each also holding German

inhabitants.

In the course of the war, unprecedented in its
geographical range, in the extent of its social impact, and

in the scale of its destruction, these two empires
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disbanded. The royal regimes in both vanished. Austria-
Hungary was fragmented into several new states and a

communist party took control- of Russia. Germany itself
would cede substantial territories and citizens to Poland.

An outcome of the war was the re-allocation of German

populations from these three ernpires to ten republics

Poland, Russi-a, Lithuania, Latvia, Estonia, Hungary,

Romania, Czechoslovakia, Yugoslavia and Austria.

Yet surpassing these outcomes in its traumatic effect
on Germany would be the cession of its own territory to
Poland and the creation of a German rninority out of people

who had been its own citizens. In the view of Germany's

adversaries this was also a consequence, a most just one, of
the war it had instigated"



DEALTNG I^TITH THE ENTENTE:

RESÎRATNED ADVOCACY FOR THE PROTECTTON OF GERMAN MINORTTIES

armistice and then a peace settl-ement formed the background

for its birateral deaì-ings with individual east European

states, including Poland, on the protection of the national
rights of German minorities. The primary arena for this
interaction was the peace conference in paris which opened

on January 19, t979, but there \^/ere exchanges rel-evant to
this issue from the moment Germany sued for peace on the
basis of the Fourteen points. Germany also had an

opportunity to address the broader international community

on minority protection at the cenoa conference in May 1,922.

As werl, its advocacy on this issue incl-uded discussions
with the vatican on measures affecting the cerman cathorics
in Poland.

The Fourteen points enunciated by the president of the
united states, woodrow wirson, âs the terms for a peace

settlement, included the establ-ishment of an independent

Poland with access to the sea. The cession of German

territory and citizens would be at stake if this promise was
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to be realized and so any negotiations on these points had

inprications for the protection of German minorities.

HOPES FOR A PEACE VÛITHOUT TERRITORIAL LOSS

On September 29, l_918, Germany/s supreme rnilitary
commanders, Generar Erich Ludendorff and Fierd Marshal paul

von Hindenburg admitted the inevitability of nilitary defeat
and called on the government to sue for a peace settlement
with the Entente powers. This fundamental re-direction of
Germany's international- relations drasticarry altered the
basis for Germany's poricy toward Germans abroad. As rong

as its policy-makers had anticipated mititary victory, they
had assumed the prerogative to shape the future of Germans

in eastern Europe, whether by annexing territory, by re-
settling these groups¡ or by dominating the states in which

they resided. The imminence of rniritary defeat oblj-terated
the power on which this prerogative had rested. Now the
Allied and Àssociated powers, led by Great Britain, France,

and the united states of America, courd deterrnine the future
number and condition of Auslandsdeutsche.

The task of suing for peace required the formation of a

ne!ì/ government. Prince Max von Baden, known as a liberal
despite his aristocratic status, hastily assembled a new

cabinet with ministers from the Center and Social- Democratic

parties. The nevr government presented its program to the
parliament on october z. rn its foreign policy component,
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the program asserted adherence to the .peace resol_utionrl
passed in the Reichstag in Jury 1,gL7, and expressed the
desire for an authentic concil-íatory peace as wel_1 as the
willingness to join a reague of nations. rt also stressed
that the previous policy toward neighbouring states to the
east had to be corrected with a decisive implementati-on of
their right to sel-f-determination. specifically, Germany

would institute civir administrations in the Baltic
countri-es and porand, so that institutions representing the
people could be formed.r with these commitments, the
qovernment hoped to set a course in Germanyrs international
rerations which would appease its adversaries.

Even so the new cabinet sought to evade some of the
crucial stipulations of the Fourteen points. rt regarded
the points which carled for the formation of a pol-ish state
with access to the open sea and which transferred Arsace-
Lorraine to France as the most difficur_t of wirsonrs
Fourteen points to accept. This was admitted quite
emphatically by von payer, the princers senior assistant, in
the first briefing of the Bundesrat, the council of
representatives of Germanyrs states¡ orì the new governmentrs
strategy for seeking peace. on october 3 payer told the
council- that rrh¡e could accept the presidentrs speech as a

general basis if it did not incrude the reference to Al-sace_

Lorraine and poland.. r He predicted, however, that if

rFrankfurter 
Ze j_tunq, October 6 , J_91-g , p. L.
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Germany rejected negotiations on the polish quest,ion then
its peace reç[uest would be rejected.

For this reason the initiar responses to the united
States on the conditions for an armistice s/ere formulated so

as to avoid the explicit acceptance of the points inplying
the loss of German territory and citizens to poland and

France. Meeting on october 3 t,o formurate its request for a

cessation of hostilities, the cabinet realized that if it
onitted these two points from its note then its request
would be rejected" rt considered qualifying its response by
incruding the phrase ,insofar as the territorial integrity
of the Reich r¡ourd not be violated, but eventuarry rejected
this formuration. rt was decided to indicate acceptance of
the tüil-son program, but onry as a rrstarting point.rr2 Thus

the German note of october 3 to the united states read:
The German government acceptsr ês a basis for peacenegotiations, the program laid down by the preäident ofthe united states in his message to cóngress of January8, L918, and his subsequent prónouncerneñts, ----¿

The anbiguity of the German statement was noticed by
the American officials and they responded with the direct
question:

Does the rnperial chancelror mean that the rrnperialGerman covernment accepts the terms laid down^ uy tnePresident " and that its object in enteiir,õ'intodiscussions would be only to agíee upon the práctical

2Regierunq des prin , # L7, p. s7.

Conference (New york: Colu¡nbii
140.

3Alma Luckau, The Germa
University press, Lg4L),
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details of their application?"a

response. Again it was pre-occupied with the prospect of
losing the pol-ish provinces and the Alsace-Lorraine region.
The question was asked whether the supreme Military command

was aware of the far-reaching consequences of the acceptance
of the Fourteen points, in particular with regard to these
two regions. rmplicit in the raising of this question was

the notion that the miritary might re-consider its request
for an armistice if it knew of these dreadfur conseguences.

Foreign Minister wilhelm solf bJ_untry asserted that these
were the worst features of the Fourteen points.5 Neverthe-
less, the government decided to assent to the exact wording
of the American query and repried accordingly on the
following day.6 rts resor-ve to avoid making any concession
on territorial- transfers at the outset of the negotiations
had failed and the prospect for transferring cerman citizens
became more likely.

The cabinet's di-scussion on october 24 about its stance
in parliament was infl-uenced by the awareness that Germanyrs

adversaries were monitoring its government's statements made

to domestic audiences. First it considered a draft
statement which admitted that by accepting wil_sonrs Fourteen

The cabinet met on october r-i. to re-consider its
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Points as the basis for peace discussions, the German

government had acknowledged that the re-structuring of
Polish and Alsace-Lorraine affairs woul-d be part of the
peace negotiations but added that as rong as this had not
yet happened these territories were part of Germany and they
shoul-d not be pressing to secede. Then Forej_gn Minister
solf reminded his colleagues that the government/s stance in
the German parliament against the secession of porand wourd

be scrutinized by Germany's enemies in the light of its
formar acceptance of the Fourteen points. He advised that
the cabinet's pubric statements had to make reference to
self-determination j-n order to meet the expectations of
Germany's adversaries lest the peace efforts be aborted. rn
the face of two countervailing forces, the cabinet approved

a vague statement onry indicating that there had been

questions raised about porish and other territorial issues
and that cermany would honourably furfil the ltilsonj-an
program. T

Thus in the Reichstag rater that day, Foreign Mi_nister
solf declared the government's commitment to fulfil the
principles of President wil-son. vtith reference to Alsace-
Lorraine and porand, it was stated that this promise meant

that the government had agreed to settling these questions
in the peace negotiati-ons. ApparentJ-y the government was

TReqierung des pri_nzen Max von Baden, I g4, pp. 3l-3-
31_8.
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still clinging to its hope that the loss of these two

regions would be averted through the negotiations. rtBelieve

ilê,rt Solf told the members of the Reichstag:

in the negotiation of these difficul-t questions the
German government would resist most decisivery anyviol-atiòn of pol-es and any violation of eermañs anysolution which would make the co-existence of bothnations impossible and which must l-ead to new hatred,
ner^/ quarrelling and new conflicts.

sorf proposed that if a peace of understanding was to be

attained, then Germans should not be torn ahray from their
fatherland and attached to aLiens. sol-f,s speech to the
parJ-iament included the several erements of the campaign to
prevent the cession of territory, Germanyrs greatest concern
since it began its quest for an armistice. There was the
effort to keep the outcome of negotiations open, the offer
of some autonorny to its potish citizens and the objection to
the cession of territory and population. As yet the
government was not ready to admit openJ_y the probability of
territoriar cessions and transfers of German citizens.s

The armistice negotiations with the Entente victors did
not explicitly address the issue of the protection of
Germans in other states but the terms accepted did expedite
the emergence of several states which would eventually
contain German populations. For its part, Germany's

government looked ahead to the broad-scaIe peace

negotiations with the Entente at the peace conference wj-th

ðVorwärts, October 25, L91_9, Beilage, p. 1.



the hope that territorial cessions and the loss of German

citizens to other states could be limited.
However, the measures taken against Germans by the

Polish and French governments in the territories they

expected to receive did prompt the German Foreign Minister
to an earl-ier protest.

the Allied governments aimed at protecting the German

popuì-ations as long as the peace terms were unresolved:

If the peace is to be concluded as a just peace, then
the decisions of the peace conference on the lega1
questions under dispute can not be preempted. In the
face of the prJ-nciples established by the [Arnerican]President, the German government must give notice that
the measures taken by the French government in Alsace-
Lorrainer âs well as the procedures of the poles in the
eastern border regions of Germany and individual
measures of the non-German components of former
Austria-Hungary against Germans are nothing but
atternpts to pre-ernpt with force the decisions of the
peace conference. The German government registers its
severe protest agai-nst aII these attempts as well as
against the delay in the concl-usion of peace.e

GUIDELTNES FOR THE PEACE NEGOTTATIONS

On November 23, l_91_8, the German Foreign Ministry
received a note from Austriars Foreign Office urging
cooperation in preparing a common position on the protection
of national minorities in anticipation of the upcoming

On November 23 Solf sent a note to
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negoti-ations on peace and the League of Nations. r0 The

German Foreign Ministry was quite slow in responding to this
proposal. A response was final-ly formurated on January 9,

1-91-9, by warter simonsr êD official from the section
respons j-b1e f or lega1 matters.

importance assj-gned to the issue of the protection of German

minorities by the Foreign Ministry at this early stage:
The question, whether and which rights for nationalminorities are to be striven for by Gerrnany at thepeace negotiations? has only becomà acute ior Germanywith the emergence of the póssibirity of the cession ofJ-arger areas from the territory of the Reich. .

rn case a cession of Alsace-Lorraine and certainregions of the eastern provinces as we1l as ofschleswig-Holstein does occur, then the German interestin the setting down of the protection of Gerrnandom
I rrDeutschtumt' 1 in the regions ceded by the treaty wirlof course be very high. on the other hand, it shouldnot be forgotten that, even after this cession, thefuture territory of the Reich, notabÌy the east., vrillpossibJ-y stil-l include foreign nationãl ninoritíes andthat an excessive privileging of such minorities canlead to serious dangers. An assessment of thesecontrary interests wil] onry be possible after theclarification of the territõrial questions. rn anycase' now it can already be said tnat tne specialprovisions in favour of the national minorilies cannotbe a matter of guaranteeing state-rike or communar

autonomy to a resser or greater degree, but only amatter of the protection of language and cul_ture.il
This memorandum clearly admitted that until Germany

itsel-f faced the probabr-e r-oss of territory and citizens, it
did not deem the protection of minorities to be a concern to

ft reflected the relative
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be taken up with its adversaries. rt also revealed the
rateness of the admission that such a l_oss woul_d actually
occur - this memorandum v/as composed on the eve of the
delayed peace conference, three months after Germanyrs

defeat was seal,ed. Furthermore, the high interest in
minority rights was imrnediately offset by the rearization
that any rights secured for Germans abroad would have to be

granted to the non-Germanic minorities within Germany.

Hence the rights open for discussion r¡/ere limited to the
exercise of language and culture.12

The responsibil-ity for the preparations for the peace

negotiations were initialry assigned jointly to Foreign
Minister !üilhelm sorf and to Matthias Erzberger, a leading
figure in the center party and the cabinet member delegated
to the armistice negotiations. This appointment was

announced by Friedrich Ebert at the cabinet meeti_ng on

November l-613 but was fol]owed by a rapse of two months in
the cabinet's consideration of the peace negotiations. The

matter re-appeared on the agenda of the cabinet on January

15, 191-9, only a few days before the opening of the peace

Conference in Paris, and even while the armistice
negotiations continued.

Count Ul_rich von Brockdorff-Rantzau, the career

r2The guiderines mentioned in the memorandum werepresented to the cabinet on January 27 , l_91-9. Resierunq derVolksbeauftraqten, part II, # j-20a, pp. 31,9-322.

, Part I, # 13, p" 62"
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diplonat who had repJ-aced Solf as Foreign Minister one month

earlier, reported that he had drafted some guidelines for

the peace delegation. In his scheme the negotiations would

be controlled from Berlin and he would only attend their
opening and closj-ng. He listed the points to be negotiated

with Entente. One of these was the protection of minority
rights.la The fotlowing day Brockdorff-Rantzau read his
guidelines to representatives of the Ministry of the

Interior and of the German states.

At this point the cabinet's primary goat, âs expressed

by its head, Friedrich Ebert, was to prepare a platform for
the peace negotiations which could strengthen its position

domestj-caIly as well as externally. Ebert asserted that the

general slogan of appealing to Wilsonian principtes was

inadequate as a ratlying point around which the German

people could resist unacceptable peace terms" He proposed

that something positive had to be said on the Polish
question as wel-1 as on the freedom of commerce, the creation
of the League of Nations and the return of Germanyrs

colonies.15

Consequently, the key word in the government's public
campaign became rrself-determinationrrr a concept which had

been used extensively in the war of words and been given

268.
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prominence by the American President in his peace program.

Already in December, the cabinet had considered a

recommendati-on that lrlalter Schücking, a prorninent expert on

internationar law and a member of parliament, be sent abroad
rrto propagate the right of peoples to self-determination,
for instance with reference to pol-and, to our advantage.¡l

Eventuar]-y it was resolved that schücking not travel but
that he continue his propaganda in writing.t6

within one day of the cabinet's decision to focus on

self-determination Brockdorff-Rantzau gave a speech on the
League of Nations and rrthe peoplers Right to Self-
determination.rr On January L7 , the Wolffische
Telegraphisches Bureau pubrished a government statement on

the frDuties and Airns of the German peace Delegation.rr The

government decrared that it was 'aware of the responsibility
placed upon it with the acceptance of the wil-sonian

program. I' Moreover it announced that it would do everything
necessary to impJ-ement this peace and would then strictry
hold itself to any resurting obrigations. on the other
hand, it rrmust reject any dernands of our recent enemies

which exceed this program.' vüith reference to the eastern
territories the statement promised that German negotiators
¡rwould recognize the great principre of the right to self-
determination for other peoples' and that j-t would demand

this right on behalf of the German peopre, especially those

' 
uReqic-ru]tq-der Vo lksbeau f traqt en , Part f, # 47, p. 3O7.



in Alsace-Lorraine and in polish areas.rT

rn a description of the rnext tasks, of German foreign
policy, circurated internarly on January 2L, Brockdorff-
Rantzau set, a more tirnid tone. perhaps this tone was

prompted by the fact that the peace conference had actualty
opened in Paris two days before without Germany's

at'tendance. The Foreign Minister offered a break and

hopeless prognosis for his country's foreign policy:
The basis on which German foreign policy must be buirtfor the next period of ti¡ne is trral of äconomiccorrapse and political.impotence. These permit onlytlt".appeal to internationát justice and tó the moralclaims for a numerically large people. [However, ]International law is disputeá ana cernani's moralclaims are negated. Thus a successfur färeign policycannot be conducted on these bases.

The Foreign Minister was pessirnistic about Germany re-
building its economy or re-gaining its political povrer on

its own. The only course was to convince:

the enemy that Gerrnanyrs economic collapse andpolitical impotence aie contrary to their own ínterestand that we truly have cornmon iñterests. . The
means for this is pointing out the danger ofBoIshevism.ls

Brockdorff-Rantzau then reviewed the way in which the
excessive demands for reparations and de-militarization
wouLd ruin Germany and would pernit Borshevism to gain a

foothold in Europe. rn conclusion, the Foreign Minister
presented three reasons why an agreement should be reached
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$tith Germanyts adversarÍes: to resist the threat of
Bolshevism on Germanyts eastern border, to assure a

peace for GermâDyr and to rebuild Russia.le In this
the protection of German minorities could only be a
subordinate concern and there !,ras no mention of it
memorandum.

On January 2L, the Foreign Ministerrs prognosis was

debated by the cabinet in its review of the prospects for a

peace settlement. severar of Brockdorff-Rantzaurs cabinet
colleagues offered simplistic and optimistic solutions for
Germanyts foreign relations. This optirnism moved

Brockdorff-Rantzau to send a written expansion of his
comments to Ebert immediately after the cabinet meeting. He

warned against such misguided tactics which, in his opinion,
would endanger the survivar of the Reich. with reference to
the prospect of losing east,ern territory to poland, he

responded specifically to the assertions of wilhelm Groener,

the representative of the Miritary command. Groener had

predicted that an alignrnent with the united states wourd

avert the t¡orst intentions of Germany's continentar enemies

and that it wourd be trchild,s pray, to retain Germany's

eastern borders at the peace conference. rn Brockdorff-
Rantzauts view, such an unrearistic assessment wourd surely
make the work of the peace delegation more difficult. He

concluded: rrFor us the tine of chirdrs play is over for a
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long time. tr2o

The matter of national minorities was not in the
forefront of Brockdorff-Rantzau's rearistic approach to
Germanyts internat,ional aims. Nor was it a concern in the
optimistic view of his colleagues who expected that Germany

wouÌd retain its polish regions.

Nevertheless, the issue of minorities rights was raised
for the cabinet by a series of appeals for adding

representatives of potentiar minorities to the peace

delegation. rn its meeting of January zz the cabinet
considered a request that a cluster of Jewish personalities
be attached to its peace delegation. The intention of this
proposal was to offset the positive image attained by the
Entente among the Jews in eastern Europe by its treatment of
rrthe Jewish güestion. tt21 The rJewish questionr to be

addressed at the peace conference was the protection of Jews

as national minorities in the emerging states of eastern
Europe.22 The cabinet minutes do not record a decision on

the request but other similar requests v¡ere turned down and

when the German delegation was eventuarly formed it did not
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include officiar representatives of the Jewish citizens.
Soon thereafter the Foreign Ministry advised the City

councir of Danzig that a separate representation for Danzig

to the peace conference wourd not be possible. The Germanic

city of Danzig lras slated to become part of porand and its
political l-eaders rrrere eager to send their own delegates to
Paris to resist this decision. rnstead, a group for expert
advice on easÈern questions was formed with representatives
from each of the eastern regions: posen, East prussia, west

Prussia and silesia.ts Already in october and December of
1918, the Danzig councir had submitted written preas to the
cabinet to protect the German ident,ity of the city in the
peace negotiations. The cabinet co¡nmitted itserf to this
aim on December 9.2a

several months Later, the representatives of the Gerrnan

population of Posen, one of the areas whose transfer to
Poland r.¡as imminent,, also asked that one of their number be

appointed to the delegation to paris. on April 4 this
request, was decrined by the cabinet on the grounds that this
would read to numerous sirnirar requests from other special
groups.ã Another month later, the cabinet became more open

unegierunq cler Volk , part f , # 47, p. 309,n" 25"
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to the participation of representatives of future
rninorities. In the meeting of April 30, Erzberger drew

attention to the concerns of refugees from pol-ish

territories. rt was agreed to inform the refugees that the
guarantee of the rights of national minorities and the
protection of their property would be pressed in the peace

negotiations. Furthermore the refugee group was to be urged

to send several- representatives to Berl-in and the prospect

of sending these along to the negotiations in paris was to
be communicated to them.26 rn the same manner, on May 6 the
cabinet assented to a request from the prussian government

to involve five experts from its ranks in the negotiations
on territorial- changes, though it was stipulated that these
experts were to be regarded as representatives of the Reich

and not of the prussian governnent.2T

The provisional governrnent in posen asked the German

government to safeguard the minority rights of Germans, in
particular for parity in economic matters and autonomy in
cultural ones:

rn case no provisions $/ere made in the treaty, Germanyshould insist upon subsequent special minorily
agreements and the establishrnent of an internationalcourt of arbitration for minority questions in
general-.28

on January 27 Erzberger presented a comprehensive

'6ABK, scheidemann,
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report to the cabinet on the preparations for the peace

negotiations. Apparently the locus of primary

responsibility for these hras still- being contested between

the Foreign Minister who embodied the professional

diplomatic corps and the cabinet member , Erzberger, who

represented the new polj-tical leadership. Many submissions

had been received from various sectors of German society and

these had influenced the drafting of guidel-ines. The

overwhelming cornplexity and burden of issues related to the
east was refl-ected in the notice that, whereas the materiars
on western questions had been assembl-ed and woul-d be

availabl-e by February L, the gathering of materials on

eastern questions rt¡as just beginning and would only be ready

by the end of February. A major point of contention at this
meeting was the degree of involvement by the new government

in the peace negotiations in the face of the control sought

by the Foreign Ministry.2e

The guidelines for the peace de]-egation were also
presented on this occasion but their content was not
discussed. These opened with the accurate prediction that
Germany's protagonists wourd present a completed peace

treaty and that rrthe activity of the German peace delegation
woul-d be lirnited to efforts to soften the individuaÌ points
and to register protests., The right to self-determination

2eRegierung der Volk , part IT, # L2O, pp.
3L2-31,6.
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of peoples was cited as a princíple for dealing with the
rfeastern questions.rr Among the proposars was the creation
of a neutrar Poland composed of rundoubtedly polish
territoriesrt with access to the sea, as stipulated by

President wilson, but effected by the establishment of an

open port in Danzig and the canarization of the vistula
River, rather than by a land corridor taken from Germany.

Then forrowed the rrreciprocal protection of national
urinorities.¡r30 Notably, in this first formulation of
detailed guidelines for the peace negotiations, Germany

implied it,s acceptance of reciprocity in the area of
minority rights. The formation of a League of Nations,
which wourd also have irnplications for the protection of
minority rights, hras listed further on.3r

The preparations continued with a meeting on March L2

to review the goals for the deregation.32 At this stage it
was assuned that Germany wourd soon be invited to negotiate
a preliminar:y peace and the rneetÍng focused on the issues
expected to be raised in the first round. Minority
protection was not one of these. on March 21 the cabinet,
again reviewed the proposed guidelines. Now the draft
included an extended comment on the protection of

3 , part II, # Lzo, pp.3L9-322 "
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minorities:
In general it is not advisable to intercede too
strongly for the German minorities abroad. The foreign
Germans will have more success if they organize and
speak for themselves. The official representatives
will support them with advice and action.

By contrast there are assurances which should be
demanded by the German side for those German minorities
who will end up under foreign sovereignty through the
cession of eastern regions or north Schleswig. For
these minorities the nurture of their German culture
should be made possible, especially through the
provision of the rights to support and attend German
schools and churches as well as allowing the
publication of German nerlrspapers. ff possible, efforts
should be made also to obtain provisions for cultural
autonomy on the basis of a nationality register.33

This section elicited a brief discussion in the

cabinet. The minister responsible for the treasury, Georg

Gothein, proposed that demands for the protection of
national minorities must be made quite fundamentally and

generally, and not specifically for Germany. Erzberger

suggested that protection of national minorities should only

be made available for inhabitants not temporary residents.s
Beyond these suggestions, the issue received only peripheral

mention.

!{hen the peace delegation was appointed at the cabinet

neeting of March 22, one of the advocates for minority
rights in the Nat,ional Assembly, Walter Schücking, lvas

included among the five main delegates. Schücking had

appealed for the inclusion of guarantees for minority rights

7t
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in the nev/ constitution, partially for the sake of German

minorities abroad.3s On the other hand, l{alter Simons, who

had suggested that Germany should be restrained in demanding

protection for German minorities because of the irnplications

for its concessions to minorities within its borders, was

appointed as Commissioner General for the delegation.3ó

Thus the delegation included persons who were familiar with

the issue but who approached the issue frorn different
perspectives. Within the organization of the delegation the

protection of national- minorities \,ras tisted in the Legal

Division under International Law.37

The cabinet met with the peace delegation on April 1,7

to review the guidelines yet once again. The protection of
minorities was briefly re-considered. The opening paragraph

which advised minimal pressure for the minority rights of
Germans who were already living under foreign governments

v¡as deleted. Instead it was decided to insert a sentence

which stated that assurances for national minorities in
general v/ere to be demanded and only then to add in detail
the demands for the German minorities in the territories to
be ceded.38 Thus, the stance of mild advocacy for mj-nority

rights continued.

35see bel-owr pp. 107-L09.

36see above, pp. 6o-61 .

37luckau, p. l-93.

38ARK, Scheidemann, # 44, p. l-gi-.
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At the same meetíng the cabinet considered two other

matters of indirect relevance to the protection of German

minorities. In response t,o information that a proposal for
a League of Nations s¡as being prepared in Paris, it
requested that the Foreign Minístry prepare a draft proposal

from Gerrnanyts perspective for a League of Nations. Second,

the Prussian government pressed for the addition of

representatives of the rrthreatened provincesrr to the peace

delegation. This time the cabinet approved the request in
principle, though it rejected some of the proposed

representatives because of their political stances.3e

The final draft of the guidelines as prepared by the

Foreign Ministry !¡as presented to the cabinet on April 2!.4o

The final wording on the protection of national minorities
read as follows:

Germany advocates in generar the protection of national
¡ninoriLies. This prof,ection v¡il1 be most ef fectively
regulated in the framework of the League of Nations.

Specific provisions for those German minorities who
will fall under foreign sovereignty through cession are
to be demanded in the peace treaty. For these
minorities the practice of their cerman culture is to
be made possible, especially through the provision of
the right to maintain and attend German schools and
churches as well as to allow the publication of German
newspapers. If possible, efforts should be made t,oward
the provision of cultural autonomy, based on
nationality registers.ar

t'ARK, scheidemann, #
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Additionally, a speciar treaty prescribing the means

which minority rights could be validated by the League of
Nations was anticipated.a2

This guideline hras quite limited in its demands. ft
referred only to specific institutions, namely, school,

church and press. Yet it al_so cal_Ied for rcultural

autonomy,rr sornething which Simons had rejected in the
initiar position on minority protection. There was no

demand for poritical autonomy for a region of German

population. This then was the extent and thrust of the
official position with which the German delegation to the
peace conference vras mandated.

RESPONSE TO THE PEACE TREATY

The treaty presented in paris by Germanyrs adversaries
on May 7 ' 1'91'9, removed most of posen (poznania) , lrlest

Prussia, and upper sil-esia and smal-l parts of three other
eastern provinces from Germany and awarded them to poland.

Plebiscites were proposed for several smaller regions to
determine their future state affiliation. The immediate

transfer of upper silesia was subsequently withdrawn. This
t¡as one chanqe made in response to Germanyrs protest and a

plebiscite was also stipurated for this province. over one

nil-lion Germans resided on the territory to be transferred
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to Pol-and.a3

To address the problem of the German minority which

woul-d accrue to PoJ-and, Article 93 committed the new state
of Pol-and to a treaty on the protection of nat.ional

minorities:

Po1and accepts and agrees to embody in a treaty with
the Principal Allied and Associated pohrers sucñprovisions as may be deemed necessary by the Associated
and Allied Powers to protect the inhabitants of that
State who differ from the majority i_n race, language or
rel-igion. ø

Article 86 committed czechostovakia to a similar treaty.
conversely, in Article Lo4, the Allied powers undertook to
secure a treaty between the free city of Danzig and the
Polish government to prevent discriminatj-on agai-nst citizens
of Pol-and and other persons of polish origin.

The treaty was presented to Germany on May 7, Lgi-g, in
the palace at Versailles, with the demand that the
vanquished country respond to it in its totality and not
attempt to revise any of its individuar el-ements. The next
day the German cabinet met to consider its response. The

loss of territory was the major source of the cabinetrs
anguish and became the focus of its reaction. rt was

decided to prepare two procJ-amations to be issued that same
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day: (1) a general- statement on the treaty and (2) a speciar
one addressed to the population of the eastern provj-nces.

rt was al-so agreed that the office which had been set up in
Berl-in to support the delegation in paris prepare a

counterproposal on the territorial cessions.a5 The

protection of the rights of the Germans who wouLd form a

ninority in the new states $/as rost from the cabinet's view.

The protection of national minoriti-es di-d appear in the
first note subrnitted by the delegation at the peace

conf erence on May 9. on its o\,vn initiative the delegation
in Paris submitted a counterproposal on the forrnation of the
League of Nations. This note, the first of a series on

specific aspects of the treaty, incruded the protection of
mi-norities as one of the special- tasks of the League.a'

under the heading rfProtection of National- Minorj-tiesrr the
following position v/as enunciated:

The national minorities in the several member statesshal-l be guaranteed their nationar individuality,particularJ-y with regard to J-anguage, school, cñurch,art, science,.and public press. The carrying througñof this principre shalL be decided upon by a separate
agreement, which has in the first line to deterlnine the
manner in which the right of minorities can be assertedbefore the official bodies of the League of Nations.4T

The responses of the Allies dated May 10 and May 22 did not
refer to this expectation of the League of Nations though

a5ARK, scheidemann, I 66, p. 304.
a6luckau, p. 226 .

aTluckau, p. 232 .



the Leaguets mandate as described in the treaty did refer

ninority protection.

The concerns for the German population threatened by

cession to Porand were also expressed in a note delivered on

May 1-3 on the economic impact of the peace terms. ft was

predicted that hundreds of thousands of Germans expetled
from the states which had waged war against Gerrnany, âs welL

as from the German territories to be separated from it,
would stream j-nto the reduced territory remaining to
Gerrnany, thus compounding a desperate economic and political
situation.as In another note with the same date on

territorial- issues it was stated that the German government:

deems it to be inadmissibre that by the treaty of peace
cerman popurations and terrÍtories should be barteied
about from sovereignty to sovereignty as if they were
mere chatters and pawns in a game for the purpose ofgiving guarantees for financiál- or economiã cl-aims ofthe adversaries of Germany.4e

Nor did another note on the eastern territories,
drafted but not submitted, make a constructive statement on

the protection of the rights of German minoritj_es. Rather,

it asserted Germany's cLaims to retain the eastern provinces

and concluded by hiqhlighting the fears for the fate of
Germans under future polish rul-e. This note vras presented

to the cerman cabinet on May zo.so
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The cabinet on May 2L instructed the delegation in
Paris to refrain from issuing notes on specific topics and

instead to submit its broad counterproposal on the peace

treaty.5l The counterproposal was presented to the Allied
por.¡ers on May 29. It contained several passages focusing on

the protection of future German minorities. At the end of
the section on territorial questions, the guideline

originally formulated for the peace delegation on this issue

appeared. It was only slightly re-worded to suit the

context, but with the following additional sentence:
rrGermany, for her part, is resolved to treat minorities of
alien orígin in her territories according to the same

principJ-es. ',52 Also an appeal to the principle of self -
determination was made for areas in which ta population of
German origin desires adherence to the territory of the

German êilpi¡s. rrs3

Finally, there was a solemn and provocative decraration
of Germany's obligati.on to protect cerman minorities. under

the heading rrGuarantees to be given to Germans in the
eastern districts which are to be ceded, t it was stated:

If, in the peace treaty, German territory is ceded to
Poland, the protection of its former citizens in these
districts is incumbent upon Germany. This duty weighs
upon us all the more heavily since the poles have so
far not shown themseÌves as trustworthy protectors of

ttABK, Scheidemann, I 81, p. 359.

s2I,uckau, p. 324.
s3l,uckau, p. 325 .
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the rights of national or religious minorities. We are
entitled to make this cornplaint because the members of
the present German government have always struggled
against the Polish policy of the old regime.

Àfter noting the discrimination by PoLes against, Ruthenians,

Jews and Germans, the paragraph referred to the future:
In any case, the future development of poland and the
special conditions which will result cannot be
determined today, and it appears natural that Germany
should take an especially earnest interest in those of
its subjects who are about to trust themselves to aparticularly uncertain future.s

The conditional clauses in this passage indicate the
cringing to the possibility that territory would not be rost
and that the discontinuity with the former German government

vrould be acknowledged. On the other hand, it also
emphasized the portents that the porish government would

mistreat national ninorities under its rule and went beyond

the previous reluctance to state Germany's special interest
in the treatment of cerman ninorities abroad.

The Allies responded to the German counterproposar on

June 16. Here they gave the assurance that they vrere
frprepared to accord guarantees, under the protection of the
League of Nations, for the educational, religious and

curturar righÈs of German minorities. r55 vtith reference to
Poland they cited the clause in the treaty "by which there
will be secured to thern the enjoyment of religious liberty
and also the right to use their o!,rn ranguage and of having

rluckau,
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their children educated in their own languag'e."56 Thus, in
a formal sense, Germany's demands on beharf of the citizens
of German natj-onarity who would be transferred to other
states h¡ere satisfied. However, a role for Germany hras

implicitly denied.

The treaty on the protection of the rights of nationar
minorities in Poland was concluded on June 2g, rg1,g, and

committed Poland to assure the foll_owing rights:
1. full protection of life and liberty to aj_l_ of itsinhabitants without distinction of birth, nationality,

language, race or religion (Article Z)

2. free exercise of any creed., religion or belief (Article
2)

3. right of inhabitants to opt for their own nationarítyor to acquire poÌish nationality and to transfer thel_rplace of residence accordingly (Artic1es 3, 4, S I and
6)

4 - equaJ-ity before the law and the enjoyment of the samecivil and political rights (Articlé 7)

5. access to employment and public functions and honours;
freedom to exercise professions and industries (articie
7)

6- freedom to.use any language in private discourse, in
commerce, .in rerigion, in pubrications and in public
meetings (Article 7)

7 - equal rights to manage and control at their expensecharitabre, religious and social- institutions, schools
and other educational- establishments (Article 8)

f. instruction in primary schools in the national languagein those towns and districts with a considerabreproportion of non-polish nationals (Article 9).
Pol-and undertook to recognize these stipurations as

sóLuckau, pp. 43O-43j-.
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fundamental l-aws, not to be contradicted by any law,

regulatj-on or action (Article i-). rt also agreed that they
constituted "obligations of international_ concern and that
they shall be praced under the guarantee of the League of
Nations.r' (Article rz) The last article prescribed the
process for handling infractions against the treaty. Any

member of the council of the League of Nations had the right
to bring to the attention of the council any infraction or
danger of infraction and the council could then take action
or give direction.5T Howeverr ho speciar rol-e j_n relation
to the German minority was ascribed to Germany despite its
obvious and understandabre interest in their treatment.
Furthermore, Germany was excruded from the League of
Nations, the organization charged with monitoring the
treatment of national minority groups.

The Entente did agree to a few modifications to the
original peace treaty which re-shaped the fate of Germans in
eastern Europe. The most significant concession was the
provision for a plebiscite in upper siresia to determine
whether this region would stay with cermany or be

transferred to poland. otherwise the Arl_ies made it clear
that cermany was expected to accept the treaty without
further modif ications.

The German government struggled with accepting this
treaty with its dreadfur terms, especiarly the loss of

sTViefhaus, pp. 231-234 .
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territory and the irnposition of reparations. rts attention
was concentrated on minimizing the loss of territory,
population, and resources rather than ameliorating their
consequences or seeking provisions for the welfare of the
citizens which would be lost to Germany. rndicative of this
focus was the fact that in its recommendation to the
government not to sign the treaty, the peace delegation did
not mention the protection of German minorities.5s

Nevertheless, the statement f ormulated in nid-,¡une by
the German government, which conditionalry accepted the
peace treaty, stressed its loss of citizens:

No people and none of the Al_lied and Associated pov/erswill expect the German peopre to agree with innerconviction to a peace instrument by which living
members are removed from the body ór tne German peoplewithout asking the affected popu-lation, ny wniân Germansovereignty sharl- be conti_nuarry violated- and by whichunbearable economic and financiãl burdens will Ë" raidupon the German people. The Gerrnan government hasreceived from the territories to be õeded in the eastpassionate declarations by the population that it willresist with ar1 means the cessiãn- of this area whichhas been predominantJ-y German for rnany centuri_es. Thecerman government therefore feers obriged to deny allresponsíbility for any difficurties whlch could ãrisefrom the resistance of the popuJ_ation against theirseparation from Germany.5e

ïn the same message Germany indicated its readiness to
sign the treaty if the crause attributing guilt to Germany

for starting the war wourd be revj_sed. This conditional_
acceptance was rejected by the Àl_lies and after an intense

58luckau, p. 483 and ADAp, A, If, # 73, pp. :.ZO-L26.
seFriedensverhandlm, Volume 5, pp" 25-26.



internar debate, the cabinet decided to sign the treaty
unconditionally.

Close upon the acceptance of the peace treaty, the
German government sent a message to the Atried powers which
drew att,ention to the need for the protection of cerman

minorit,ies and tried to pass on the responsibility for this
protection to the A1lies" on Jury 6, the chair of the
German delegation to the peace conference presented a note
on the Germans in Latvia to the French prime Minister and

chair of the peace conference, Georges clemenceau. The note
articulated the consequences of the conferencers decision
that German troops withdraw from Latvian territory, that the
Latvian government be re-instalred and that an Allied
commission be appointed. The imprication of the note was

that those who were responsj-bre for J-eaving Germans in such
precarious situation should also be responsible for
prot,ecting then.

After the expiration of the schedule [for theevacuation of German troopsl the obligation for themaíntenalce.of peace ana óraer and the protection ofthe population falrs on the Latvian government and theArried commission, respectively. rn-particular
measures will be taken in thesé regioñs for theprotection of the threatened Gerrnañ [rrReichsdãutsche'r1population. @

rt is conjecture whether this action was intended as an

attempt actually to protect the Germans in Latvia or as a

politicar tactic to score points against the Alries.
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This phase of interaction with the Ent,ente on the

protection of the German minorities in eastern Europe ended

with a note delivered on July I to clemenceau. The German

Foreign Ministry proposed the immediate start. of
negotiations between Germany and porand in order to arrange

an orderly transfer of territory.ól The focus of Germanyrs

atternpt to secure guarantees for the German population now

shifted from the Entente to the polish government.

FORSAKEN OPPORTUNITY AT GENOA

Ivith only few exceptions, Germany did not engage the
broader international community on the protection of German

minorities until- it, joined the League of Nations in Lgz6.

fn June L92t Gerrnany made its first diplornatic
intervention to the League of Nations over the treatment of
Germans in Pol-and. This was precipitated by the rostrowo

incidentrr of June L92t. on May 3 polish nationarists had

protested against the impending partition of upper siresia.
rn reaction German rabourers in the Rhineland turned on

their Polish co-workers. Thousands of rnigrant porish

workers in Germany were dismissed fron their employment and

deported. These deportees instigated riots and attacks
against Germans and Jews in ostrowo in poznania in the week

of June 3-6. There r{rere calls for retariation in the German

press and the Reichstag. Consequently, the cerman

6lvorwärts, July 10 , 1-919 , p. 3 .



government sent a letter of protest to the councit of
Ambassadors and to the porish government on June L6, L921,.

The councir was asked to remind pol_and of 'the absolute
necessity of complete protection of national_ and religious
minorities according to the peace treaties., Germany warned

that rrin view of the total rack of minorities protection
. in the severed provinces, no government should assume the
responsibility of derivering more such minorities over to
Polish intoÌerance. ttó2

The Foreign Ministry probabry instigated two protests by

the

Polen, the officiar organi-zation of the German ninority in
Poland, to the League in earty November Lg2I. The

complaints rel"ated to the seizure of property belonging to
the Reich but leased to German settlers and to the refusal
to recognize the polish citizenship of German property
owners. After waiting untir May for the League to come up

with an interirn ruring, cermany itself comprained about the
dilatory handling of these petitions. rt sent Dr. carl_ G.

Bruns to Geneva to press the case of the Bund at the League

and circul-ated a rejoinder to aÌl of its diplomatic
stations.ó3 This marked another step in Germanyrs readiness
to address the League on minority natters.

The other occasion was Germanyrs low-key support of an
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initiative by Hungary to place national minority rights on

the agenda of the international conference at Genoa in the
spring of 1922. At the opening sessÍon of the commission on

politicar questions, on April ra, the Hungarian detegate
presented a draft declaration that the provisions of the
treatj-es on the rights of minorities shourd be carried out.
After some deriberations on whether Hungary should be

permitted to present its concern, it was decided that the
minorities issue was an issue for the League of Nations and

that this conference woul-d not hear the speeches.s German

representatives $/ere present for this discussions but
apparently did not speak openJ-y to the point of mandating

the League to investigate the protection of national
minorities.

The German delegation had considered supporting this
approach as advocated in an internar memorandum by the head

of the legal department in the Foreign Ministry. After
listing the minority protection treaties already under the
guarantee of the League of Nations and noting that the
convention on upper silesia would soon be added to this
list, its author, Friedrich Gaus, described the dilemma for
the German diplomats at Genoa:

series, Volume j-9 (1,922¡ conf erences or cannes, cenoa, theHacrue (London: Foreign Office, Lg74) | pp. ZøO-lAl-; # :'Z:-,pp. 8 05-8 O7 ; and # l_3 5 , pp. 935-939 . See also
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Undoubtedly, it is uncomfortable, if now, in the faceof our.previous position on arJ- appeaJ-s to the Leagueof Nations.to date, wê change our position and engage
oursel-ves in support of assigning a mandate to the
T'eague of Nations. on the other hand, public opinion
in Germany would not understand a negative or "î"n apassive position by the German delegation. rn severarpress voices of recent days such an intervention by the
Gerrnan delegation has been demanded. Furthermore, wê
would severeì-y disappoint the el-ements of German origin
i-n the east if we did not use the opportunity now
presenti-ng itself. Therefore the delegation will haveto support the Hungarian request. [{e are not therebyprejudicing our position in principre on the teague ófNations because, in this case, the mandates of the
League are defi-ned by treaties which we cannot al-ter.
The only matter to be considered is whether hre want tolimit oursel-ves to a support of the Hungari-an requestor if we want to use as examples trre coñditions inPoland and speak about ar-l of the individuar compl-aintsagainst Poland..(question of cerman settl-ers, proþertyleases, etc. ) .ut

However, this argument did not convince Foreign

Minister walter Rathenau. The cerman delegation decided to
hold to the previous stance of abstaining from any

connection to the League and thereby dismissed its
opportunity for promoting minority protection as being of no

value to Germany. Rathenau exprained the German position to
Dr. Eugen schiffer, the read negotiator for the convention
on Upper Silesiar âs foll_ows:

The League of Nations has played a subordi-nate rore inthe discussions in the commissions here. There haveonly been a few requests to transfer a few matters ofsecondary importance to it for further work. I,Ie havedeclined these requests, without engaging in generaldiscussions, for the reason that as a non-memb"r, wêare not i-n a position to give any mandates to the
I,eague of Natj_ons. fn any case, I regard it asirnpossible that the League of Nations could bring uscloser to a satisfactory sol-ution of any of the

ó5ADAP, A, Vr, # 97, pp. 202-203



Apparently Rathenau deened the protection of minorities to
be one of the matters of secondary importance which were to
be referred to the Leagrue and on which it would surely not
yield a sat,isfactory solution for Germany.

The caution of cerman diplonat,s in international fora
was also evident in their stance toward petitions by the

Germans in West Prussia and Poznania on the agenda of the

session of the councir of the League of Nations scheduled to
begin on May 11, 1922" Schiffer made a point of indicating
that Germany would abstain from,any conment on these

petitions. ó7

Subsequently, Germany did send an observer to the

debate on minority rights during the Leaguers third fuII
assembly in September t922.68

problems which oppress us.6

ADVOCACY AT THE

Soon after
Foreign Ministry
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the signing of the Versailles Treaty,

officials realized that they also had to be
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advocates in the Vatican.óe In September 1919 ErnsÈ von

simson, section leader of the Foreign office,s Justice and

Peace Division, issued a memorandum to his colleagues,

inforníng then that Po1and had tried t,o bring the ceded

territories under a special ecclesiastical jurisdiction and

that it could use its influence on the papal delegate in
warsaw as welL as in the curia in Rome. simson acknowledged

the desirability of a concordat between Germany and the
vatican to regulate the situation and to safeguard the
rights of ninorities but not,ed that the conditions were not
right for direct negotiations. He therefore reconmended

naking Rome avrare of Germany's concerns and requesting the
vatican to protect the rights of German-speaking crergy and

to support the continuance of German religious services and

organizations.T0 several months 1ater Germany's envoy to the
vatican reported that he had presented these concerns of the
German catholics in porand and that he had received a

sympathetic hearing. tt

one year later there r^ras more optinism about concluding
a concordat with the vatican. rndeed, the Foreign Ministry
regarded the preservation of the German identíty of the
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Germans i-n Poland as one of the foremost reasons to conclude

such a concordat. This was reflected in a memorandum in
mid-November r92r. rn antì-cipation of the re-organization
of the Roman catholic church in eastern Europe, everything
shoul-d be attempted to reach an agreement with the curia
whi-ch would make it possibl-e to protect the Germans in
Porand from the polonization of their church life. The

negotiations for the concordat seemed to be the best
opportunity to represent these rnational- necessities' to
Rome and the Foreign Ministry hoped that the concordat with
the vatican would incrude such guarantees.T2 soon

thereafter, on December 27, 1,g2L, chancellor Joseph ?üirth
presented these concerns personally to the papal Nuncio in
Berl-i-n as the prerequisites for progress toward the
concordat. T3

However' several internar factors, including the
resistance put up by several- German states to a concordat
between the Reich and Rome, led to the indefinite
postponement of negotiations in mid-tg22.i4 subsequently,
the Re j-ch def erred to Bavaria, and then pruss j_a, in pursuing
agreements with the Vatican. rn 1,92s, Germany again made

diplornatic efforts in Rome for the sake of the Germans in
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Poland.

I{hen Poland and the vatican signed a concordat in earry
L925, German representat,ives protested against the terms

which increased Polish contror over the church affairs of
German cathorics. Germany did succeed in obtaining some

modifications in the concordat, including the guarantee that
German-speaking cathorics courd use their ranguage in
worship and religious instruction.T5

By the time a Germany-wide concordat was attained in
L933, the question of the protection of minorities had

receded as a concern in this area of foreign relations.z6

coNcI,usroN

Germany's post-war efforts i-n relation to the Entente
to secure the protection of German ninorities r{rere delayed

by its initiar focus on preventing any loss of territory
with German occupants. once the need to address the issue
was identified, caution ïras expressed about the degree to
which this goar shourd be pursued. The rights to be

demanded vrere limited to protection of ranguage and culture
and consideration of reciprocity or cultural autonomy was

foreclosed" Germany preferred to accent national self-
deterrnination as this principle coul-d arso potentiarly
undergird the retention or even the attachment of Germans to
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the Reich.

The case for minority protection v/as formalry j_ncluded

in the guiderines for the delegation sent to paris to
negotiate the peace settl-ement. These went beyond the
initia] proposal. Provisions for cuÌtural institutions were

highlighted but the request for Itcultural autonomyn was also
mentioned. Furthermore, there was mention of the
rrreciprocal protectionrr of nationar minorities. Together,
these references irnpried an unprecedented readiness on

cermany's part for reciprocity in granting cu].tural autonomy

to minorities. As the rearity of tosing citizens to another
state became impressed upon Germany/s leaders, they became

more willing to make demands on behalf of German minorities
even though these would then commit cermany to greater
autonomy for the ninorities within its own borders.

The shock at the severity of the peace settlement,
especialJ-y the l-osses of territory, and the refusal_ of
Germany's adversaries of any substantiar negotiation,
eliminated any significant exchange with the Entente on the
rights of German minorities. The treaty on the protection
of national minorities imposed on pol_and by the Allied and

Associated Powers was armost overl_ooked at first and then
dismissed as inadequate and inaccessibl-e for Germanyrs

interests. so Germany gave notice of its intention to
negotiate provisions for mj-nority protection directly with
Poland. However, for Latvi-a, Germany passed on the
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responsibility for the protection of cermans to the Allies
and to Latvia itsel-f .

Until- the end of L922 Germany repeatedly presented its
concern for the survival of the German identity of catholics
in Poland to the Vatican. On the other hand, it waited

until- nid-t-921 before it referred complaj-nts on minority
rights to the League of Nations. Here it retained a low

profile out of exasperation at being excluded from the

League.



CHAPTER

THE DOMESTIC POLTTICAL DEBATE

minorities abroad was primarily formulated and implemented

by the Foreign Ministry, it was also affected by public

opinion in post-war Germany. A consequence of the increased

nobilization and arousal of pubJ-ic sentiment for the war

effort was that the impact of the opinion of the public on

government policj-es increased. Furthermore, Germanyrs

citizens had deepened their soridarity with Germans abroad

through the wartime contacts with Germans from the Bartic to
the Black Sea and from the Danube to the Dnieper River.l

Though the policy on the protection of German

5

ON MINORTTY PROTECTTON

DEBATE ON THE ACCEPTANCE OF THE FOURTEEN POINTS

Public attention to the protection of Germans abroad

was hampered initially by the constraints placed by the new

government on the discussion of those terms for peace which

would result in the transfer of Germans to other states.

'Otto Gess1er, president of the VDA in t_g3L quoted in
A1len Cronenberg, rrThe Vol-ksbund für des Deutschtum irn
Ausl-and: völkisch rdeol-ogy and German Foreign policy, 18Bt--
l939fr (Ph.D. diss. Stanford University I LgTO), pp. 9O-9j_.
see al-so Rudorf Jaworski, rrDer auslandsdeutsche Gedanke in
der weimar Republik, rr Annal-i del-l-' rnstituto ital-o-qermanico
in Trento 4 (1-978) , pp. 369-396.
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The Fourteen Points enunciated in January 1918 by President

wilson included points which irnplied the loss of German

territory, most particularly Alsace-Lorraine and parts of

prussia. The new cabinet of Prince Max von Baden was

concerned that public debate on the terms under which it was

suing for an arnist'ice night add fuel to the popular

resistance to the necessary admission of Germany's military

defeat. second, the cabinet held to the faint hope that

some of the most difficult terms, such as the loss of

territory, could yet be avoided through discreet

negotiations. Public statements on the peace terms which

would lead to a rigidification of positions would remove all

hope of this.

Thus, in its meeting on october 3, the cabinet

indicated that the press v¡as to refer as little as possible

to Alsace-Lorraine, the Baltic, and Poland, that is, those

areas which ttere to be ceded according to the peace terms it

had accepted. the cabinet expressed the opinion that the

press could concentrate on domestic reforms and the League

of Nations instead.2 Though these also grer^r out of the

terms set out by their victors, they \.Iere more broadly

accepted bY the German Public"

The government also attempted to stifle discussion of

its acceptance of the Fourteen Points in the Reichstag' On

October 6, it presented its formal statement on its peace

2negierunq des Prin ' # 26, P" 87 "
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negotiations to the parliament. In order to prevent

discussi-on, Konstantin Fehrenbach, the leader of the Center

Party, moved the adjournment of the Reichstag irnmediately

after speaking for the government's decl-aration" The

proposal was that Reichstag would not to be recalled until
its president deemed it to be necessary.3 However, two

members of the Reichstag insisted on a discussion of the

peace program and were abLe to make points which the

government woul-d rather have suppressed.

The speaker for the Independent Socialists, Hugo Haase,

attacked the credibility of the diplomacy of the ol-d system

and claimed that the proletariat should determine the future
of foreign policy instead. Haase was foll-owed by an ethnic

Polish member, Seyda. This speaker pointed to the historic
consequences for a new Polish state of the governmentrs

position. He called for further explication of the specific
point which the government found most difficul-t to accept,

the loss of territory:
I want to highlight the fact that among the Wilsonian
peace terms there is the point that an independent
Pol-ish state be established which shall include a1t
Po1ish lands and have its ohrn access to the coast. As
the German government has also accepted this point as a
basis for the peace negotiations, it recognizes for the
first time that the strivings of the polish nation for
a unification of all Polish lands into an independent
state are justified.

On the basis of the common desire for a lasting peace,

Seyda suggested that it was the duty of the Reichstag to

3Vorwärts, October 6, L918, pp. 2-3.
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crarify the conditions for such a peace immediately. He was

refuted by Friedrich Ebert, the leader of the Socia1

Democrats and a member of the government, who urgred the
parliament to entrust the pursuit of peace to the
government. The debate was promptly closed and thus

discussion on the implications of the recognition of the

right to existence of a porish state, such as the conditions
of its potential German inhabitants, r¡/as prevented.a

At the cabinet neeting on October \4, von payer, the
senior staff advisor to the government, again counsel-Ied

that there should be no parliamentary debate on foreign
policy, specificalry not on poland, âs this would hurt the
peace effort. other cabinet members agreed with this
intention.s However, one week l-ater, the government

realj-zed that it coul-d no longer obstruct a discussion of
Polish craims in the Rej-chstag and so it deliberated on how

to minimize the debate which wourd surely be initiated by

the Polish representatives.ó

At this stage the term rrserf-determination' became the
focal- poi-nt for the German governmentrs efforts to prevent
the l-oss of the ethnicalty polish parts of prussia. rn the
Reichstag session on october 22, the chancerror opened the
debate by echoing the opposition's earrier demands for a

oYorwärts, October 6t i-919, pp. 2-3.
sReqierung des Prinzen Max von Baden,

óRegierunq des Prj-nzen Max von Baden,
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open discussion on the peace terms:

The German people must not be led blind to the
negotiating table; today the nation has the right to
ask the question: If a peace is made on the ¡aèis ofwilson conditions, then what does this mean for our
life and our future??

However, there r'rras no mention of the potential loss of
territories.

Philipp scheidemann, a social Democrat cabinet member,

hinted at the prospect of more autonomy for national
minorities wi-thin Germany: rtwe must incorporate the
happiness and the right of other peoples in our nidst into
our national life.rr Friedrich Ebert, also speaking for the
government, took the offensive by calring for the same

measure of self-determination for Germans which it was now

ready to accord to other peoples.8

rn response to the polish cl-aims, the cabinet felt
compelled to clarify that the term serf-determinatj-on could
not mean that each small region coul-d demand autonomy.e

I{ith this interpretation it hoped to deflect the demands for
the cession of its polish areas even though its acceptance

of wil-son's terms formally committed it to this outcome.

The "Polish debate,' as it was rabelled by vorwärts,
the socj-al Democratic newspaper, took place in the Reichstag

TVorwär!-s.,

svorwärts,

eRegierung des prinzen Max von Baden, I g2, pp. 3Og-
309.

October 23,

October 23,

1918, Beilage,

l-918 , Beilage,

p. 1.

p. 2.
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on October 24. Foreign Minister Vtilhetm Solf proclaimed the
government,s resolve to resist ttany violation of pol-es and

any vj-olation of Germansrr and declared that if a peace of
understanding was to be made, then Germans should not be

torn av/ay from their fatherland and attached to aliens. He

added that obvj-ousl-y the right of self-determination must be

assured to all foreign language groups.10 However, there
r{as no reference by the government to provisions for
protecting Germans in another state, in particular a polish
state.

rt was a speaker for the rndependent socialists, cohn,

who made the most explicit and positive reference in the
German parliament to the protection of Germans in poland,

albeit only in passing. He suggested that for his party,
language was the crucial factor in national- questions and

continued: rrThe national rninorities must be assured of
sufficient protection. Hopefuì-ly in the future the poles

wil-l- do so in their oh¡n country., Hohrever, the fi_rst order
of business for cohn was determining who was to be held
responsible for the current situation of the German

people. rr

After this turbul-ent session the parliament adjourned,
not to be recalled before the transformation of Germany into
a republic and an election of a constituent assembly.

'to.rwä_Lts.,
lrVorwärts,

October 25,

October 26,

1-9 LB , Beilage,
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POLITICAL PARTY PLATFORMS

Gerrnanyts foreign policy for the representatives of the

German states. Solf described his foreign policy approach

in terms he considered amenable to his audience" He

repeated Germany's intention to orient itself to ülilson's
program as the only pacifist one" In his assessment,

Germany would only be able to recover from the deep wounds

which had been inflicted by the war if it pursued a

thoroughly pacifist policy. Consequently, cermany had to
support openly and genuinely all wishes for the creation of
a league of nations, for disarmament, the introduction of
courts of nediation, and the freedom of the seas" SoIf also

mentioned the desire for good relations with Poland on terms

favourable to Germany but he did not refer to the prospects

or obligations for German national minorities in Pol-and or

elsewhere.12 Apparent,Iy the German government was still
unwilling to face openty the inevitability of losing
territory inhabited by Germans.

By contrast, there were some passÍonate statements on

Germany's obligation to protect Gerrnans threatened by other

nations. These did not come from government spokespersons

but from political parties and interest groups. In November

1"918 the leader of the Verein für das Deutschtum im Ausland

On November 25, Foreign Minister Solf reviewed
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(VDA), von Reichenau, highlighted the positive aspect of

t2Regierunq der Volk , # 30, pp" 152-158.



Germanyts defeat:

The previous structure of the German state, the Reich,
has collapsed. With this the state in which 82 rnillion
of the 100 nillion Germans on the earth have lived
until now has been broken and with one blow the idea of
the German people standsr ho longer veiled and covered
by the curtains of the state, [but] in a new and
unaccustomed light before us. fn the same moment that
vre lose our previous state we win our nation; that is,
we become arrrare with the most vital certainty and
clarity that beside the commonality of the Reich, which
has united us with our kin, it is the fellowship of
blood and tribe which exists to unite us with our
fellow nationals.

On January 5, I9L9, there was an assembly in Berlin for
the cause of greater Germany with speakers from Austria and

Bohemia as well as Germany.13 The representative from

Austria, who spoke at this gathering, evoked:

the one uplifting idea, namely, that the moment has
come to unite all large German settlements and to
establish the culturaÍ union and the political union
for which our fathers have struggled and for which we
have longed, and which was for too long disturbed by
dynastic interests.la

In keeping with the emphasis on the German Volk rather than

on the Reich, the detachment of the state from the nation

caused by Germanyts defeat $¡as presented as a welcome

breakthrough for the German people.

In conjunction with its assembly of January L9L9, the

vDA fornurated a set of demands which the government shourd

make in the international arena for the sake of Germans
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abroad. These

l-. The union

2" The right
they live

3. A government office for Auslandsdeutschtum

were:

4. The right to vote for German citizens abroad

5. The calling of the National Assembly.

The l-atter request was rrnot onJ-y for internal political
reasons, but prirnarily and exclusively in the interest of
the totality of our nation.t,l5

In the campaign for the election of the National
Assembly on January !9, 1,9L9, it was the nationaList
political- parties which ü/ere most explicit in their
platforms about the protection of German minorities. Their
positive appreciation of the shift of loyalty from the state
to the nation or from the Reich to the votk prompted them to
address the topic of minority protection while other parties
focused on attacking the imrnediate issue raised by the peace

terms. Amidst the demands for a quick and just peace in the
platforms of the political parties, there $/ere also
references to Germans abroad.

The German people's party expressed itself as fol-lows:
The more Germany suffers under the destructive
consequences of the lost v¡ar, the more firrnly we place
our entire policy under the national- idea, ¡ãndl the
more sharpJ-y we reject arL those international efforts
which dirute and obscure our nationar unigueness.

of the states of German Austria and the Reich

to sel-f-determination for Germans wherever

LO2

rsBarta and 8e11, p. 21,4.
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!{e desire a culturaÌ tie with the Germans abroad and
the complete guarantee for their conmercial activities
in all countries.16

The German National Peoplets party presented a strongly
nationalistic position in December 1919. rt decrared its
¡¡unbowed devotion to [and] passionate love of the
indestructible living dynarnic of the German peopÌe and the

German ideal"!r on this basis it demanded tthe protection
and preservation of our threatened border regions ín east,

north, and westi [and] the protection for the dispersed and

oppressed Germans abroad. rrlT

The centre Party listed the immediate attainment of a

peace settrement, an international Iaw based on christian
principles, a league of nations, and the protection of
nationar and rerigious rninorities in alr states, amonçJ its
foreign policy goaIs.18

The German Democratic party calred for intercession for
Germans abroad but from the basis of a conciliatory foreign
policy:

!{e demand a foreign policy which is based on the spiritof lasting peace and which assures Germanyrs rore inthe world. " IrIe advocate a reague of áqua1 nations,
[and] international courts of mediation Theprecondition for a good foreign policy is a thorough

ihrer Arbeit für den Aufbau des ner,ren deutscnen votfstaatesed" by Ed[uard] Hej-Lfron (Berlin: Norddeutsche guchdruckere
und verlagsanstalt, [1920] ) , [Hereafter noted as National-
versammlung.l, Volume f . part 2, pp. t-32-133.

rTNationalversamrnlung, I, Zt p. L24.
rsNationalversammlung, I, z , p. 13g.
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reform of the Foreign Ministry. The rights of the
Germans abroad and the colonial- interests of the German
nation must be secured. At the peace negotiations we
demand for ourselves complete free right to self-
determination. . We advocate the legaI protection
of foreign language minorities in Germany and we demand
the same right for the German minorities in foreign
countries.le

By contrast, the Social Democratic Party had only one

very general point on foreign affairs in its program of

December 29, 19L8, namely, ttto bring about a peace as

quickly and as favourabl-e as possible.r'20 However, a Socia1

Democratic member of the cabinet, Leinert, set aside the

internationalj-st inclinations of his party and spoke

vehemently for the protection of his fellow Germans in the

cabinet meeting of January 3, L91-9. Here he attached the

achievements of the socialist movement to German

nationalism:

It needs to be said that we wil-l become booty for alien
nations if the nation does not now rouse itsel-f, that
the Poles shame us with their grand national pride, and
that r,¡e Germans possess nothing to secure our German-
dom. Surely we cannot let ourselves be deprived of our
great achievements which the workers have attained and
which have reached their peak in the great victory of
the revolution. These achievements must be protected
if v¡e do not want to become hopelessly lost, if we do
not want to starve. . It needs to be said: the army
should protect that which is stated in Vüilsonrs
conditions for peace, namely the self-determination of
the German nation. This may alL sound sornewhat pan-
German, but it does not need to be said with these
words. We must state explicitly that we want to
protect the lives of our citizens in the east.2r

leNat iona lversammluno

2@, rr 2, p. 1,43.

2lReqierunq der Volksbeauftraqten

, 1, 2, pp. 14L-L42.
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The Independent Socialists also had only one broad

foreign policy goal in their platform accepted on March 6,

l-919, namely, rrthe establishment of friendly relations with
al-I nations Iand] the irnmediate resumption of diplomatic

relatj-ons with the Russian Soviet republic and with
Poland.rr22 At the same tirne the Council of Workers and

Soldiers qave virtuall-y no attention to international
affairs, let alone the fate of Germans in foreign countries.
At the conference of Councils in early March i_91_9, the

najority of delegates regarded foreign affairs as

dj-straction from the more urgent issues on the domestic

front.23

The leadership of the SociaL Democratic party did have

the opportunity to address the question of national
minoriti-es at the rnternationa] conference of socialists
which rnet in Bern, Switzerland, in February 1-gl--g. One of
the working groups at the conference gave attention to the

issue of national minorities. The resorution it presented

to the plenary body reflected the debate in which German

socialists \^/ere engaged. The resolution included several
prj-ncip1es, among them the following:

22Johannes HohlfeJ-d, Dokumente der Deutschen poritik und
Geschichte von L848 bis zur Gegenwart, Band 3, oie l{eirnarei
Republik t-919-1933 (Ber1in: Dokumentenverlag, [ ]-95 j_l ) , p.
24.

23Der Zentralrat der Deutschen Sozialistischen Republik:
1,9 . t2 .1,91,8 - 8 . 4 .19L9, €d . by Eberhart Kolb and Reinhard
Rürup, (Leiden: E. J. Bril1, L96g) [Hereafter noted as
Zentrafrat.L pp. 753, 755, 756-764.
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The peace must bring with it the lÍberation of the
oppressed nationalities. AIl nationalities must
receive the right to deterrnine their fate
independently. The nationalities. . . must receive
the right to cul-tural- autonomy and the right to
petition the League of Nations when they have
complaints to present.

The presentation ended with the optimistic and categorical

statement that rrthe nationalities question will no longer be

a question in the socialist society.u'o However, the

working group could not agree on the application of these

principles in particul-ar cases. It could only promise that

the international socialist movement rtrould monitor their

application.25 Presumably it was the particutar concern of

the German socialists for the treatment of German

minorities, regarded as excessive by delegates from other

countries, such as France, which prevented agreement among

European socialists on the application of the general

principle of minority rights.

NATIONAL ASSEMBLY DEBATE ON A NEW CONSTÏTUTÏON

The relation between Germany and Germans abroad came to

the fore in the opening sessions the National- Assembly

convened in Weimar. This assembly had been elected in nid-

January and its first major task was the preparation of a

constitution for the ne\å/ republic. fn his opening address

on February 6, 1-9L9, President Friedrich Ebert avowed the

'ovo.rwi[-ts., February

25vorwärts, February

8,

I,

1-9i-9, p. 3 .

19L9, p. 3 .
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unity of all Germans and arso spoke to the quesÈion of the
rights of minorities:

rf it is.right,furry demanded that we not retain peopres
and portions of nations with force who do not want Lo
st,ay with us, then we demand with the samejustification that one does not establish new
enslavement,s and hinders no one who wants to stay with
us or come to us from staying with us" such an effortwill be futile because the land of the free German
peopre wirr arways be the fatherland of arl r¡ho want to
be German and to be free as Germans. The new world
which is to emerge from the war can only survive andfrourish if none of its members withers in disgrace and
need.26

fn his first speech to the National Assemb1y, Count

ulrich von Brockdorff-Rantzau, solf's successor as state
secretary for foreign affairs, affirmed that rthe German

peopre is a living unity beyond alr state borders, even

beyond the borders of the old Reich. r, He offered a break
prediction for relations with poland and conceded that
territ,ory wourd be transferred, though the extent of this
territory rrlas uncertain. Then Brockdorff-Rantzau noted that
Germany must strive to find a rnodus vivendi through the
careful nurture of common interests and mutual respect for
the very different national traits. However, he onry
mentioned transportation as a point for mutual arrangements

and made no reference to agreements on the treatment of the

2@,rr3t p.
uUlrich von Brockdorf f -Rantzau,um..Yefsailles, 3rd edition (Berlin:politik, L925), p. 52.
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respective minorities. 28

fnternational issues were addressed from a nationalist
perspective by representative Traub, a member of the German

National People's Party. Traub placed priority on restoring
Germany's international- rore even as it struggred with its
immense internal problems. rn parti-curar, he pointed to the
relationship with Germans abroad:

We would not be Germans if we would not think of our
brothers outside our German Reich. Nowadays that
[sentíment] cannot be suspected of being any kind of
pan-German imperialisn. It is nothing other than a
cultural obligation and a gratitude which we fulfir and
have to fulfil_ toward fellow Germans in the world.

Then Traub mentioned the specific pright of several such

groups, first of all, the Germans who had been expelled from

Russia and who needed compensation for their property
losses. Traub also expressed sorrow for the plight of
Germans in Bergium, poland, in the Bartic and in the Banat -
a pJ-ight caused by the disgrace of Germany losing the war.

with these statements Traub wanted to ropen the windows

again so that we here in our German National Assembly also
occupy oursel-ves with all- the events which are occurring
outside of Germany. rr2e

The protection of national minorities was most

specifically addressed in these sessions by l{alter
schücking, the expert in internationar Iaw. on March 3

l-08
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Schücking rose in the National Assembly to speak to the

article of the draft constitution which promised rights for
rrforeign language ethnic groupsrr in Germany. lVhile

expressing pleasure that this issue was addressed in the

constitution at three different points he lamented the

weakening of the provision from the initial draft which had

ref erred to rrnationality groups. "30 Schücking predicted

that:

Perhaps very soon no other nation will be as interested
in the condition of national minorities as the German
one because the unfortunate development of the war has
led to the result that Germans, more than any other
[people], will live in alien states under alien
sceptres. Therefore we have a great concern to lead
the civilized world in the protection of national
minorities.

Turning to the peace

minority protection to be

peace negotiations:

I hope, that the present government will also exert
itself so that at the peace negotiations the legal
protection of national rninoritj-es will be
internationalized.

Specifj-cally, he rnentioned the many Germans in Russia, whose

fate should be of special concern to Germany.3l

The next day Gustav Stresemann, the l-eader of the

German People,s Party, reiterated this point. He indicated

negotiations, Schücking called for
made a matter of international

30The draft articl-e had been formul-ated and thenrrleakedrr to the press in mid-January to divert ethnic poles
from striving for separation from Germany. Regierunq der
Volksbeauftragten, I :.O4, p. 247.

3lNational-versammlung , IÍ, p. l-i-8i-.
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that he missed a clear declaration in the draft constitution

in favour of the protection of the Auslandsdeutsche. He

noted that this concern had been incorporated in the

constitution drafted in 1848. In the current situation such

an assertion was again highly significant. I{hile there was

an article in the present draft which did include this idea,

Stresemann felt that it should be stated more explicitly.

Furthernore, Stresemann predicted both an increase in the

enigration of Germans from Germany and the transfer of rnany

Germans to Po1and. These Germans, âs well as those who had

lived under foreign rule for centuries, should not succumb

to other nations and fertilize their growth.32

The peace negotiations which Germany expected to enter

shortly also informed the National Assembly's consideration

of the ner^r constitution. Thus Matthias Erzberger addressed

Germany's stance on this front as well as with reference to

the constitutional provisions for national rninority rights.

In response to questions to the government about the Polish

threat he declared:

We must demand the protection of national minorÍties of
the entire world. This is one of the most important
elements of the government's program in the conclusion
of a peace. We must intercede for the Germans in the
whole world, for the preservation of their culture,
their language, their religion. This is our duty.

He then indicated what he deemed to be the best basis for

attaining this protection: ¡rthat ne guarantee the same

32Nationalversammtu , III, pp " 1,226-:-227 .



freedom to the national minorities Iiving with us."33

Finally, the representative from Posen, a region slated
for cession to Poland, Dr. Hermann, expressed the hope that
the government had prepared for al-l eventuaÌitJ_es,

culminating in a treaty for autonomy. In addition to
stressj-ng the irnportance of providing such rights to polish

minorities within Germany, he also urged that the Germans

affected by the expected transfer to Poland be consul_ted.3a

The government perrnitted the National Assembly to
debate the terms for peace negotiations again on March 27

and Aprit L0, !919.35 The stage was set by a passionate

speech by the Minister president, philipp Schej_demann, on

the bond between Germany and the Germans about to be

separated from her or prevented from joining her.36 Again

there r^¡ere vigorous decl-arations of fealty to the Fourteen

Points but there v/ere equally strong assertions that there
r¡tas no tti-ndisputably Polish territoryt in eastern Germany.3T

Scheidemann,s concluding speech offered a more

qualified commitment to fulfil the peace settlement imposed

by the Arl-ied and Associated powers. 
'f Loyal-ty to the treaty

should be the trademark of the new GermâDy, t he stated, but

1_l_1
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alongside this he placed ltthe loyalty to ourselves fwhich]
compels us to the unshakeable preservation of those vital
German interests without which survival as a state or as a

nation j-s not possibl-e.tt38

Thereupon the National Assernbly passed a resolution on

the peace negotiation which outlined the nature of a true
peace from its perspective and expressed the expectation

that the government rrwould only consent to a peace of
understanding and reconciliation and would reject any peace

which condemned the present and future of the cerman people

and of mankind.rr3e

The editorial writer of Vorwärts was less obsessed with
the effort to prevent any loss of territory and more

optimistic about obtaining measures which could make the

transfer of territory and citizens acceptable. rn answer to
the question rrHorn/ shoul-d negotiatj-ons be conducted?n he

stated:

The cessj-on of smal-l- portions of the people from the
whole may be much more readily borne, if the protection
of national- minorities is assured them rather than if
they go into an uncertain fate under the hard fist of a
conqueror. ao

Hope was placed in the League of Nations which could

moderate the demands of those with the upper hand and make

3sNationalversammlung, Iy,
3e¡lationalversammlw, Iy,

parliament passed a resolution
the following day" Vorwärts,
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the sacri-fice bearable for the other side.

REACTTON TO lHE PEACE SETTLEMENT

The text of the peace treaty presented to Germanyrs

deregates on May 7, L91-9, in paris unleashed a flurry of
protest in Germany. some of these protests focused on the
conditions of Germans in the territory to be ceded, with
some demands for their lega1 protection through the treaty.

On May L2 the National Assembly met in a special
session to express its objection to the proposed treaty.
The outrage was directed prirnariry at the rosses and

reprisals, j-ncluding the loss of citizens and territory.
virtually no cognizance v/as taken of the promise of
protection of minority rights incl-uded in the treaty.

Minister President scheidemann avowed the unity of the
German people. Noting the presence in the Assembly of
representatives of the areas threatened with detachment from

113

Germany, he proclaimed:

!{e belong together!
flesh and one bl-ood
cuts into the living
murderous knife. To
highest duty.ar

Other speakers from the eastern provinces r^rere more

explicit in describing the consequences of transferring
German territory to other states. one argument for
resisting such transfers was the inevitability of renewed

$Ie must stay together. !.te are one
and whoever attempts to separate us
body of the German nation with a
keep our nation together is our

arNationalversammlung, IV, p. 2644.
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military confl-ict. MüÌIer, a social Democrat deputy from

Breslau, stated a hope coupled with a fear:
Vte hope that somethíng can be attained in the
negotiations and we would regard it as a misfortune for
Europe if this would not happen and if [now], by other
means, ne\,ì/ hot-beds would be created out of which
chauvinism coul_d ignite its fire again.a2

Bitta, a representative from silesia and a member of
the Center Party, declared:

The separation of upper silesia would never create
peace and satisfaction; instead as a consequence of the
disadvantages fof polish rule] a new irredenta, an ovenof political disruption, woul-d soon make upper silesiaa stage for warl-ike engagements of two neignuouring
nations . a3

The spokesman for the rndependent sociarists, Hugo

Haase, agreed enti-rely with this point and., rike most other
speakers, noted the way in which the principle of national
self-determination, hitherto exalted by the Arries, lsas

being withheld from Germans:

we therefore condemn the fact that the Entente has, tothe disadvantage of the German nation, denied in suchan arrogant manner the serf-determination of nationswhich it has proclaimed so solemnry. poritical- reasonalone should have prevented them from stipulatingterritoriar borders so recklessry Iand1 without
determining the will of the arreðtea pópulation in freeand independent plebiscites. The resùtl of thisrecklessness is the creation of lasting restlessness,the formation of an irredenta whj-ch hotas the certaintyof new bloody confl-ict.4
Ludwig euidde, of the German Democrati_c party and a

42ttationalversamml , fy, p. 26s3.
a3Nat i ona lversammluno
øNationalversammlW, IV, p. 2694.
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pacifist, added his protest to the treaty but then pointed
out the irnpact it would have on the general opinion within
Germany toward the League of Nations. His prognosis

accurately described the sentiment of hís compatriots:
fn the terms of the peace presented to us by the
Entente lies the great danger that we enter a
development which contradicts the realization of the
ï,eague of Nations and international understanding. rtis as if one wanted to instigate new conflicts. Therecan be no doubt: if this peace should be implemented,then a German irredenta wir-r be created and J_n Germanymil]ions wiÌI say: Now all- our thoughts and efforts
shourd be directed toward removing this peace. Andthey will not be restrained by the notioñ that the
League of Nations, once it really becomes a League ofNations, wiJ-l in the future remove this peace fËreaty]with the methods of peaceful- mediation ¡ùt they willrather nurture the idea of a v/ar of retributioñ.4s
fn the initial reactions of Germanyrs politicians to

the Versailles Treaty, the case for the protection of German

minorities was tangential to the fury over the loss of
territory which would create these minority popurations.
They v/ere not yet in the frame of rnind which arlowed them to
propose constructive measures for their protection.

Hol¡/ever, the verein für das Deutschtum im Ausl_and was

agai-n quickly off the mark with a petition to the National
Assembly requestj-ng that a clause protecting the rights of
cerman citizens living abroad be included in the treaty.a6
soon thereafter, organj-zations of Gerrnans who had lived
abroad, but had re-settled in Germany during the war, held

asNat i ona lversamml-ung,
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rallies in several cities on May 18. President Ebert spoke

at the rally in Berlin and assured the audience that the

government would give special attention to their needs.aT

On May 26 an alliance for the protection of the Germans

abroad, the Deutscher Schutzbund für das Grenz- und

Auslandsdeutschtum, hras formed as an umbrella organization

for the multítude of organizations of and for Germans in the

territories to be ceded"aE

Back in the National Assembly it was again a

spokesperson for the pacifist movement, Ludwig euidde, who

pointed explicitty to the need for the legal protection of
minorities. Quidde subsequently recast his speech on rthe

right to self-determination in the territorial cessionsrl

into an article pubrished in the Frankfurter zeitung on May

20 and 21. He proposed ten principles for resolving this
issue. The ninth point read as follows:

The minorities must be equally guaranteed their right
to autonomous national life, to nurture their 1anguage
in school, church and literature and, if needed, to
linguistic equality in administrat,ion and in the legal
system, at least for the lower level_s. The rights of
the national minorities shourd be set down generarly in
the peace treaty, preferably in the constitution of the
League of Nations which forms an integral part of the
peace treaty.

Quidde's tenth principle advocated the drawing up of

4TFrankfurter Zeitury, May a9, 1919, p. 1.
asKarl Heinz Grundmann, Deutschtumspolitik zur Zeit der

l{eimarer Republik: Eine studie am Beispier der deutsch-
baltischen Minderheit in Estland und Lèttland
Döhren: Verlag Harrov Hirschheydt, Jg77), p.
Schot, p. 18"
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nationality registers in order to assure the national rights
of the persons registered" Here Quidders definition of
natj-onal identity came through:

Determinative for inclusion Iin the ]-istsl is not
origl-n or language but the declaration of the will of
the citizen. The national constituencies formed on the
basis of the register shoul-d receive their own
education system and administration through measures of
state Ìegislation and on the basis of an appropriate
financial arrangement. The rights of the national
mj-norities are to be placed under international_
protection, i.e. the national constituencies receive a
right to appeal to an international- court of law
against their own government in cases of violations of
the guaranteed rights.
To supplement the protection of the language and

culture of the minority, euidde raised the possibility of
securj-ng an independent economic basis for the ninority
population:

The personal nationality register would be supplemented
with a natj-onal property register which woul_d protect
the property of minorities against state
intervention.ae

Though Quidde's suggesti-ons developed some of the points
inpried in the guidelines for the cerman delegation to the
peace conference, such as the nationallty register, they

were not adopted by the government for the peace

negotiatj-ons. Probably the government was loathe to
consider such demands on behalf of the national- minorities
in Germany. Nor was it ready to embrace euidders reliance
on personal choice in determining national identity"

The fate of Germans in the eastern provinces received

oenrankfurter Zeitu , May 2I, 1-91-9, p. L.
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more attention whenr oD June 22, L9L9, the National Assembly

debated whether the treaty should be signed. The anguish

over losing German citizens was again at the forefront of
the government's reactj.on. The new Chancellor, Gustav

Bauer, declared that his government would authorize the

signing of the treaty but only with the explanation that no

other nation could expect the German nation to agree

inwardly to a peace treaty by which living members would be

separated from the body of the German state without the

consent of the affected population. Furthermore, the treaty
violated German sovereignty on an ongoing basis and irnposed

unbearable economic and financial burdens on the German

nation.50

The treaty's territorial measures were the focus of an

vehement attack by count Posadowsky-vüehner of the German

National- Party. He questioned the craims of enemy nations
to have superior curtures in view of their decisj-on to prace

the eastern part of Germany under the culturally inferior
Polish rule and thereby obriterating the high curturar Ievel
of the Germans there. Tov/ard the end of his long speech he

made a special appeal to the government in the face of the
certain prospect that the eastern territory wourd be lost:

I appeal to the government to strive to obtain a
commitment from the governments of the Entente that our
fellow German citizens in the ceded territories wirl be
treated justly and humanely. our felIow Germans cannot
all leave house and property" I would regard it as the

5@, IV, pp. zTzL-2722.
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greatest misfortune if now a panic broke out in the
east and these masses would surge westward and make our
difficult situation even worse. I believe that the
people who have a house and property wil_l persevere.
But the government must also intercede strongJ_y with
our enemies so that our enemies exert themselves to
provide for just and humane treatment of our fellow
citizens. The enemy governments should demonstrate
that they truly belong to civilized nations.
In his anxiety over the responsibility of his

government for Germans in the east, posadowsky-Wehner

overl-ooked the minority protection treaty for pol_and

promised by the Entente. His fixation on retribution upon

Germany's enemies formed the context for his concern for the
protection of German minorities:

r hope that the day will also come for our enemies v¡henthe rage of the gods wil1 descend upon them. In any
caser rnrê must do everything to bring this day about.
Above all, we wirr have the serious task in the fuÈureto sustain the l-ove of the fatherrand, the inner senseof belonging to Germany in the German compatriots
Irrstammesgenossenrr] who are being torn ahray from us and
who are comi-ng under arien rure, to protect them from
succumbing to foreign influence and 1osj_ng their
nationar identity. l'Ie hope that by eternãl justice
this ploy of our enemies wi1l come to nothing. We
desi-re to rnaintain the sacred fr-ame of the l-õve of thefatherland in our nation and above aIr in our youth,
which wirl- pÌace especiarly difficult duties añd tests
upon us .51

chancellor Bauer responded to posadowsky-I{ehner's

speech by assuring him that the government would do

everythi-ng to assure the protection of felrow cermans if a

portion of the eastern provinces wourd be lost. Then,

giving the government more credit than was due, he stated
that rron the basis of the negotiations which had taken place

srNationalversammlung , Ty, pp. 2746-2747 .
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with the Entente, at least, the protection of the national

ninorities has been confirmed, rr and concluded with the usual

declaration of solidarity with the Germans in the

territories to be ceded.52

Characterized more by anguish than by rage was a

declaration of about twenty Social Dernocratic

representatives from East Prussia, Memel, Danzig, Posen,

Upper Silesia, the Saar region and Schleswig. They

protested the separation of their homelands frorn the

motherland but accepted the decision of their own party to
sign the treaty so that rrtheir homes would not become the

scene of new bloody battles and so that their wives and

children would be spared the horrors of another !,rar. f' They

vowed that they would remain German and would not give up

the hope that their territory would be returned to Germany:

I{e base our hope on socialisn and on the future League
of Nations which witl embrace all nations equally for
the purpose of the reconciliatíon of all peoples, and
which will make good what the animosity among nations
and the hate-filled present is now doing to us.53

Sinilar declarat,ions of solidarity with the Germans in
the ceded areas $rere again made in the National Assembly

during the speeches on the debate over the ratification of
the treaty on JuIy 9, l-919.s4 However none of these made

reference to the protection of national minorities.

52Nationa lversammIury,
53Nat iona lversammlung,
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EDUARD BERNSTEIN'S PROGRAM

While there was no reference to mj-nority protection in
the National- Assernbly, a major article published in Vorwärts

dealt with this topic at length. In early July Eduard

Bernstein, an independent and prominent Social Democrat,

outl-ined a ne\Á, set of goals and approaches to German foreign
policy. He had presented the same argiuments at the Social

Democratic party convention in míd-June.s5

Bernstein lras J-ooking for constructive approaches to
replace the pessimism which prevailed in this realm of state
affairs. He claimed that a treaty with Pol-and which would

minimize the damage to Germanyrs condition and status was

still possible. According to Bernstein, if one had been

worked out irnmediately after cermanyrs wartime declaration
in favour of Poland,s independence in Nowember 1-91-6 then

Germany could have determined the extent of territory to be

transferred to Poland instead of than having the territorial
cessions be dictated by its victors.5ó

Bernstein presented a challenge to undertake a

constructive approach to foreign affairs, especially j-n

relation to Po1and:

cerman statesmanship has the difficult, but not futile,
task of attaining the best possibJ-e way of implementing
the terms of the treaty. . Now is the time to
present a positive policy instead of an essentially
negative one, to demonstrate which possibilities for a

T2I
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rational German peacetime policy are attaj_nable through
the commitments made in the responses of the Allies to
the German notes. The concessi-ons which the Allies
have made toward Germany are far less than what was
demanded but they are not entirely worthless. Their
response is useful because they now provide the
rationale for many of the demands and thereby reveal at
what points the levers must be utilized by cermany in
order to attain improvements and to ward off feared
developments . t'

On the questj-on of the transfer of territory to poland,

Bernstein poi-nted out that the Allies rrassume the guarantee

for the rights of the German minorities in the areas now

ass j-gned to Polandrr and then asked:

Should we leave it with a protest. or should we
not, picking up on the assurances of the Allies, apply
our efforts to attain a workab]e relationship with our
eastern neighbour state, including the greatest
possible protection of the German minorities in
Poland.58

CONSTITUTION AND FORETGN POLTCY DEBATES

The issue of the protection of rninority rights came to
the fore in two more debates of the National .A,ssembly in
July 191-9. After ratj_fying the peace treaty in early July,
the Assembly returned to the consideration of the

constitution of the new republic.

On JuIy 15, Cohn, the Independent Socialist who had

raised the question of the treatrnent of national minorities
in the trPolish Debatert back in october, rose to advocate a

revi-sion of Articl,e 1,1,2. This articre referred to the

"Vo.EIgä-rtg, July
58vorwärts, July

o
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rights of rrnational el-ements of a foreign languagert (rrfremd-

sprachiqe volksteile"). He suggested that it refer instead

to rrnatj-onal rninorities.ttse To support his revision he

noted that the proposal presented by Gerrnany for the tasks

of a League of Nations had al_so spoken of ilnational

minorities.rr This term implied that the crucj-al factor in
national identification was the will to belong to a

particular nation and that language was only one component

alongsÍde others in making this determination. This was

consistent with the position taken by the rndependent

sociaLj-sts in the previous debate on the constitution in
February.

rn cohn's view the article as presentty written was in
contradiction with the position Germany had taken against
the Allied and Associated powers. He cited the definition
provided by the office for the peace negotiations:

A national rninority in the sense of these proposals isa nationalJ-y defined group which on the baéis- of its
numbers and its cul-ture is willing and able to 1ead an
independent national 1ife.óo

cohn argued that it was dishonest and dangerous to advocate

one definition in international- discussions and to select a

different one for internal practice:

Germany may under no circumstances provide fewer rightsto its own nationar minorities than it demands at the
League of Nations of the other nati-ons for arr other
national minorities, including German minorities in

seNationalversannlw, VI, p. 3g33.

6@, vr, pp. 3833-3834.
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Poland and other countries. If you hold to the
formul-ation of the draft then the objection can always
be raised that, when you were able as a sovereign
national assembly for the first time to provide to the
national rninorities who are within your borders that
which you nov/ demand of the poles, the Czechoslovaks
and other foreign states, yoü failed and did not want
to give that which you demand of others.6l

Cohn,s arguments were in vain. His amendment was

turned down by the rest of the Assembly. The rejection
refrected the fact that the position taken with regard to
the League of Nations had been deemed tolerable in the

context of formulating a counterproposal to the Entente.

Nohr, after the peace terms, including the mandate of the
League, had been set, the broader definition had lost its
negotiating value and was primarily percej-ved as a threat to
Germany's internal uniformity.

The question of the proper relationship of Germany to
Germans who were already or wouLd soon be resident in
foreign states al-so became a focal point in a debate on

Gernany,s foreign policy. On JuIy 23, lgLg, Chancellor

Bauer outÌined the general nature of his government's

foreign poricy. He spoke of a pacific policy which would

give priority to the League of Nations.ó2 Then the new

Foreign Minister, Hermann MülLer, added emphasis to this
commitment to the peacefuL resol-ution of conflicts. rndeed

the situation of Germans abroad demanded this:

6lNat i ona lversamm luno
ó2Nationalversamnlung
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Nurturing the new spirit of justíce is al-so our debt to
the rnillions of Germans who will come under foreign
rule as result of this war and whose desire is cultural
autonomy. This protection for the German minorities
can be secured only to the degree that the world
becomes convinced that the German nation is a peaceful
nation which wants to rebuild the destroyed European
culture together with its neighbours and in whose midst
only marginal voices without influence scream for
military revenge. The more h¡e show that the idea of an
eternal peace . is a matter of holy solemnity for
the German nation, the easier v/e make ít for the
Germans who have been torn from our natj-onal- body to
retain their Germanness in purity, even under a foreign
f lag. ó3

The responses by speakers of other parties challenged

this peace-oriented policy with somewhat different
perspectives on the Germans abroad. Dr. Brauns of the

Centre Party tied foreign policy closely to the recent peace

settlement and added:

It is certain that we must undertake the protection of
cermans abroad with all the methods at our disposal.
That which legalty belongs to us, must find the way to
us open. We hold firnly and will hold firmly to the
irrevocable goal of regaining our German-Austrian
brothers for the German state through peaceful means.
We wiLl intervene with fu1l force for the protection of
the German minority abroad.n

The next day Bäumer of the Democratic party promised

the cooperation of her party with the Foreign Ministerrs
approach and added:

Our foreign relations must be resumed on the basj_s of a
democratic policy so that the Germans abroad regain
their ground and the German minorities outside our
borders can lead a toterable Iife.ó5

ó3Nationalversamm]ung, Vrr,
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The speaker for the German People/s Party, Hugo,

severely criticized the proposed foreign policy. He

ridiculed the orientation toward international mediation as

unrealistic as no other nation held to these principles.
Then he asked:

What does it offer the Germans out there? It provides
neither a support nor strength for the Germans abroad.

. We regard the goal of our forei_gn poJ_icy to be
to re-establ,ish Germanyrs profile in the world. .
This does not happen by our speaking of the poles in
friendly terms and by forgetting the German Bohemians
and German Tyroleans who fall to fta1y. We must follow
a realistic national-ist foreign policy.óó

Otto !{els, a Socia1 Democrat, spoke in favour of
Müller's approach and also emphasized Germanyrs duty toward

Germans abroad:

we cal-1 to our fellow nationals abroad and in the ceded
territories: protect yourselves against the poj_soning
and the unlj-rnited greed of the pan-Germans who have
brought the whole worl-d against us. . The highest
rule for our foreign policy should be to make the
protection of national minorities a matter of world
concern as soon as possible.ó7

In Mül1er's defence of his program he again emphasized

the Auslandsdeutsche

that his speech hindered the activity of Germans abroad:

My speech was oriented toward sustaining the cermans
abroad and I can do that best, âs I said in my speech,
by saying: We Germans are a peaceful natj.on. Only once
the world learns to understand this will we be able to
help those who have been torn from us.68

as a factor and disputed the charges

u6¡lationalversanml , Vf I,
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In autumn 1-91-9 the government again indicated its
concern for German minorities when on October 7 the

Chancellor declared Germany,s intention of fulfilling the

treaty, despite the fact that many of its citizens had been

torn from it. He declared that no peace treaty could take

away the feeling of national- sol-idarity and no one could

forbid the nurture of this sentiment:

Our fellow Germans, who will be separated from us and
will stay separated, should know that we think of them
and that we care for thern j_n the ways which the peace
treaty permits us.

Even if the tie could no longer be a political one, the

linguistic and human bonds woul-d be so much the warmer. The

Chancellor concluded with the avowal that ilthis is a

cultural duty of the German state.rtóe

POLTTICAL PARTY POSITTONS

Nevertheless, the government remained under attack from

the natj-onalist parties for its weak action on beharf of
Germans abroad. The criticism \^/as expressed in their
political platforms. The German peoplers party included

several references to the Germans abroad in the platforn it
adopted on October A9, l-91-9:

Our foreign policy requires a circumspect, goal-
oriented and knowledgable J_eadership. Along with
several other qualities, Germanyrs representatives in
foreign countries should have close relations to the

6n¡lationalversarnnlunq, VIIf , p. 3l-g.



With specific reference to the German minorities this
party said:

On behalf of the German minorities, the German peoplets
Party demands the right to maintain their national
identity. The nurture of the cultural bond with the
Germans abroad, who are the representatives of the
German ideal, the advance fighters for the totality of
German identity, and the pioneers of German commerce,
is among the primary duties of the Reich. Those who
have been torn a!,ray from us against their wi1l should
remain closely bound to the German nation.Tl

This platform continued the trend toward emphasizing the

nation over the state and of regarding Germans abroad as the

vanguard of Germans in confrontation with other nations.
Two months l-ater, the German Democratic party also

Germans abroad.To

formulated a platform which stressed

Germans abroad and which strove for a

treaty:

L28

Never wilÌ tr/e accept the dictatorship of force as the
permanent rule of 1aw; never will hre recogfnize the
splitting of parts of the German nation from the
fatherJ-and; never will we let go of the right of
nations to self-determination and we strive, based on
this principte, for the union of al-L cerman peoples.

A major goal of German poJ_icy is the creation of close
links to Germans abroad as weII as their protection.
It is a national obligation to help feLlow nationals
under alien ruLe to retain their national identity; but
we also regard the respect for natj_onal minorities in
Germany as a political ob1igation.l2

The National Socialist Workers, party also had a point

the relationship to the

revi-sion of the peace

7ol{ohlf eld, p. g6 .
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in its political program calling for the unification of atl
Germans on the grounds of the right to self-determination.

However it made no other reference to the protection of

German rninorities. t3

In September 1,92L, just before the decision on the

partition of Upper Silesia, the Social Democratic Party

included rrthe protection by international- law of all
natj.onal-ities according to the principle of total
reciprocitytt in its program.Ta The commi-tment to |ttotal

reciprocitytt was the strongest reference to this principle
in the several party platforms but it came more than a year

after the Social Democrats had been ousted from the
government by the elections in June of the previous year.

On another leveL, the Foreign Relations Comrnittee of
the Reichstag criticized the Foreign Ministry for its
inadequate protection of Germans abroad when its budget was

presented to parliament on October 23 , Lgi-9.7s

TNCREASTNG RHETORIC ON MINORITY PROTECTTON

On March 29, 1920, Hermann MüIler, novr Chancellor,

assured the parliament that Germanyrs foreign policy would

remain unchanged. Its goals would continue to be:

The loya1 fulfil-ment of the peace treaty, the creation

T3HohLf eld, p. l-10 .
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of an atmosphere of trust and commonality among the
nations, drawing upon all possible sources of aid for
the rebuilding of Germany and the ultimate break with
alL warlike measures and attitudes in poIicy.76

In June L92O, the Socialist and Centre party coalition
which had formed the core of the government since the

November Revolution, was defeated in the national election.
Thereafter, a more confrontational tone toward the peace

terms became evident with each change in Germanyts

government"

Gerrnany's policy toward Poland was again debated in the

Reichstag on Aprit 21, tgzo. Several representatives

expressed the hope that with the new Foreign Minister, Àdolf

Köster, there would no longer be a tired spirit but one of
fresh initiative, purpose, clarity and firmness.T Köster

answered with a strongly worded statement which drew shouts

of approval from the right wing. He then made a commitment

to the cermans in Po1and:

Regardless of the stance of the poles, the German
government will do everything it can in order to
maintain technically and economically the contact to
the fellow countrymen now cut off in East prussia.Ts

other speakers of the German Democratic party and the centre
party also criticized the timidity of Germanyrs stance on

behalf of Germans in Poland.

The protection of German rninorities was again the

?@, rx, p.2s2.
TNationa lversamrnluncl,

78Nat i ona lversammlung,

IX, p. 341.
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focus of attention in the parliament when the Geneva

Convention on Upper Silesia was ratif ied in May 1-922.'re

By approving the Convention, the Reichstag tacitly endorsed

the principle of reciprocity as well as the most

comprehensive set of provisions for minority rights yet
presented to it.

CONCLUSÏON

In the public political discourse two approaches to the
protection of Germans abroad emerged once the issue Ìâ/as no

ronger suppressed. rn the socialist camp, especially among

the independent elements, the need and the possibilities for
securing provisions for German minorities $rere readily
recognized and advocated. I,üith their internatj-onalist
orientation, its spokespersons expressed the hope that the
League of Nations could alleviate the injustices of the
peace treaty, including the subordination of Germans to
foreign states. These eÌements were also ready to permit

minorities within Germany to have the range of cultural and

poriticar rights which they sought for Germans elsewhere.

They experienced disappointrnent at the negative reaction of
the international community to Germanyrs concerns.

The other approach was presented by avid German

nationalists who upheld the unity of the German nation
across state boundaries. They regarded the German nation as

Tesee above, pp. I-4.



engaged in a worldwide conflíct with other nations"

Germany, ãs the state in which German culture and power hlas

concentrated, ï¡as obligated to intercede for Germans living

in other states. The German nationalists were not

constrained by the politicat concern for reciprocity in the

treatment of minoritíes in Germany" They unabashedly called

for maximum rights for Germans abroad while exhibitíng no

interest in the rights of minorities in Germany. one

dilemma for this group was the contradiction between their

degradation of other nations as incapable of civilized
statehood and their demands that these very nations treat
German minorities in a civilized fashion.

In the first round of deliberations on the new

constitution in February the concern for the rights of

Germans abroad prompted several calls for granting

significant rights to the national- minorities within
Germany. The awareness of the measures under consideration

at the peace conference in Paris which would create German

rninorities and affect their treatment formed a significant

background for these expressions. After the Versailles
Treaty prescribed Germany's cessions of citizens as well as

the mandate of the League of Nations, the National Assembly

took a more restricted view of the rights of minorities.
In later discussions in the National Assembly, the

pursuit of reconciliation and honour was presented as a
prerequisite for the fair treatment of Germans abroad.

L32
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Indeed such treatment for German minorities was given as a

reason for a new style of foreign relations.

The positj-ons articul-ated in public by the German

government asserted its intention to secure the protection
of German minorities, especially in Poland, in negotiations

with the Atlies and with Po1and. However, it rarely
indicated the specific provisions it sought.

Generally, the nationalist forces which spoke most

forcibly about solidarity with cermans abroad and their
protecti-on, provided the least specific proposals for
diplomatic initiatives. By contrast the most developed

schemes came from independent sociaÌists and pacifists,
whose partl-es had the sparsest platforms on foreign policy.

I{hereas the nationalists called for the protection of
German minorities in order to retain them as co-combatants

in the never-ending battl"e between natj-ons, the pacifists
and socialists called for their protection for the sake of
the peacefur co-existence of nations which they envísioned.



CHAPTER 6

CZECHOSLOVAKÏA:

NOMINAL NON-TNTERVENTION FOR GERMAN BOHEMIA

approached its mil-itary defeat and politicaL rupture, the

three and one hal-f rnillion Germans in Bohemj-a sought to

evade incorporation into nascent Czechoslovakia. On October

28, i-9L8, the German deputies from the German-speaking areas

in Bohemia met in Vienna and announced the formation of

German Bohemia as an independent province. The next day the

German members of Austria's national assembly resolved to

create the state of Austria, including Bohemia, and

constituted themselves as a Provisional National Assembly.r

There $/ere, hovlever, divergent opini-ons among the Germans in

Bohemj-a on their national future. Many wanted to attach

their homeland to Germany and others advocated independence

for German Bohemia but a significant number, especially

among the industrialists, favoured the continuation of their

linkage to the Czechs for economic reasons" !{ithin

Czechoslovakia their economic prospects woul-d be greater

As the $tar came to its end and Austria-Hungary

the Pari-s Peace Conf
P ¿), pp. gL-92.
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than in Germany where they would face more competition.2

The allegiance of the Germans in Bohemia to cermany

fostered by wartime experiences was reciprocated by Í{ilheln

SoIf, Foreign Minister of Germany in the final month of the

war" To the German ambassador in Vienna on October L9,

1918, hê asserted:

The grave struggles of the four years of war have
raised and strengthened German national consciousness.
No German, no party . would now tolerate that our
fellow nationals across the border who have made the
greatest sacrifices for the defense and honour of the
Danubian monarchy should be oppressed and Slavicized. .

Thus we must take care of the Germans and, if
necessary, receive them hospitably.3

The Czechoslovak National Committee had its o$rn

intentions for the Germans when it declared the formation of

the Czechoslovak republic in Prague on Oct,ober 28. The aim

of this committee hras the establishment of the Czechoslovak

st,ate within the historíc borders of the Czech and Slovak

lands. In recognition of the sizable German population and

economic po\â¡er within the claimed territory, Germans srere

invited to join the government.a

ACCEPTTNG CZECHOSLOVAKIA'S CLATM TO GERMAN BOHEMIA

der Staatsgründunq bis zum ersten Kabinett Benes 1918-1921-,
ed. by Manfred Alexander (München: R. Oldenbourg Verlag,
1983) [Hereafter noted as Gesandschaftsberichte aus prag. ],# ll-, p" 543"

3lott, p. 72 .

4Campbell, p.4L"
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As the formation of a Czechoslovak state accelerated,

the Germans of Austria-Hungary sought to remain separate and

they turned to Germany for support. This prompted Baron

Friedrich von Gebsattel, the German consul in Prague, to

review the options for the future status of German Bohemia.

Writing directly to the German Chancellor, Prince Max von

Baden, oD October 25, he proposed that the best choice for

the Germans here was neither independence nor attachment to

Gerrnany but voluntary incorporation into Czechoslovakia.

Gebsattel argued that an independent state of Bohemian

Germans woul-d not be vj-ab1e and that attachment to Germany

would cause interminable hostility between Germany and

Czechoslovakia.

Gebsattel expressed his confidence that, even if not

all of their national wishes would be satisfied, the Germans

could be sure of most generous treatment by the Czeehs.

Indeed, it was in the best interests of the Czechs to

satisfy the highly developed German minority in national and

economic affairs. He advised that negotiations on their

status should begin as soon as possible because once the

peace conference would have begun the Germans would

encounter less favourable conditions.5 Though Gebsattel

highlighted the benefits for the Bohemian Germans, his
primary aim was fostering amicable ties to the new

Czechoslovak neighbour state.

sGesandschaftsberichte aus Prag, # A6, pp. 558-56L"
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The German ambassador in Vienna, Wedel, expressed a

very dif f erent perspecti-ve:

Despite all, we are and remain the 1eading nation
(rrFührervolktt) of the German peoples and can less than
ever withdraw from our duties nov/. Irre may openry point
to our current impotence in evading injustice, but we
cannot, with a meek shrugging of the shoulders, abandon
our German neighbours who turn to us, and make deals
with their enemj-es withogt having tried every last
method for their rescue.o

WedeL placed l"ess emphasis on good relations to the new

state and v¡as ready to support the resistance of the Germans

in Bohemia against their integration into czechosrovakia,

even if this was only of a moral or diplomati_c nature.

fndeed, there was an increasing danger of reprisals
against Germans by the local- population and armed czech

nationarists. These developments prompted Gebsattel- to take
the initiative for what he deemed to be Germanyrs primary

interests" on october 29, one day after the czechoslovak

Nationar committee attained power ín prague, Gebsattel

visited the new government. He himself raised the
possibility of Germany recognizing the czechoslovak state
and promised to obtaj-n confirmation from Berlin. The German

diplomat requested protection for the cerman citizens riving
in Prague and in Bohemia against viorence and was promptly
promised such protection. In his report he explained, nI

bel-ieved that r did not need to wait for an instruction in
this matter, because the necessity of intervening for my co-

"Gesandschaftsber , # A7, p. 56j_"



nationals could arise at any moment. tt7

relations to czechoslovakia as soon as possible and noted

the risk of endorsing the efforts of the Bohemian Germans to
attach themsel-ves to Germany. This would strike the czechs

at rrtheir most sensitive place.rr8

On November 2 Gebsattel returned to the Czechoslovak

National Committee. This time he was moved to act by

prospect of Entente troops entering Bohemia and mistreating
the German citizens there. He was told that as long the

National committee was in contror there would be nothing to
fear. Horarever, if and when Entente troops wourd arrive, it
could not guarantee anything. This made Gebsattel anxious

about their treatrnent, especially of the families of
soldiers in the German army. rn order to avert this danger

and rrfurthermore to avoid a catastrophe which wourd make the
beginning of good rel-atj-ons between our two states
impossible for a long time, rf Gebsatter made a momentous

decl-aration to the National Committee. The German

çJovernment would be willing to permit a diplomatic
representation of the Czechosl_ovak state in Berlin.
Gebsattel himself spelled out the implication of this
promise by indicating that the Czechoslovak state was

Gebsattel argued strongly for forming friendly

l_38
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thereby recognized by his government.e

In return the German envoy obtained assurances that the

rights of German citizens would be protected even in the

case of an occupation of Bohernia by Entente troops.

Gebsattel justified his action to his superi-ors in Berlin by

describing the urgency of preventing the harassment of the

Germans in the new state. However beyond this concern lay
the desire for initiating an arnj-cable rel-ationship:

I emphasize again that the welfare and woe of my
compatriots and [the impact] of their expulsion or
other maltreatment on the long-term rel_ationship
between our countries determined rny decision.r0

Gebsattel's highly independent and far-reaching action
evoked a reprimand on November 7 from the Foreign Ministry.
He was tol-d that it was irnpossible for Germany to recognize

czechoslovakia whil-e at the same time denying recognition to
the German Austrians.lr At this point, the Foreign Ministry
was postponing the recognition of Austria in the hope that
Austria-Hungary could still- be held together despite moves

by its various natj-onal groups to form autonomous states.
Though Gebsattel-rs act was not sanctioned by his

irnmediate superior, it was in line with the sentj_ment of the
German cabinet. After recej-ving the text of the armistice
terms for Àustria on November 3, Matthias Erzberger of the

139

eGesandschaftsber , # 9, p. 52.
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Centre Party led the cabinet in urging that the Foreign

Ministry attempt to regulate the relations to the newly

established states lest the Botsheviks gain control- in
Austria and Bohemia. specifically Erzberger suggesÈed that
representatives from Hungary, Bohemia (i.e. czechoslovakia),

and Austria come to Berlin for negotiations on establishing
better rel-ations. Furthermore, Germany shourd already
prepare to send representatives to these countries,
especially to Prague.12

During the first week of November Berlin's fear that
Bolshevik forces would take advantage of the fragr-mentation

of Austria-Hungary v/as greater than the hope for the
continuation of a unified Austria-Hungary. This

fragmentation was accererated by the armistj-ce terms

demanded of Austria-Hungary by the Al-ries. The German

cabinet felt an urgency to regurate the political and

economic questions between Germany and the successor states
of Austria-Hungary. This broader concern superseded any

preferences of the Germans in Bohemia for their future place
in the post-war constellation of states.

This was stated explicitly in Foreign Minister solf's
response to Erzberger,s arguments in this cabinet meeting.
He inpricitly agreed with Erzberger's anatysis and predicted
that czechoslovakia would be the state which would

482.
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consol-idate the fastest. soLf added that for this reason he

had counselled the Germans from Bohemia to accept their
inclusion into czechoslovakia and to make the best of it.
In his words, they should, for the tirne being, r'bite into
the sour âppIs. rt13

The outcome of the discussion was a request that the
Foreign Minister submit an overview of rel_ations to eastern
Europe to the cabinet on the following day. Solf 's pJ_an

focused on containing the Borshevik threat. Germany should
promote the formation of the nev¡ states in order to foster
its security and weaken that of Russia.ra The implication
was that it was more important for Germany to support the
formation of a Bolshevik-free czechosrovakia than to
encourage the cermans in Bohemia in obstructing their
inclusion into this new state.

The Foreign Ministry may have tried to convey this
positive attitude toward czechosrovakia through the press at
this critical juncture. To a domestic public with a hostile
and sceptical attitude toward this aspiring state, the
Ministry needed to justify a positive stance toward

czechoslovakia. rn the internationar arena it wanted to
present a new conciliatory image of Germany. vorwärts, the
paper of the sociar Democratic party, carried an article on

r3Regierung des prinzen Max von Baden, I 7.2L, p. 4g2.

(New York: Al-fred Knopf , l"968) , p. 23O.

raArno Mayer, politics and Diplomacy of peacernakinq:
nme terrev at Ve
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rrGermany and the Czechsil on November j_3 which cast an

optirnistic light on this relationship. The article cited
official, but unnamed sources, v/ho reported that hitherto
the czechs had done everything they courd for the protection
of citizens of the German Reich i-n gohemia. Then, in an

official tone the article decl_ared:

The German government is aü/are that it has a fullinterest in fostering the political and. economic
developrnent of the czech peopre, provided, of course,
that the nationaL right to self-determination of all
Germans is assured.15

Gebsattel's reports may have provided the background to
this articl-e. on November L, r-919, he reported that he was

not a\^/are of any complaints by German citizens but indicated
that he was receiving reports of fair treatment.ró

on october 29 the same paper had printed an articl_e on
rfHabsburg Decline." This articl-e had been severery critical
of the czechs and southern slavs who had made their appear

on the basis of the right to self-determination but, once in
power, dismissed this right for others in numerous rrrays, for
instance by resisting the attachment of German Bohemia to
Germany.lT rn this paper crose to government leaders, the
assessment of czechoslovakia had shifted to refl_ect the
government's change in perspective.

Germany's representative in prague visited the premier

tsvorwärts., November L3, 191-g, p. j_.

tuG"=and=ch.ftsb"r , # 6, p. 46.
ttvorwä-rtr, October 29, J-91-8, p. l_.
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of the new Czechoslovak state, Karel Kramar, ot November 9,

l-918. The f irst item discussed in this meetj-ng was the

question of the Germans j-n Bohemia. Kramar stressed that it
was the intention of the new government not to 1et the

national and cultural rights of Germans wither but rather to
perrnit their free development in this direction. Generally

he was optimistic about a good relationship between the two

countries.lE

Germany's Foreign Minister sorf echoed this assessment.

In a notice to the embassy in Vienna on November 17 Solf
advised that the prospects of formi-ng normal rel-ations with
czechosl-ovakj-a $/ere good but extending practical assistance

to German Bohemia woul-d be impossible. Therefore one shourd

approach the czechs in a calming and reconcil-iatory manner

while avoiding a definitive position on the future of German

Bohemia.le At this stage both sides r^rere eager to establish
good rerations and Germany,s dipromats choose to be content
with generar promises from the czech leadership and their
or¡rn vague statements about the rights of Germans in
Czechoslovakia.

whereas solf's stance was based on a shrewd political
assessment, Gebsattelrs position was shaped by his kind
disposition toward the czech peopre. He had befriended

l8Gesandschaftsberichte aus prag
ArI,#3,p.7.

ttADAp., A, T, # ++, p. 6g, n. z.
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several of their leaders, most notably Thomas Masaryk,

before he became Czechoslovakiars president, and he was

incli-ned to trust their promises of fair treatment for
Germans. Gebsattel also held a high opinion of the

potential role of the czechs in the international community,

especialJ-y in eastern Europe. In a report on November 27,

191-8, Gebsattel wrote that the czechs were 'the nation which

is destined to take over the leadership of the fsouthern]
slavs and whose stance toward us wirr set the standard for
the remaining sl-avic nations.rr rf Germany would antagonize

Czechosl-ovakia over the issue of German Bohemia, then,

instead of being a bridge to the rest of the sravic realm,

the Czechs would form a gulf for Germany.20

Gebsattel was more critical_ of the Bohemian German

politicians. rn mid-october he had described the Germans as

quite indolent in politicar matters and content simply to
maintain their national standing without even thinking in
the reast of national expansion.2l At the end of November

he noted their lack of energy, tarent for organization, and,

strength to resist.22 He was especially critical of
politicians who discounted czech promises and advocated the
attachment of Bohemia to Germanv.23

'oA. ,, A, r, # 44, p. 6g.
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Vüith regard to the attachment of German Bohemia to
Germany, Gebsattel's advice to his own government in mid-
November was that Germany courd patiently await the further
development of the German-Bohemian relationship and need not
become involved in the conflict. His restraint was

remarkable given the fact that the czechs were expanding

their military occupation of German Bohemia.2a only two

weeks l-ater he had to acknowledge the undiplomatic and rude

manner in which the czechs had turned away the Germans,

offers of cooperation. He observed that this rejection had

strengthened the German Bohemians' efforts toward joining
Germany.25

Nevertheless, Gebsatter continued to discourage any

active intervention by Gerrnany in the confrontation. He

elaborated the reasons for restraint in a report of November

27. Any agitation by Germanyrs agents for the detachment of
cerman Bohemia from czechosrovakia would be obvious to the
Czechs and would elicit their hostility. Germanyrs clairn to
follow a new internationar poJ-icy would be discredited and

its position at the upcoming peace conference would be

undermined. conversely, a conciliatory stance by Germany

toward czechosfovakia night be openJ_y acknowl_edged by the
czechs at the peace conference. As u.s. president lrlilson
and the Entente were sympathetic toward the Czechs, there

'oGesandschaft=b"r ,
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was a possibility that a bridge between the Alries and

Germany coul_d be mediated by the Czechs.

Gebsattel added that the czech attitude had provoked

the Germans in their country to the point that they would
now agi-tate for themselves without Germany expending
resources or risking its image in their behal_f .26 He even

regarded the prospect of the Germans remaining in the czech
state and forming a significant minority as a benefit to
Germany, rrbecause the more Germans taken in by the czech
state, the more surery the czechs wi]I have to avoid an

anti-German poli cy . n2'7

SUPPORTING AUTONOMY FOR GERMAN BOHEMIA

rn any case, Gebsatter was ready to facilitate the
appeals of the German Bohemians for autonomy within
czechoslovakia by passing their dernands on to the Foreign
Ministry in Berlin and through it to the internationar_
cornmunity. On November 28 he reported that a group of
professors at the German university in prague had drafted a

memorandurn which set down their demands for the upcoming
peace conference. This document was to be sent to all_
participants at the conference as well as to a wi_der circle

_ '?6eesanascnatts¡e , # Ai_Z, pp. 575_576¡also ADÀp, A, T, # 44, p. 68.

"ADAP,, A, r, # ++, p. 6g.
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of neutral states.28 Several weeks later, oD December L9,

Gebsattel summarized a petition being prepared by this same

circle of academics together with the Austrian Foreign

Ministry for the Peace Conference in Paris. This petition

proposed that if German Bohernia would be attached to

Czechoslovakia then the Germans in Bohernia, Moravia, and

Silesia should receive their own legislative assembly which

woul-d send its representatives to the central parliament of

the Czechoslovak republic.2e

Two days later Gebsattel forwarded to Berlin a list of

demands which several other German Bohemian l-eaders had set

as the minimum for conditions under which they woul-d accept

the retention of Czechoslovakia's historical borders and

thereby their inclusion in the new state" These conditions

included autonomy, the right to an internal official

language (i.e. German) distinct from the external one, the

right to occupy one-third to one-fourth of the official
posts in the central administration and the passing of basic

legislation whereby no citizen would be disadvantaged on

account of his nationality.'o
The position of the German Foreign Ministry on the role

of the German Bohemian question in Germany's relationship
with Czechoslovakia at this stage was delineated by Baron

2sGesandschaftsberichte aus Prag,
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I{erner von Rheinbaben, Understatesecretary in Berlin. This

directive issued from Berlin on December 9 , LgLg ' contained

many of the arguments which had appeared in Gebsattel's

communications and which would undergird Germany's poticy

toward Czechoslovakia during the period under consideration"

Fundarnental for Rheinbabents position was the

assumption that Germany would not be able to thwart it's

enemies' plans to confinn the creation of Czechoslovakia at

the peace conference. To encourage the attachment of

Bohemian Germans to Germany rather than to Czechoslovakia

would only elicit Czechoslovakia's antagonism. Rheinbaben

could only hope that through the trend toward socialism

within Czechoslovakia and through eventual border

corrections some German Bohemian districts might someday yet

become part of the German federation.3l

The struggle against Poland also played a role in

Rheinbabents case for friendly relations to Czechoslovakia.

Rheinbaben proposed that if Germany acquiesced to the

attachment of German Bohemia to Czechoslovakia, it could use

the national, gteographic and economic arguments brought

forward by the Czechs, and accepted by the Allied powers, to

resist the cessíon of Germanyts territory to Poland. Its

position on a more vital issue would be strengthened.32

Furthermore, Rheinbaben predicted that the strong
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German minority in the czechoslovak state r¡¡oul-d be able to
obstruct czech policies directed against Germany.33 Thus

allowing the incorporation of the Bohemian Gerrnans into
czechoslovakia would be to the advantage of the German

state.

The senior Foreign Ministry official also repeated

Gebsattelts earlier assessment of the czech role among the
Slavic nations with which Germany wanted to restore
relations:

we can reckon with certainty that we wil-r also neverattain a good relationship with the southern sl-avs, if
we pursue an anti-Czech policy. prague will
undoubtedly become a central point for the slavic
worId.3a

Rheinbaben also had an idea for increasing the
politicar benefits of Germanyrs sj-rence on German Bohemia.

This tactic involved some manipulatj-on of the German

Bohemian population and leadership:

ïn order to present this abstinence as a val-uabre
accommodation toward the prague government, it wourd be
advantageous if more sentiment against the czech
intentions would be fostered in German Bohemia thanhitherto and if this voíce would make itself be
heard.35

of course, such agitation should only be undertaken by

German Bohemian elements and any encouragement from Germany

should not manifest itself in any form.
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Gebsattel was instructed that he should officiall-y
adopt a position of restrai-nt on the question of German

Bohemia. At the same time he was authorized to point out in
a careful manner the merits of this stance to a few

infruential mernbers of the government, specificalry by

notíng the consequences if Germany took a contrary position.
Another aspect of Germany,s dipl-omatic activities in

reration to the Germans in czechoslovakia h/as GebsatteUs
reportj,ng on the public statements of Czechoslovak political
Ìeaders. usually he took these at their word, for instance,
the statement by premier Kramar to the Nationar Assembly on

December 20, 19i_9, that the 1inguistic, cu1tural,
citizenship and economic rights of the Germans would not be

violated in any $/ay. The state, however, wourd remain a

Czech state.36

By christmas 191-8 virtually alJ- of Bohemia was under

the control of the czechosl-ovak forces. For Gebsatter, this
development, together with the definitive statement by

President Thomas Masaryk that a separation of the German-

speaking regions of Bohemia would not be perrnitted,
confirmed the fate he had predicted for German Bohemia.3T

However, Rheinbaben in Berrin now found signs pointing
in a contrary direction. He reported that the czechs did

36Gesandschaftsber , # 42, p. :.24. See alsoGebsattel's report on Kramarrs speech of December L3, l_91_g,in Gesandschaftsberichte aus prag, I 35, p. j_1,4.

3TGesandschaftsber , # 44 , p. Lzg .
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not yet have a definitive commitment from the Entente for
recei-ving German Bohemia. As conf i-rmation of czech

uncertainty, he cited news that the czechoslovak government

intended to i-ssue an appeal- to the German Bohemians in which
it promised them autonomy. For Rheinbaben, the most

important passage in this declaration was the reference to
the new state as tsovereign, ful1y l_egitimated, democratic,
socially just, based on the equality of aII of its
citj-zens.rr This passage concluded with the promise that
czechosl-ovakia would grant "ful-l- and equar national rights
to the national minorities.t,3s

rn Prague Gebsattel maintained his conviction that the
attachment of German Bohemia to czechoslovakia was

inevitable- rn a report in rnid-,fanuary 1,g1-g, just days
before the opening of the peace conference in paris, he also
noted the vagueness of the official positions of the Allies
but repeated his prediction that the friendships and

diplornatic skills of the czechs in paris left no doubt that
czechoslovakia's desj-res would prevail over rthe grey theory
of self-deternination on which the Gerrnans rrere reJ_fing.rrrr

rn February i-9r-9 consul Gebsattel_ was supplanted by
samuel saenger, sent to czechosrovakia as the personal
representative of the Foreign Minister.a0 within days of
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his arri-val, or February 21-, he visited his friend,
President Masaryk, and discussed the factors which wourd

determine whether German Bohemia woul-d become part of
Czechosl_ovakia.

Saengerrs report on his meeting summarized the
situation as it stood when he arrived in prague.

czechoslovak readers hrere confident that the Entente wourd

award arl of Bohemia to their state. They declared that
they wourd leave the rights of Germans, specificarly for
local- elections, intact. The Germans also regarded the
attachment of cerman-speaking Bohemia to czechoslovakia as

probable. They expected that the Entente would insist on

assurances for the werfare of their national identity but
they were not incl-ined to place much trust in such

assurances. Germans in the urban centres of Bohemia were

advocates of the attachment of Bohemia to czechoslovakia.
rndeed these elements were criticizing the German government

for al,legedly supporting the separation from

Czechoslovakia. al

on April r-5 saenger reported increasing anxiety in
Prague about the outcome of the peace conference and

counselled that Germany shourd refrain from anything that
night give the impression of outside agitation in Bohemia.

This woul-d be superfluous because czech poritics had arready
ericited consi-derable unrest. He warned against dismissing

ot , # 54, pp. r-50-r-5j_.
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the conciliatory approach of the top leaders even though the
public, the press and the civil service r^/ere resisting their
ef f orts. a2

Accordingry, the Foreign Ministry advised several
German Bohemian representatives visiting Berrin on May l-3

that they shoul-d set aside thoughts of attachment to Gerrnany

and content themselves with autonomy within czechoslovakia.
Furthermore, while cermany might be able to provide
diplornatic support for autonomy, they should not count on

military assj-stance for their struggre against attachment to
czechosl-ovakia" The most that cermany could promise was

that it would advocate the right of self-determination at
the peace conference so that their efforts toward eventual
attachment to Germany courd at least gain a foundation in
international law.a3

Another sign of the Foreign Ministry's caution was its
response to a question raised in the German parliament on

April LL, i-9r-9- Dr. paul Fleischer, a member of the
ostausschuss of deputies from the eastern provinces, asked
whether the government was aware of the czech confiscation
of property owned by the Breslau diocese and what it
intended to do against this ,unheard-of violation of rights
and the resulting irritation and discrirnination of millions

ot 
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of German citizens?t4 trlalter simons, the spokesperson for
the Foreign Ministry, assured the questioner that the
government was ar,rare of the incident and that it concurred.

with his condemnation of it. Effective reprisals, however,

would be difficult to undertake. He explained:

You know that the diplomatic rel_ations between Germany
and the czechosl-ovak repubric are not normal ones.
Thus it is not easy to indicate the means which one isresolved to apply against [the confiscation]. rt courdbe a matter of reprisaLs; it could be other means. rnany case, a normal relationship to the czechosl0vakrepublic can only be re-estabrished if a satisfactory
agreement between Germany and Czechoslovakia is reacñedover these measures Iagainst the Bres]-au diocesel .as

This rather vague statement reflected the reluctance of the
German government to react sharply to an action against
Germans in czechosrovakia and thereby jeopardize its overall
rerationship to czechoslovakia before full diplomatic
relations had been established.

Germany's rel-uctance to intervene for Germans in
Bohemia was more explicit in response to a request from
Austria in June that cermany send a note to the Entente to
protest the rrsubjugation of four mirrion cermans to a hated
alien rure. rr4ó Brockdorff-Rantzau, the Foreign trfinister,
instructed his department to answer that while Germany

agreed with Austria's condemnation of the peace terms, it
did not deem a protest by the German government as advisabre

4l¡ationalversammlw , fy, pp. z3sg-2359.
ast¡ationalversamnlw, p. 237I.
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at this time. Germany's antagonists had indicated that they
v¡ouId refuse to receive any more German notes and the
interventi-on of the cerman government for the fate of
Àustrian Germans woul-d only $/orsen their situatj_on.a7 This
left Austria alone in its efforts to reverse the decisi_on on

the attachment of cermans formerly in Austria-Hungary to
Czechoslovakia.

Through their peace settrements with Austria and
Hungary, the Arlied and Associated powers awarded

czechosLovakia most of the territory it desired, íncluding
German Bohemia. Like por-and, czechoslovakia was arso
obligated to accept a treaty on the protection of minorities
with almost identicar provisions. This treaty was signed on
september 10, i-9i-9, and came into effect on July a6, J-gzo,
simultaneousry with the peace treaty with Austría.

DTRECT REPRESENTATTONS TO CZECHOSLOVAK LEADERSHÏP

ïn a memorandum dated August L | 1,91-9, saenger provided
a description for Germanyrs approach to the new situation.
He sav/ no ar-ternative other than to rtreat the matter of the
German Bohemians as one of czechosrovak domestic politics. r¡

However, this did not precrude the possibility that personal
and diplomatic tact might occasional_1y permit a successful
intervention which would benefit fellow Germans. He advised
that Germans should retain their good wir1, patience, and

otADÀp, A, rr, # st, p. 93.
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fealty, and thereby cLear the political and moral atrnosphere

which was laden with erements hostile to Germany.4s

one method by which German diplornacy could intervene on

behal-f of Germans in czechoslovakia was through personal
representation to czechoslovak leadershì-p. As described
above, Gebsattel had sought out the leadership on several
occasions in the first months after the formation of a

czechoslovak government and saenger visited the president
shortly after his debut in prague.

saengrer's first officiar meeting with the czechosrovak
president occurred in February rg2o when the government

introduced its language legislation. The raw as passed on

February 29, L92o, declared that rthe czecho-sl_ovak language
is the state language of the Repubricfr but also decreed that
Iti-n distri-cts containing a racial minority of at least 20

percent, the authorities are bound to transact business with
any of its members in their or¿n ranguage, and to issue ar_r

proclamati-ons and official notices in the language of the
ninority as werl as in czecho-slovak. r AdditÍona1ly it,
al-lowed rrthe mother tongue to be the J_anguage of
instruction in all minority schools.rae However, the
regislation felr short of German expectations for the use of
German in parliament and i-n other institutions at the state

4eH. w. v. Temperley, êd.,
Conference in paris (London: H.Stoughton, J-924) , Vol_ume S, p.
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legislation and commented on a speech by Eduard Benes, the

Czech Foreign Minister. In Saenger's opinion, Benes !'ras

detuding himself with the notion that it would be possible

to ensure domestic peace if it proceeded with rrthe forcible

constructíon of a nation-staterr and ¡rthe language law which

violated the natural rights of the Germans. tt50

The next issue on which Saenger addressed the

Czechoslovak Prirne Minister was the treatment of Germans who

resisted being drafted into the Czechoslovak army. In his

meeting with the new Premier, Vlastimil Tusar, on August :..7,

L92O, Saenger vras quite forthright in his present,ation of

German grievances. He explained that the resistance of

Germans to joining the army was based on the perception

that it was an instrument of the rrCzech master nation. rr He

also described the constitution as one which the Germans

would never accept, and presumably not defend, ttas long as

there was no serious attempt to re-construct it in a true

democratic sense and to accommodate the rights of speech,

school and administration for the Bohemian Germans.rf

Saenger took the opportunity of the meeting to tell Tusar

that the hopes with which the Germans had initially welcomed

his cabinet had been replaced by deep disappointment"

Saenger protested against inadequacies of this

L57
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Prime Minister Tusar responded to the German diplomat

by indicat,ing that conditions would improve if the Germans

would join the coalition of government parties and thereby

give hirn a fir¡r najority in parliament" At the end of the

conversation Saenger asked the premier whether he could

share the content of this discussion in the circles of

German members of parliament" Tusar asked hin to do so" In

this way Saenger also served as a messenger between the

Czech government and the Gerrnan political leadership.tt one

week later Saenger met with another senior Czech member of

the government, Chancellor Samal, to plead for rnild

sentences for Germans who had fled abroad to avoid the

rnilitary draft.52

fn early November L92O Saenger met Foreign Minister
Benes after the publication of an article on Czechoslovak

foreign policy in which Benes expressed scepticism about the

democratic nature of Germany. Saenger tried to exptain the

anxiety in Germany about the situation of the Germans in
Bohemia. Then, Saenger felt constrained to give the reasons

for the growing bitterness among the Germans in the country.

He listed them point by point: (1) the language la!'r, (2) the

discri¡nination in the business language of Partiament, (3)

the carnpaign against the German schools, (4) the commerciaL

dealings of Czech legionnaires in the areas bordering the

srGesandschaftsberichte aus Prag, I LZz, p" 307.
s2Gesandschaftsber , # L2s, pp. 314-315.
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German region, (5) the desecration of German monuments, (6)

the discrimination against German civil- servants, (7 ) the

mistreatment of the German recruits, and (8) the miserable

provision of food in the German border areas.53

Saenger again expressed his disappointment in the

performance of the Masaryk government and added his personal

advj-ce that it was tirne to create a rrswissrr atmosphere

regardless of the common opinion on rrthe streetrr and the

psychoses of wartime. With the reference to a rfsv¡isst¡

atmosphere Saenger $tas alluding to the balance and

toleration of diverse nationalities as established in the

Swiss confederation, a model whÍch Czec}:l representatives

themselves had promised at the peace conference. Germany

was not interested in Czechoslovakia in terms of power

politics. Rather its interest was cultural and on the level

of the soul ["seelisch"].
The Foreign Minister avowed that neither Masaryk nor he

would abandon the quest for an avenue of understanding to

the Germans in their country" It sinply had to be found.

He added the hope that the ultra-nationalists among the

Germans would have some conrmon sense and not obstruct

compromise through maximum demands.5a

Soon thereafter when a group of legionnaires invaded

the offices of a German association, the Reichsdeutscher

53Gesandschaftsberichte aus Prag,
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Hilfsverein, saeng'er again went to protest at g'overnment

headquarters.ss In December !g2o Saenger met with the

archbishop of Prague and discussed the popular attitude
toward Germans .56

Saenger reported on another meeting with president

Masaryk i-n september i-gzl prompted by an attack of czech

legionnaires which caused a German casualty. saenger took
the opportunity to present complaints about compensation for
damages in previous disturbances as welr as to challenge the
investigation of the case at hand. He spoke to the
president of 'rthe sroppy observation of international
courtesies.rr l{ith some satisfaction saenger remarked in his
report that rrnow finally he properly understood why the
diplomatic representation of the German Reich reacted so

sharply to the passive stance of the czech authorities. r,57

saenger's good personal relationship with Masaryk and

his tactful method was widely appreciated in czech official
cj-rcLes58 but criticized by i-nfruential Bohemian cermans.5e

rn response to such published criticisms saenger justified
his approach and defended his friendship with Masaryk to his
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superiors in Berlin. His defense shed light on his
diplomatic approach in rel-ation to the treatment of Germans

in Czechosl-ovakia:

In none of my cornmunications with officials, and least
of all with President Masaryk, have I ever withheld
that I predict no calm and stable development of this
state if a German-Czech compromise is not created
first. I have pointed, more ernphatically than any
other German politician from the Reich wourd have been
permitted, to the consequences the nation-state idea
which destroys alL internal relations. I have warned
Presj-dent Masaryk against the imposition of the
constitutj-on, even j-f it contains a maximum of
liberality. I have presented a comprehensive list of
Bohemian German compraints to president Masaryk on his
sickbed i-n a farewel-I conversation and askea nirn to
obrigate the leader of the new cabinet to remove these
complaints when the parliamentary cabinet is formed in
faII in order to rnake the entry into the cabinet at
l-east possible for the German Socialists. Lastly, I
have, in Berl-in and again on his visit to prague,
referred Tusar to the same necessities and to the
consequences of the unresolved nationality confrict.60
Despite his access to the leadership of the

czechoslovak government and his intercessions on behalf of
the Germans, saenger l-eft his posting deeply disappointed in
the failure of his czechosrovak friends at integrating the
Germans into the new state--politicaIly, cul-tural_ly or
economically. He was especialJ_y disappointed in his
personal friend, Masaryk. rn his assessment they had not
kept their promises for the fair treatment of the German

minority.6l Even so, he crung to his hope. rn october LgzL

after a neh¡ government had been formed under Benes, saenger
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reported hopefully but cautiously that Itif one can believe

what Dr. Benes has consistently described as his special

mission to this reporter, then he will- do everything in

order to make a positive relationship to the Czechoslovak

state possible f or the Germans. tró2

ESTABLISHÏNG NORMAL RELATIONS

In April 1920, Czechoslovakia and Germany established

fu11 diplornatic relations and Saenger became Germany's

official minister in Prague. At the same time the two

countries concluded a treaty which obligated Czechoslovakia

to protect the rights of citizens of the German Reich

residing in Czechoslovakia and the territories yet to be

ceded. Germans residing in Czechoslovakia on January 10,

1,920, the date of the implementatj-on of the Treaty of
Versailles, coul-d retain their German citizenship and the

residents of Hlucin, a smaller region transferred from

Germany to Czechoslovakia, who became Czechoslovak citizens
by force of the Versailles Treaty, could opt for German

citizenship.

This treaty r^ras negotiated alongside agreements on

trade and on the liquidation of property" The agreement of

July 1, I92O, oD liquidation was intended to ameLiorate the

irnpact of the Czechosl-ovak liquidation l-aw on cerman

ózGesandschaftsberichte aus Prag, # 2L6, p" 539"
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Germanyts basic stance toward the Germans in
czechoslovak in the context of its overal-L relationship to
czechoslovakia was summarized by Foreign Mi-nister simons in
September 1-92O2

Our relationship to Czechoslovakia can be described as
correct. . Our relationship does experience a
hardship through the position of the Czechoslovak
government toward the Germans in Bohemia. Even if it
cannot be our task to involve ourselves in internal
Czech affairs, the anti-German manner of official
authorities and the effort to oppress the Germans
cannot but have repercussions on our political
relationship. Ø

rn this assessnent, treatment of Germans was regarded as an

irritant to the desired normal rerationship rather than a

concern which Germany shoul_d address for its own sake.

On November 7, L92O, State Secretary Haniel von

Haimhausen advised the German envoy in prague that Germany

coul-d not. support plans for a violent overthrow of the
czechoslovak government as a means of freeing the German

population. According to Haniel, tthe only way which offers
the Germans of Bohemia the prospect of liberation from their
unfortunate situation is the League of Nations.' To this he

added the assurance that rras soon as this way is open for
us, they sharr receive the fuIl support of their motherland

in taking this route.rr He hoped that under the influence of
a ne\^/ American President, the League would attain its ideals
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and remove the injustices of the peace treaties and he urged

the Germans in Czechoslovakia to be patient.65

However, the Foreign Mj-nistry was not yet ready to
assist Germans in Czechoslovakia in presenting their
petitions to the League of Nations. A German organization
in Czechoslovakia had prepared a report on violations to the

provisions on minority protection and then asked Gerrnany to
find a friendly state willing to submit the report to the

League of Nations. Ten days after Haniel commended recourse

to the League, the Foreign Ministry informed the German

legation in Prague that it could not assist as requested:

Even though the Gernan government empathizes vitally
with the unfortunate situation of the Germans in
Czechoslovakia, it is, much to its sincere regret, not
possible to meet the requested wish. Under the current
conditions a neutral state, simply out of respect for
its own relationship to CzechosÌovakia, coul-d not make
itsel-f available to support the cornplaint of a portion
of the Czechoslovak population about its ohrn
government. Such a step would be regarded as an
unfriendJ-y act by the Czechoslovak government.
Accordingly, an initiative of this nature by the German
government toward a neutral state would have no chance
of success.

The legation shoul-d inform the organization of this and

encourage it to send j-ts memorandum directly to the League.

Perhaps some day in the future there would be an opportunity
to represent their right before the League effectively"tr

On December 29, I92O, in response to a report that
certain German Bohemian l-eaders had comprained about being
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abandoned by Germany, Hanie1 re-stated Germany's stance and

pointed to its higher obligation:
The truth is that the German government not only has
warm empathy for the oppressed fellow nationals in
Bohemia but that it also attemptsr âs best it can, to
provide them with every support in moral and material
form which is possible according to the provisions of
the peace treaties of Versailles and St. Germain. .

fHowever], while having a full understanding of the
wishes and efforts of the Germans fell-ow nationals
abroad, the responsibility toward our own people in
terms of its state and economic needs cannot be
disregarded.6T

Haniel was indicating that Germany coul-d not risk the

repercussions for its own citizens of interventions for the

Germans in Czechoslovakia. Such actions would turn
Czechoslovakia and other more powerful states against

Germany.

MONITORING AND ADVTSING GERMAN POLITICTANS IN CZECHOSLOVAKIA

Throughout the duration of his posting j-n prague,

saenger v/as t/orried about the approach taken by the German

political parties in czechoslovakia. Early on he predicted

that the Gerinan Bohemian politicians would adopt an

aggressive confrontational- style in the Czechoslovak

parliament and would do everything they courd to sustain a

German-Bohemian irredenta" To saenger it was clear that
such politics could not be supported by any means,

official-Iy or otherwise, by the Reich without placing
Germany in a most precarious position and elirninating

utADAP,, A, rv, # 99, pp. rg]--1-g2.
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possibility of an agreement with Czechoslovakia. According

to Saenger: rrlle have signed the peace treaty of Versailles

and thereby have solemnly acknowledged the German-Bohemia

question to be one of Czechoslovak internal policy.rró8

only through constructive parliamentary participation

would Germans in Czechoslovakia be able to prevent economic

darnage to themsel-ves and secure cultural autonomy. The

German Bohemian leaders must be told that the German

government would not come to their side at the first

provocatíon, and certainly not in response to pressure

politics or other aggressive means. Indeed Germany might

even have to distance itself, publicly and totally, from

such agitation for irredenta.6e

Indeed, Saenger expected German Bohemian politicians to

l-ook after Germany's interests in Czechoslovakia. On

September L, 1-91-9, he asked the leaders of the Socia1

Democrats rrto r¡rarn the Czech side against damaging interests

of the German Reich in this countryrr and informed them that
rrit was their duty to protect this interest of the German

state. rrTo

One month later Dr. Rudo1f Lodgman, a prominent German

spokesperson with strong nationalist sentiments, received

the same advj-ce from Saenger" He had urged Saenger to
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support the fight for the preservation of German

nationality. Lodgman suggested that this would be possible

without Germany violating the proper rel-ationship to

Czechoslovakia.Tl Saenger rejected Lodgrnan's approach and

continued to advocate the pursuit of German j-nterests

through the parliament and the upcoming election.

On November 4 | L9L9, the two met again for an exchange

of views. Saenger strongly counselled Lodgman against

promoting sabotage and irredentism and then he asked Lodgrman

to give heed to Germany's crisis and to be patient:

lrle are after all at the beginning of an indefinite
evolution which, however, can and will lead to the
revision of the treaties of violation Germany
could not be had for the special interest politics of
the German Bohemians, and, it was thej-r duty also to
take account of German state politics and not hinder
friendly relations between Germany and Czechosl-ovakia
with an unleashed irredenta.

Saenger's primary concern was the establishment of good

relations and he regarded Lodgman's poJ-j.tics as a potential

source of danger to the German Reich.72

Saenger found the position of the leader of the Social

Democrats, Josef Seliger, much more agreeable. Seliger's

position conformed to Saenger's perspective:

He does not believe that the revision of the peace
treaties of Versailles and St. Germain, which hobble
the right to self-determination of the Germans and seek
to replace it with ridiculously futile obligations for
the protection of minorities, can be brought about by
the united efforts of the proletariat. " Rather he
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accepts, quite rationally, the only politically
effective position, namely to recognj_ze the
Czechoslovak state as such, though not as a national
state.73

The German envoy also acclaimed a speech by Seliger on May

28, L92O, in which Seliger listed ethnic German demands and

criticized governrnent policies toward its German citizens.Ta

He lamented SeJ-iger,s death in October L92O.

Saenger monj-tored closely and critically the

negotiations of the German Bohemian political parties with
the Czechoslovak government.T5 He was especially interested
in the formation of a parliamentary coalition of these

parties and in their behaviour in the parliament.76 He

empathized with their refusal to join the cabinet because of
anti-German legislatíon,77 but at one point he crj_ticized
the refusar of Lodgman even to visit the president and to
present the German compraints. Eventuatly he acknowledged

with appreciation that the readers of the German political
parties were conscious of the fact that Germany courd not

help them and that Gêrman Bohemian problems woul_d make
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difficulties for hard-pressed Gernany.Ts He expressed

satisfaction at his success in conveying in discreet manner

the perspective of the Foreign Ministry in Berlin.Te

In September L92L a new government was formed in which

Benes functioned as premier as well as foreign minister and

in the next month Vlalter Koch replaced Saenger in Prague.

He continued along the lines of his predecessor's stance of

non-intervention and assessment of German Bohemian political

leaders though in a more formal style.E0 In February Lg22

Koch endorsed and forwarded an essay by his press attaché on

rrCzechs and Germans.I The article highlighted the mission

of the Bohemian Germans and asserted that, culturally,
politically and economically they vrere needed to serve as

mediat,or between German and SIav realrns. Koch continued to
advise that Germany not intervene in the political life of
Czechoslovakia and its German population.sr Even though

German Bohemian deputies presented a complaint to the League

of Nations in April !922,Ez rrin tate LgZl- and tgZZ there was

a relatively quiet interlude in the relations between Berlin
and Prag[s.tt83 This was manifest in the conclusion of a
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treaty on the legal protection of citizens, approved by the

German cabinet on June 79, Lg22.w

CONCLUSION

In the first several months after the end of the war

Germanyrs leaders vacj-I1ated between the hope that German

Bohemia would join their state and the resignation that it

would go to Czechoslovakia. Once they accepted its

attachment to Prague, they adopted a stance of official non-

intervention and abstained from direct participation in the

political struggle of the cerman minority.

Through the mínority protection treaty the Germans in

Czechoslovakia could appeal to the League of Nations for

their grievances on nationality rights. This recourse

reduced the expectations on Germany for diplonatic

intervention. Conversely, German diplornats expected the

leadership of the Bohemian Germans themselves to obtain fair

treatment and political- influence, in particular through

astute tactics in the CzechosLovak parliament. overall they

were quite disappointed and even frustrated at the obstinate

aggressiveness of the cerman politicians whether toward one

another or toward cooperatíve Czech politicians"

Germany had its or¡/n reasons for rninimizing its

advocacy. Czechoslovakia, on its ov/n as well as a channel

to other Slavic nations in eastern and southern Europe, \ÂIas

&ARK, wirth, rr, # 296, p. 890.
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regarded as an important commercial partner. Irritations

which could disrupt the building of friendly relatíons !,tere

to be avoided. Thus there r,trere few public statements by

members or representatives of Germany's government

criticizing Czechoslovakia's policies and actions.85

Nevertheless, Germany's envoys in Prague did present

the complaints of their fellor,v cermans in meetings with the

top }eadership of Czechoslovakia on several occasions

between 191-9 and 1922. Their personal rapport with Czech

leaders and their empathy for the Czech people allowed them

to address the issue frankly and frequently. Hov/ever,

Germany's envoys over-estirnated the resolve of their friends

in the Czech government to withstand the pressure of the

Czech public to repress their cerman fellow citizens" Thus

they v/ere repeatedly disappointed in the effect of their
appeals.

Even after the normalization of rel-ations in L92O,

Germany remained very cautious about forms of diplomatic
support for the German rninority in Czechosl-ovakia.

Occasionally there were references in the reports of

German diplornats to the prospect of eventually attaching
parts of German Bohemia to Germany as a means of rescuing

Germans frorn Czech oppression. Not until- Germany regained

adequate power and favour in the international community,

however, would it attempt any overt measures toward this

85campbe11, p. 86.
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Though the Foreign Minístry acknowledged that the

cermans in Bohemia were the crucial factor in relations

between Germany and Czechoslovakia, Germany exercised

restraint in being an advocate for the Germans in order to

preserve good overall relations" It did not press the

Czechoslovak government for specific guarantees for the

right of German rninorities there.
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Though the treatment of the German ninorities in Poland

and Czechoslovakia loomed largest for Germany's public and

government, the Foreign Ministry also attended to the

situation of Germans in other states in eastern Europe.

There ltere German minorities in all of the states which

emerged in the rrarts aftermath: Ro¡nania, Hungary, Russia,

and the Balt,ic states of Latvia, Estonia, and Lithuania.

ADVOCACY FOR GERMAN MTNORITIES

IN OTHER EASTERN ET'ROPEAN STATES

CHAPTER 7

ROMANIA

The collapse of Austria-Hungary and adroit maneuvering

of Romania at the end of the war brought a significant

German population into the Romanian domain" The ethnic

Germans in the formerly Austrian province of Bukovina,

numbering about TOrOOO, declared their willingness to join

Romania on October 27, 191-8"r Àssured by Romania's promises

of full freedom for national groups, including autonomy for

religious groups and the freedom to use native languages,

lxeith
University

Hit,chins, Rumania 1866-1-947 (Oxford: Oxford
Press, L994) | p" 279.
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the Saxon Germans in Transylvania decided to detach

themselves from Austria-Hungary upon its defeat and to join

Romania. The conditions for union with Romania v/ere set

down by representatives of the Transylvanian population

assembled at Julia Atba on December !, 191-8.2

Germany pronptly acceded to this enlargement of

Romania. Already on November Lt 19i-8, Foreign Minister Solf

inforrned the German envoy in Romania, Horstmann, that rrrde

did not resist in principle Romanian efforts toward

unif ication beyond present borders. rf 3

Germany exerted very little influence on the treatment

of Germans in Romania in the immediate post-war period.

After several months of stubborn resi-stance, Romania

eventually obtigated itself to the League of Nations for the

protection of its minorities. Even though Romania had

switched its alliance away from the Central Powers at the

very end of the war, Germany v/as more j-ntent upon

estabLishing the basis for commercial ties than advocating

the rights of the Germans in Romania.a

L74

2sherman D. Spector, Rumania at the Paris Peace
Conference (New York: Bookman Associates, 1962) , pp. 68'70.

3Peter crupp, Deutsche Aussenpolitik im Schatten von
Versailles 1918-1-920: Zur Politik des Auswärtigen Amts vorn
Ende des Ersten lrleltkriegs und der November RevoLution bi-s
zum Inkrafttreten des Versailler Vertracrs (Paderborn: Verlag
Ferdinand Schöningh, 1988), pp. 23L-232.

aHans-Pau1 Höpfner, Deutsche Südosteuropapolitik in der
Weimarer Republik (Frankfurt a.M. / Bern: Peter Lang, i"983),
p. L18"
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fndeed German officials regarded the German minority as

a potential tool for Germany's goals. They expected that

the German popuJ-ation in Romania would moderate their

country's animosity toward Germany.5 Thus Germany supported

those elements in the German minority which took a

cooperative stance toward the Romanian government.6

RUSSÏA

Germany's relations with Russia were suspended in early

November 191-8 due to Germany's fears of Bolshevik agitation
within its borders. The rupture vras deepened by the

stipulation of the Allies that cermany,s treaty with Russia

signed at Brest-Litovsk be revoked. Thus the few provisions

in this treaty which indirectly addressed the treatment of

Germans j-n Russia were set aside. The treaty between

Austria-Hungary and Ukraine which had some specific
commitments in this respect underwent the same fate. On the

official leveI, Germany's diplomacy for Germans in Russia

had to start anew"

Germany's post-war government was firrnly resolved not

to interfere in Russia's i-nternal affairs. This stance was

summarized by the German consul Zitelmann in a report in
July l-91-9. The expression of hope for conditions under

)ADAP, A, f , # 77, p. tzo, n. 4¡ # !45, p. 247¡ # LSgl
pp. 269-27O.

6Hoepfner, p.34L"
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which national minority groups, such as the German one'

could flourish, seemed perfunctory in this statement:

The present goal of our policy toward Russia must be
the iostering of an authentically friendly relationship
between both peoples based on mutual- trust. Without
any intervention in the establ-ishment of its form of
government nor in Russia's other internal conditions,
we hope that the Russian people soon attain a just and
truly democratic Aovernment which guarantees the
welfare of all groups"

Zitelmannts comments also revealed the motive behind

this policy of patient non-intervention:

This stance of waiting with regard to Russia's
political development, in particul-ar the form of its
state, ho\n/ever, does not form an obstacle to our
efforts to facilitate by any means the resumption of
commercial relationships between German and Russian
private and corporate business circl-es.7

In other words, the priority for Germany was the pursuit of

profitabfe economic ventures in Russia rather than the

encouragernent of democratic practices. thus any concern

which the German government may have had about the plight of

Germans in Russia in the imrnediate post-war years r,/as

subordinated to the quest for re-establishing commercj-aI

ties with Russia.

In January 1-920, Viktor Kopp, the representative of the

Russian Red Cross, forwarded several proposals from his

government to Ago von Ma1tzan, head of the eastern section

in the German Foreign Ministry. Both governments were to

declare their readiness to resume full official relations

and both were to commit themselves to rrthe basis of complete

7ADAP, A, rr , # 86 , p. r-50 .
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mutual non-intervention in internat affairs.tt In response,

Germany was |tto refrain from any support of parties and

groups fighting against the constitution of the Soviet

Republic"tt At the end of his report Maltzan reconmended

that the plan of a private organization for the immigration

of ca. 2ootooO persons be supported.s Astonishingly,

despite the tenuousness of their relations and the unstable

conditions in Russia, both governments were open to

supporting a scheme for the re-settlement of thousands of

Germans from their crowded country to Russia.e Eventually,

only several hundred cerman technicians moved to aid in the

buitding of the Soviet Union but most returned after a short

stay.lo

However, the need to resolve the problem of prisoners

of war, both military and civilian, held by both sides, did

open an avenue for Germany's contact to Germans in Russia.

After negotiations in Moscow, treaties which gave Germany

permission to establish consulates and to have contacts with

Germans in the Soviet Union hlere signed on Àpril t9, and

July 7, l-92o.rr

8ADAP, A, rrr, # L3, pp" 30, 32

9ADAP,, A, v, # zl , p" 50.

r0Ïngeborg Fleischhauer and Benjamin Pinkus, Die
l)eutschen in der Sowiet Union. Geschichte einer nationalen
Minderheit irn 20. Jahrhundert (Baden-Baden: Nomos
Verlagsgesellschaft, 1987), pp. l-57-L58.

rlFleischhauer and Pinkus, p. 153.
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Concern for the rrprotection of the l_ife, personal

freedom and the propertyrr of the Germans moving to Russía,

as well as of the German detegation already there, v/ere

mentioned in a memorandum in March 1,92i, by Maltzan. He

urged the conclusion of a treaty to supplement the treaty of
the previous April by expanding the spheres of activity of
the respective representatives in each country, especialry
to include the right to monitor the interests of its
citizens.12

rn December ]-92L and January i-922 there were a series
of meetings between senior representatives of both countries
exploring the intensif ication of commercj-al rel-ations. rt
was the Russian diplomat Krestinski, who in a rneeting with
state secretary von simson, identified the protection of
German citizens j-n Russia and of Russian citizens in Germany

as one of several issues which needed to be regulated
beforehand.13 The mutual desire for closer relations was

again affirmed in meetings with Radek, Russia's unofficial
envoy to Berlin, in January 1,922. However, the topic of
protecting expatriate citizens was not mentj-oned in this
encounter " 

la

The situation of Germans in Russia did not enter into

t'ADAP,,

Russia, see

l3ADAp,

toaDAP,,
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the considerations leading up to the Rapallo Treaty

concl-uded on April 16, L922. If anything, the impetus of

this treaty toward closer political- and economic cooperation

between Germany and Russia further submerged the concern in

Germany f or the Gerrnans there.

German dipÌomacy paid scant attention to the situation

of the German settl-ers in Russia in the first years after

Vtorld Vtar I. In the challenge of coming to terms with such

a large state and the ideology ernanating from it, the

advocacy for Germans in Russia \¡/as but a minor concern.

HUNGARY

The drastic reduction of Hungary,s territory through

the Treaty of Trianon still left a significant German

rninority within its realrn. Numbering over half a million,
the Germans formed about seven percent of Hungary,s

population.15 Like other rrnew states" estabLished through

the Paris Peace Conference, Hungary was also oblígated to

accept a treaty on the protection of national- minorities"
Germany devoted minirnal attention to the treatment of

Germans in Hungary, leaving this concern to Austria which

had closer historical ties to thern. The principle

undergirding Germany's stance, âs stated in July L922 by

State Secretary Haniel, was rrthat any action which could be

interpreted with reason on the Hungarian side as

L79

rsHoepf ner, p. 329 .
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j-nterventj-on of any kind in the internal politics of Hungary

or as the attempt of an intrusion in Hungary's independence

as a staterr had to be avoided. Thus direct financial aid

r,iras not possible, though the Gerrnan press could be

encouraged to report and raise public interest.

Representations could be made to Hungarian officials whj-ch

emphasized I'the empathy and interest of the German public in

the condition and the dininished size of the German

community in Hungary.t' Furthermore, as Hungiary was seeking

Gerrnany's support for the protection of the Hungarian

ninority in Romania, it should also be pointed out that a

fair treatment of the Germans in Hungary uras rrthe absolute

prerequisite for a fruitful cooperation in the question of

ninority protection. ttró

ESTONTA, LATVÏA AND LITHUANIA

Under the terms of the arrnistice of November 11, l,9L8,

Germany was required to relinquish its control over the

Baltic provinces which it had wrested from Russia and then

occupied. One of the foremost concerns of the German

official-s in charge of dismantling Gerrnany's control of the

Bal-tic region was the protection of its German inhabitants,

whether these srere citizens of the German Reich or members

of the Baltic German community.

Already on November L2 the representative of the

tuæ., A, vr , # l-53 ' pp " 3L7 -3Lg -
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Forej-gn Ministry to the German military administration for
the Baltíc, von Kimnitz, suggested that the German civil
adninistration for the Baltic region coul-d mediate between

the Estonian and Latvian provisional governments and a

representative organization of Baltic Germans. If this was

not possible, then at l-east the formal recognition of
Estonia and Latvia should be made dependent on their
acceptance of provisions for the German minorities into
their constitutions.lT

August Winnig, appoi-nted as Germanyrs plenipotentiary
to the Bal-tic region on November 14, met with
representatives of the Estonian provisional government on

November L7 and L9 to negotiate the transfer of control.
However, despite German intentions, the agreement reached

did not include a provision for the fair treatment of
Germans. To compensate for this omission, Winnig j_ssued a

declaration, approved by the cerman Forej_gn Minister Solf,
and dated November 20 , 1-91-8:

All Estonian inhabitants of German origi_n and 1anguage
stand under the protection of the German peoplers State
I rrVolksstaatrr] 

"

Furthermore, the Gerrnan Peoplers Government expects
that those Estonian inhabitants who conducted Gerrnan-
oriented politics will not be disadvantaqed. The
German Peoplers Government regards the observance of
this declaration as the prerequisite for the protection
provided by the continuing presence of the German

ttADAP., A, !, # 8, p. L2. see also, Hiden, Baltic
States, p. Ll- .
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military f orce.18

The protection not obtained in the bilateral aglreement was

demanded in a uni-l-ateral ultimatum to the Estoni-an

government.

In Latvia a provisional government formed by

conservative and German elements on November 7, 1-9L8, could

not maintain itself after Germany's nilitary defeat and

politicaf revolution. A council- of Latvian nationalj-sts

stepped in to establish an independent Latvia.le As with

Estonia, Germany's representative, Winnig, tried to secure

written guarantees from the Latvian government for the

protection of the German population in Latvia. Again he was

not successful. fn his report, dated December A, on these

negotiations, Vüinnig described the political dynamics which

prevented the attainment of his objective. Various

political elements, including Bolsheviks, v/ere becoming

increasingly dissatisfied with the provisional government

because of the slow negotiations for the transfer of power"

Winnig had concluded that if he were to extend the

negotiations for the sake of protecting the German

population, the provisional government would lose even more

ls,tvereinbarung mit den Estenrrr November 18, 19L8.
Politisches Archiv des Auswärtigen Amts, Bonn, [Hereafter
PAAA.I Abteilung I.A. Krieg 19L4 / Der l.lel-tkrieg 2Od, No.
1a. Die Zukunft der baltischen Provinzen Kurland, Livland
und Est1and, Band 23, Vom L. November l-91-8 bis 30. November
l-91-8 (R 2L777). See al-so ADAP, A, I, # 25, p. 4L, notes 3 &
5.

leFleischhauer, Zarenreich, p . 581 .
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ground and then soon fall-. In this gap a new government

vrould be formed which would make major concessj-ons to the

Bolsheviks. Then the current relative calm would cease and

the orderly transport of German troops from the eastern

front back to Germany would be seriously jeopardized. Às he

wanted to prevent this if at all- possible, the German

official had reluctantly decided to abandon the demand for

written guarantees for the protection of the German rninoríty

and to conclude the negotiations on the next day.'o

Winnig reported that he had received verbal assurances

on this point but the provisional government had not been

able to decide to give such guarantees in writing because it
anticipated that doing so would weaken its hold on por¡ier.

The Latvian political leaders felt obligated to implement

the uncompromising attitude toward Gerrnany held by the

people who had given them their mandate to govern.2l

Clear1y with respect to Latvia, and probably Estonia as

well, the f ear of rising Bolshevik inf l-uence prompted Gerrnan

officials to conclude agreements on transferring
governmental power without securing protective terms for the

Germans in these new states.

Eventually the Estonian constitution drafted with

considerabl-e input by the Germans of Estonia and accepted in

'0ADAP,,

2lADAP,

A,
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1,
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4,r

4î

52 , pp. 8l--82 .
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Lgzo did enshrine cultural autonomy as a principLe.n

The political existence of Latvia and Estonia was

secured by the peace conference of the Al1ies in Paris and

cermanyts military presence in the Baltic receded in the

first months of 1919. By August the Foreign Ministry was at

the point of formulating its long-t,erm Baltic policy for the

foreseeable post-Ìi¡ar conditions " An int,ernal Foreign

Ministry report prepared by Ago von MaLtzan, head of the

department for eastern affairs, described its two basic

principles: non-intervention in internal affairs and

protect,ion of German minorities. Maltzan also indicated the

underlying purpose for this policy: Germany was interest,ed

in the internal and external health of the Latvian republic

only insofar as it could later form a channel for its trade

with Russia.æ

Maltzan then outlined the constraints on effective
advocacy by Germany for the Germans in Latvia" The German

government was still attenpting to persuade General von der

Goltz to withdraw his troops from Latvia. On the other

hand, the Latvian government was by now reneging on a

pronise to grant land to German soldiers and instead

proposed only to accept thern as its citizens" In the face

of the general's refusal to obey the order to withdraw,

Maltzan conceded that the Germans in Latvia would still be

22Hiden, Baltic States, p. 51.

æADAP, A, rr, # L7L, p" 305"
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regarded aS second class citizens. Furthermore, the German

government would not be in a legal position to protect

former German citizens who would become Latvian citizens,

nor to nake representations to the Latvian government for

their rights.

Our task must be limited to the protection of the ca.
4rOOO 5rOOO citizens of the Gerrnan Reich still to be
found in Courland and Livland, to the nurture of the
German language and instruct,ion as weII as to the
resumption of traffic in goods and commerce.a

The first occasion for such a defense v/as Latviats

legíslation, passed on October 10, L9L9, which confiscated

Iarge landholdings for re-distribution. As many Baltic

Germans were major landowners, this, agrarian reform affected

thern dísproportionately and drastícalIy. In addition to

preparing the needed land reforn, this legislation was

motivated by the intent of destroying the economic base of

the political strength of the Germans.25 The Germans in

Latvia and their supporters called upon the German

government to protest and to press for redress in its

dealings with the Latvian government. Indeed Germany r{ras

expected to make the amelioration of the unjust effects a

condition for economic treaties with Latvia" on the other

hand the economic and entrepreneurial interests in Germany

who were pressing anxiously for access to Russian markets

urged the government ltfinally to throw overboard the policy

øæ,, A, rr, # L7]-, p. 3o7 "

ãHiden, Baltic States, p. 37 "
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of the German BaIt barons and to conduct a purely German

policy in Latvia and Estonia, oD an honourable basis."26

In these circumstances the Foreign Ministry decided

upon lta judicious emphasis on the distinction between Reich

cerman and German originrr in order to mininize resistance to

efforts made on behalf of its own citizens working in Latvia

and Estonia.'

In rnid-t920 Germany and Latvia agreed to resume normal

relations. The negotiations $tere completed on June L5, the

German cabinet apProved the draft treaty on June 28, and it

came into effect on October 8, I92O. The German cabinet

deemed this treaty to be necessary for protecting German

investments in Latvia and as a precursor for relations with

Russia.2E Germany and Latvia also signed a provisional

trade agreement on March 27, L922, which however Latvia was

reluctant to ratify because, Iike Germany, it was rraware of

the link between such attempts to create favourable

conditions for the restoration of business activity and the

2tKarl Heinz Grundnann, Deutschtumspolitik zur Zeit der
gleimarer Republik: Eine Studie am Beispiel der deutsch-
baltischen Minderheit in Estland und Lettland (Hannover-
Döhren: Verlag Harrov HirschheYdt, L977), p" 245"

uHiden suggests that rrthe first duty of the German
representatives in the Baltic, to look after the Reich
Germans there could only make sense ín terms of the
survival and readjustment to new conditions of the far more
influential and numerous German Balts.rr Hiden, Baltic
States, pp. 39-4L.

28ARK, Feuerbach, # 36, p" 88, n. l-.



position of the German minority as a whole. ¡t2e

In May L92O there vras an exchange with Lithuania's

Foreign DÍinister on his eounEry' s treatment of Gerrnan

citizens.3o The issue came to the fore in connection with

the transfer of the Memel region, also called Klaipeda, from

Germany to Lithuania. Article 99 of the VersailLes treaty
had removed the Memel area from Germany's control and placed

it temporarily in the care of the League of Nations. Graf

von Lamsdorff, Germany's commissioner for the Memel region,

urged the formulation of an overall plan to sustain the

German presence in the Memel region. His plan, âs outlined

in a memorandum on August 28, L92O, involved the press,

churches, schools, associations and cultural institutions.3l
!{ithin the Foreign Ministry there was some vacillation

on whether the Memel should go to Lithuania or Poland"

After a presentation in November 1-92l by a group of Memel

Germans, who reported that Lithuania s/as promising extensive

cultural and adrninistrative autonomy for the region,

attachment to Lithuania was deemed to be the lesser of two

evils.32 Only a few months later, after receiving a

different inpression of the sentiments of the Mernel Germans,

Germany's Foreign Minister expressed the opinion that the

].87
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attachment of the Memel to Lithuania in any form was not

possible in the face of the exceptionalty strong resistance

of the population. Furthermore, rrthe transfer of

responsibility of a culturally elevated minority to the low-

standing Lithuanian state was not desirable. rr Instead the

goal should be an independent state, provided that a later

attachment to Po1and was prec1uded.33

Gerrnanyts concern for the protection of the German

minority was at least partially addressed by the commitments

nade by the Baltic states to the League of Nations. !{hen

Lithuania, Latvia and Estonia applied for admission to the

League of Nations, they $rere requested to rf take the

necessary measures to enforce the principles of the

Minorities Treaties.tt Lithuania responded with a

declaration on May L2, 1-922, worded síniIarly to Po1and's

minority protection treaty. After protracted negotiations,

on July 7, L923, Latvia declared its acceptance in principle

of the League's guarantee of minority rights" Estonia did

the same on September L7 , t923.?A

In any case Germany had little influence on the future

of the region. In spring 1922, Lithuania occupied the Me¡nel

region and soon thereafter a conference of Germany's

diplomats in the Ba1tic states was hel-d at which minority

ttæ,,

sc. A.
Minorities
26L.
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protection t¡as one of the major agenda items.35 Eventually,

in May L924, the Memel region was officially transferred to

Lithuania by the League of Nations under a special

convention which íncluded provisions for the German

minority"

CONCLUSION

As Latvia and Estonia emerged as independent states in

November 1918 German authorities atternpted to elicit formal

commitments from them for the protection of the rights of

their German residents. Gerrnany used its nil-itary presence

in the region in this attempt. However, the goal was

relinquished due to the urgency of stabilizing the new

Baltic states before the Bolshevik movement based in Russia

gained influence or overt power in them.

During 1919 the protection of Germans in the Baltic
states was $¡rapped up with the ongoing presence of German

nilitary forces" As long as these were present and on the

advance, Germans in the area enjoyed their protection"

However, the withdrawal of German forces was foreseeable and

Gerrnany's obstruction of the nationalist aims of the Battíc
peoples worsened the attitude toward the remaining Germans"

Germany's announcement of transferring the responsibility
for the protection of the Germans to the Altied powers and

the Latvian government was an inplicit admission that

35ÀDAP, A, vr, # 6L, p. 135, n. z"



cermany could not in the long-term protect the German

rninority in the Ba1tic by nilitary force.

In the next phase of establishing normal relationshíps,
specifically, the regulation of economic relations, the

German Foreign Ministry, under pressure from Baltic German

emigrés, proposed to link the removal of díscrimination

against Germans with the formulation of terms for commercial

trade. However, the measures targeted as discriminatory

only affected conmerce and land-holding and were not, related

to cultural expression or language use. Furthermore, only

citizens of the cerman Reich, and not the Baltic residents

of German origin, were to be protected. In any case, the

pressure to solidify the relationship with the Baltic
states, and thereby to establish a bridge to Soviet Russia,

superseded the pursuit of protection for the German rninority
group.

The necessity of intervention on the diplomatic leveL

for the Germans in Latvia and Estonía was lessened in part
by the substantial political and economic strength of the

German minority" They could ably present their arguments

for cultural and political rights on their ohrn. Indeed

their adoption of a constructive posture in their new state
undergirt the cooperation Germany sought with the Ba1tic

states in the pursuit of a channel to Russia.36 Conversely

the struggling new states could hardly dispense with the
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support of their ethníc rninorities--in Latvia these formed

twenty-five percent of the citizenry and in Estonia fourteen

percent. In particular, they needed the expertise of the

German element.3T

Finally, the lack of biLateral commitments on minority

rights states was offset by the commitments each of the

states made to the League of Nations with respect to the

treatment of minorities in general.

For the several reasons described above, Germanyts

diptornatic appeals for the protection of the German

minorities in Lithuania, Latvia and Estonia as well as in

Hungary, Russia and Romania were neither persistent nor

extensive in the period from the end of the war until L922.

With regard to all of these Eastern European states, the

pursuit of commercial interests superseded the concern for

the rights of German minorities in Germany's foreign

relations.

3?Hiden, Baltic States, pp. 50-5L"



CHAPTER 8

POLAND:

FRO},T THE ARMISTICE TO THE VERSAILLES TREATY

The German minority within Poland would be largely

composed of citizens of Germany residing in territory which

the defeated Reich would be compelled to transfer to Poland.

The imnediacy of this direct and substantial loss made the

protection of the rights of the Germans in Poland a

difficult political and emotional- issue, much more so than

the protection of German minorities in other eastern

European states" the Germans transferred to Poland were

much closer culturally and politically to Germany due to
geographical proximity and historical ties. Germany's

difficulty in addressing the issue of minority protection

htas exacerbated by its view of the Poles as an inferior

nation and it was loathe to relinquish its own citizens to

the rule of a nation which it had hitherto dominated"

EVADTNG THE PROSPECT OF A GERMAN MTNORITY IN POLAND

The prelude to Germany's post-r^rar negotiations wÍth the

Po1ish state about the treatment of Germans within Poland

was the parliamentary debate on the terms of the armistice

in October 1918. In response to the announcement that the
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German government was suing for peace on the basis of

President Wilson's Fourteen Points, Polish members of the

Reichstag sought clarificat,ion of Germany's position on the

forrnation of an independent Poland, a conmitment included in

the Fourteen Points. These deputies, rather than the

government, first mentioned pubticly the protection of the

German ninority ín their future state.

The government could barely concede the prospect of the

establishment of a Potish state, the pre-condition for the

existence of a German rninority, despite its formal assent to

this point.l on october 6, 1918, a Polish member of the

Reichstag, who was alert to the promise of an independent

Polish state in the Fourteen Points, demanded clarification

of the government's posit,ion. The government abruptly ended

the session rather than reveal its position.

Two weeks later in the same setting, the promise by

another Polish spokesperson of the fair treatment of Germans

in the future Polish state was not even acknowledged by the

Gerrnan government. In the nidst of the ttPolish debaterr in
parliament on October 24, Gustav Noske, a member of the

German cabinet, expressed the fear that national minorities
would be repressed in Poland,2 His prediction was

vehemently rejected as a severe insult to the Polish people

by one of their representatives, !{ojciech Korfanty"
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Korfanty agreed that Danzig, which he hoped would be ceded

to Poland, vras a German city, and he promised that it would

recej-ve the same treatment as other foreign language

enclaves. Rather than acknowl-edge this prornise, Konstantin

Fehrenbach, another cabinet member, heatedly rebuked

Korfanty for speaking in the Reichstag about the rending of

German territory from Germany.3

Thus the political leadership which took over the

Gerrnan government in the last month of the war and which

would continue to set its course in the immediate post-war

years forsook the first opportunity for dialogue on the

future of Germans in Poland" Through this omission,

together with the efforts to stifLe parliamentary debate on

the prospect of ceding territory to Po1and and other states,
Germany's political and diplomatic l-eaders deÌayed the

formulation of a position on minority rights for Germans in
PoIand.

Another element in the failure to Iay a basis for the

protection of the future German minority in poland was the

perpetuation of a division of responsibiLities within the

qovernment for relations to PoIish territory: the polish

provinces of the German Reich which wouLd be ceded to poland

and the Polish region, formerly part of Russia, but now

still occupied by Germany. Though the Foreign Ministry
assumed responsibility for responding to the developments in

3vorwärts , October 26 , l-918 , Beilage, p. L "
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occupied Pol-and, the cabinet decided on October 7 that the

responsibility for drafting strategies for retentj-on of the

Polish provinces shoul-d remain with the Interior Ministry.a
Thus a common policy for addressing the sj-tuatj-on of Germans

in the Polish state which would ultimately incorporate the

territories from Germany and from Russia was irnpeded.

This separation h/as refl-ected in the nature of

Germanyts response to the aspirations to independence by

Poles in these separate contexts. On October 7 the Regency

Council i-n occupied Pol-and proclaimed that the independence

of Poland would soon be realized. On the same day, the

Council forwarded demands to the German Foreign Ministry for
the transfer of the public administration to the pol-ish

people" The Pol-ish submission promised that the minorities
on both sides of the Pol-ish-German border would recei_ve the

same legaJ- status. Germanyrs Foreign Minister, WilheJ_m

Solf, simply assented to all the demands with one exception:

the attachment of Lithuania to Poland. He díd not pursue

the treatment of minorities.5

On the other hand, Germany's leaders v/ere not disposed

to accede to Polish claims on Reich territory. On October

22, a Po1ish parliamentary representative re-stated the

Pol-ish territoriar claims in anticipation of the fulfitnent

aRegierung des Prinzen Max von Baden, # 30,

Ersten Wel-tkrieq (Köln: Böhl-au Verlag, 1,958), pp. 383-384"
'Werner Conze, Polnische Nation und Deutsche

p" l-oo"

Politik im
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of the Fourteen Points.6 In response, the cabinet asserted

that the tern rrself-determination, fr which undergirded the

Polish aspirations, could not mean that each small region

could demand autonomy.T with this interpretation of the now

popular principle of self-determination the cerman

government intended to undermine the momentum toward

separating Polish areas from Germany.

The German cabinet also responded to appeals from

Germans in the territories facing transfer to Poland in

contradictory !,rays. On October L4 and L5 , the cabinet

received reports that Germans were threatening to leave the

eastern areas if the government abandoned them to the Polish

agitation" The need to provide some support to the German

population in these areas was indicated.s Yet on october 23

the cabinet decided to advise the chancellor against

receiving a detegation of Germans from the eastern

provinces. The reasons given were lack of tine and the

reluctance to set a precedent for granting audiences to
interest groups.e Thus an appeaÌ to support these citizens
vras ignored.

Another manifestation of the inability and hesitancy of

þ, october 23, L9LB, Beilage, p. 2.

309.
TRegierunq des Prin , # 82, pp. 308-

sRegierung des Prinzen Max von Baden, I 56, p. 185"

eReqíerung des Prin , # 82, p" 309.
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the German government to prepare for the protection of the
German minority in porand was its decision not to concrude a

treaty with Denmark on the transfer of northern schleswig.

It was agreed by the cabinet on October 24 that such a
treaty would be regarded as a precedent for transferringr
territory to another state, a precedent which Germany wanted

to avoid with a view toward po1and.10 By delaying such a
treaty, which v/as apparently quite attainable, the new

government also forsook an opportunity to articutate
provisions for the rights of Germans in a transferred-
territory. Again the preoccupation with avoiding the l_oss

of territory to Poland overshadowed Germanyrs forej_gn policy
to the detriment of preparing for the protection of a German

ninority.

By early November, the government was more inclined to
take measures which could inaugurate normal birateral_
rerations with the nascent polish state. rn accordance with
the cabinet's resolve to establish relations with Germanyrs

neighbours to the east on the basis of new principles, the
Foreign Ministry released the prominent porish political
leader, Jozef Pilsudski, on November g, 1919, and. arrowed

him to return to lrlarsaw to set up a polish government.

There he was imrnediately placed at the head of the polish
nilitary command and a few days Iater, oD November a4, the

t , # 84, pp. 3L4-
3t_6.



Regency Council resigned and handed fulI authority to
Pilsudski.ll

Germany was also eager to clarify the matter of its
representation in lvarsaw. The wartime German governor,

Beseler, left Warsaw on November L2, and pilsudski began

negotiations with the Gerrnan Soldiers, Council for the

departure of German troops. As this arrangement was

unsatisfactory to the German government, it soon sent a nev/

envoy, the liberal Count Harry Kessler, from Berlin to
represent Germany's interests.

For Germâry, the most urgent matter to regulate with
Poland was the orderry transit of German troops in ukraine
through Poland. However, even before arriving in warsaw,

Kessler intimated a broader goal to the polish aide

accompanying him, namery a comprehensive treaty between

their countries. Kessler suggested that good rerations
would be fostered if Gerrnany and poland coul_d negotiate a

general- bilateral treaty and present this to the peace

conference. As Germany had accepted the Fourteen points as

the basis of peace terms, Kessler berieved that such a
bj-lateral agreement should be possibÌe. cermanyrs hope was

that a prior agreement between poland and Germany might

reduce the extent of territory and population to be taken
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from Germany and given to Poland.l2 Undoubtedly, in the

thinking of Kessler, and the Foreign Ministry which had

dispatched him, this general treaty would have included

provisions for the treatment of the respective national
minori-ti-es.

This direct agreement, however, did not come to pass.

Though the German and Pol-ish political l_eadership may have

hoped for it, the pressures from the nationalist forces
within Poland and from the Allied powers, especially France,

made any such treaty irnpossible. On November 29, j-9j_9, the

Polish delegation in Paris received a note from the French

prime minister, Georges Clemenceau, informing poland that
the Supreme Council was of the opinion that further
negotiations with cermany should be re-located to paris and.

that no further bj-lateraI agreements should be signed.13

Even the negotiations for the evacuation of German troops
through and from Poland v¡ere made quite difficult"
consequently, Kessler r¡ras expelled from lvarsaw on December

l-5. Thus the f irst atternpt by Germany to negotiate a treaty
which would have included provisions for the protection of
the German minority in Poland was thwarted by external
pov/ers 

"

Kessler, trans. Charl_es Kessler (New
and Winston, 1-971-) , p. 15.

lzHarry Kessler, In the Twenties:

r3Hara1d von Riekhoff , German-pol-ish Relations, l-91-g-
l-933 (Baltimore: John Hopkins press | 1-971_) | p. 26.

The Diaries of Harrv
York: HoIt, Rhinehart
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Nevertheless, Kessler did become involved in the
protection of Gerrnans living in poland during his brief stay
in lvarsaw. on November 20 Kessl-er received a German pastor
living in Pol-and who preaded for Germany to support his
cornpatrj-ots. on a practicaJ- revel, Kessler interceded for a

group of Germans imprisoned for German national-ist
agitation. After several appears to pilsudski and to l_ower

official-s he gained the promise of their release.la

The government in Berl-in did not interfere with the
electj-on by the polish population in the province of posen

(Poznania) of an assembly. Among the princj-ples which this
seim set down for an i-ndependent government was the promise

of fuIl equality for Germans.15

However, ân altercation between Germans and poles

several weeks later led to the occupation of posen by polish
militia. The German cabinet heard reports of the fears of
Germans and there r¡/ere demands for some form of protection
for them" on Decernber 28 the German cabinet met twice to
consider its response. There was an intense debate whether
to extend autonomy to the porish areas of Germany or to send

in nilitary forces to quell the uprising. rn the first
meeting, the cabinet, desperate to persuade the population
to remain with Germany, agreed on granting curtural autonomy

to silesia, but remained undecided about miritary or other

raKessler, pp " l-5-16 .

rsBlanke, orphans , p. L2 .
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action against the Polish forces in Posen.16 fn the second

session, the majority of the cabínet, including the Social

Democrats, committed the government to rnilitary
interventj-on. The representatives of the Independent Social

Democrats argued against military measures. Hugo Haase was

convinced that cermany coul-d assert its claims against

Poland at the peace conference only if it did not provide

the Poles with the argument that they were being oppressed

by Germany's new socialist government as much as they had

been by the irnperial government. His colleague, Ernil Barth,

stated that cermany would only succeed if, instead of
provoking the Po1es, it dealt with them in a conciliatory
manner.17 This difference in approach to the polish

insurrection $ras a secondary reason for the withdrawal of
the Independent Socj-al-ists from the government.

On January 2, L9!9, the cabinet devoted considerable

attention to the physical and financial security of German

civil servants, whether these were evacuating or remaining
j-n Pol-and. On this occasion the cabinet recognized the

limits of its capacity for rnilitary action and concluded

that negotiation with the Poles was the only possible means

of protecting Germans, in particular civil_ servants.rs

tóReqierunq der Volk , TI,
tTRegierunq der Vofk , fÍ,

L23.

l8Regierung der Volksbeauftragten , II,
1-8 l_ .

#

t

76, pp" 55-65"

78, pp. L1-6-

# 9I, pp" I73-
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Negotiations with poland, Ied by the prussian

gtovernment, $/ere initiated in February Lg1_g but these

faLtered under another r./ave of porish rebertion and on the

Reich's insistence that it would retain sovereignty over the
area enclosed by the borders of agr4.re After several weeks

of armed confl-ict, the Entente po$/ers i-mposed a truce and a

ternporary border between Germany and polish territory.20
For the next several months the focus of German

diplomacy shifted to the peace conference in paris where the
del-iberations $/ere setting the parameters of its relations
with Poland, in particular the territory to be transferred.
The provisions of the Versailles Treaty regarding the
protection of Germans in Po1and were also determined without
input from Germany or poland. Thus, bilateral negotiations
between Germany and Porand lapsed until August l-91_9, after
the German Reichstag had ratified the treaty in early Jury.

rn the meantime, the German government had to cope with
a separatist solution to the problem of protecting the
rights of Germans. on May 2g the representatives of the
Peoprets councirs in tüest prussia and posen rnet and calred
upon all inhabitants of the eastern provinces, regardless of
their mother tongue, to create a new separate state. This
group was convinced that such a state, distinct from poland

( l-91-9 ) , II, p. 28.
reSchufthess, Europ schichtskalendar

zoBlanke, orphans, pp. g-i.7.

,6O
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and Germahy, r^rou1d be the best setting for protecti-ng the

cultural- and economic values of both nationalities. The

proposal was rejected outright by the German government

which preferred to re-assert that Germany, in contrast to
Poland, would be the better guarantor of the rights of

national minorities.2r

Meanwhile, the cabinet continued to consider quíte

seriously the notion of granting Upper Silesia autonomy as a
province in the German state. ft was the feeling of some

German politicians from Sil-esia that this was the only

arrangement under which it could remain part of Germany.22

Thus the federal cabinet, oD September LI, 1"9L9, exerted

pressure on the Prussian government to award more autonomy

to Silesia"23 This step v,ras never taken, not even later
!'rhen the plebiscite in Upper Silesia increased the prospects

of losing this area totally.

SEEKING BTLATERAL AGREEMENTS

The treaty on the protection of national minorj_ties

mentioned in the Versailles Treaty and irnposed on poland by

the Al-tied and Associated Pov¡ers was barely notj-ced in
Germany" Furthermore, it was deemed inadequate in the scope

and strength of its provisions. Another deficiency from

ttBK, scheidemann,

"-K, Bauer, # 50,

t'gK, Bauer, # 6L,

# l-l-1, pp. 458-463.

pp. 201,-202 .

p" 249.
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Germany's perspective was that it did not bj-nd poland to
Germany on the treatment of the German minority. The

dissatisfaction with Poland,s minority protection treaty
prompted Germany to attempt to negotiate a more

comprehensive bilateral treaty with poland.

Encouragement to the German government to negotiate
such a treaty with Pol-and came from several quarters. On

June 28, 1,919, off icials from Danzig, Könígsberg,

Allenstein, Bromberg, and Marienwerder met with a senior
official of the Prussian rnterior Ministryr âD official of
the Foreign Ministry, and several rnilitary officers to
discuss the peace settl-ement. They noted the declaration of
the Po1ish parliament on June 6 that the protection of
minorities as stipulated in the peace treaty was an

infringement of Polish sovereignty. The assembled officiars
called for energetic action on the part of the German

government for the cornprehensive implementation of the
provision for minority protection in poland. Their specific
concerns incruded the retention of German as an official
language alongside Pol-ish and the protection of Germans who

had moved to Prussia after 1908 and to whom poland was

denying cj-tizenship" fn conclusion, they demanded "that
the treaty anticipated in Article 93 be concl-uded quickly
and come into force before the transfer of the territories
to Pol-and takes place.rr2a Apparentry this group of regional

'4A.DAP., A, rr, # g1, pp. a42-r43.



officials was unaware that this treaty had already been

drafted at the peace conference and that Germany r^/as not
expected to participate in the formulation of its content.
soon thereafter, and probably prompted by this meeting, the
Prussian Minister of the fnterior forwarded a demand to the
Foreign Minister for the negotiation of a treaty with poland

on the protection of national minorities.25

At this same time miritary r-eaders also issued carls
for the protection of Germans who would become subjects of
Pol-and. one commander of troops stirl ín eastern poland

decl-ared that he would not vacate his post until the rights
of the Germans to be transferred to poland would be legarly
secured. General von der Borne, supreme commander of the
Army south, had responded to the many protests from troops
and civil-ians by carling for a \^/ar against the pores. rn
reporting his stance, the Frankfurter Zeitung
that:
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open rebell-ion agaj-nst the government and the sheddingof noble cerman blood coul-d onry be prevented by athree point declaration by the goverñment: that itwould (1) immediately negotiate future bordercorrections with the polish government in warsawr. (2)address the mass internment of Germans in polish
territory; and (3) obtain binding assurances from thePolish power-wielders for the freedon and the
honourabre treatment of a1l Germans residing in theareas nov/ occupied by Poland and yet to be occupied.26

The Pol-ish government decrared its good intentions

z5ADAP, A, rr, # g3, p. :- 46.
26Frankfurter Zeitu , JuÌy I, Ig1,g, p. j_.

predicted



toward its German citizens already on Jury 2, L91,9z

the peace-minded fellow citizens of German nationality,
who want to come to terms with the new circumstances
and to become loyar citizens of poland have nothing tofear for the future. rn conformity with the traditionsof freedom, citizens of German nationality will beassured of the furl_ equality, fulr freedorn of beliefand conscience, access to state offices, freedom in theuse of the mother tongue, and nati-onar identity, andfull- protection.of property. rn the Repu¡ric år poland
neither confession of faith nor moth", t.ongue isdecisive for status in pubric life or in tñe extent ofcitizenship rights; it is personal diligenc" .io.".Therefore aIr civic authorities and offlcials arecarred upon to remain at their posts and as much aspossibte be taken into the poliãh state service. weexpect that the German government will treat pol_es inthe same way.27

This decraration notwithstanding, on JuJ-y I the German

deregation in paris delivered a note to the peace conference
in which the German Foreign Ministry proposed the immedi-ate

start of negotiations between cermany and pol-and in order to
arrange an orderly transfer of territory.28 Though the
protection of minorities was not explicitly mentioned in
this note, such intentions came to the fore in subsequent
statements by German spokespersons.

Two weeks r-ater the cabinet received a report that the
Germans in the eastern territories believed that they had
been prornj-sed tangibre assistance in the face of porish
aggression. Furthermore, this popuration now felt it was

being betrayed by the army by being deprived of any defence
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against the Pores.2e unable to provide military protection,
the government felt pressure to arrange at least diplornatic
or lega1 protection. Thus in its meeting on JuIy L9, l-g1g,

the cabinet proposed:

The beginni-ng of negotiations with the pol-es even
before the evacuation in order to obtain binding
declaratíons Iregarding] the Iives, property, and
personal freedom of the Germans living in the
territories to be ceded or for which pJ_ebiscites are
planned.

rt also expressed the desire rrthat self-administration will
be accorded to the f ormer German areas. r'30

Several days Later, oD July 23, the Foreign Minister
incLuded this calr for a bil-ateral treaty with poland on the
protection of the German minority in a speech to the

Reichstag. Mül1-er professed Germany's desire for a

constructive relationship with poland despite the

unsatisfactory terms of the peace treaty:
We want to ameliorate the damage of the peace treaty
through direct negotiations with poland. The transier
of the ceded territories to polish control i.s to be
carri-ed out r¡¡ithout irritation and violence.
Specificalty, the government wil_I try to work out a
rel-iable protection of the minority rights of the
cermans falling to poland so that the curtural- ties of
those Germans to the old honerand is stil1 guaranteed
when they have become loya1 citizens of the new state.
Müller concluded with words of gratitude to the Germans

in the east for their calm and honourabl_e stance in a

difficult tirne and he appeared to porand to respect the

"4RK, Bauer,

'0ARK, Bauer, JIî

294, p. 133.

294, pp. l-33-l-34.
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sincere desire of the German people and their government to
initiate satisfactory relations to their neighbouring

country.3l

Indeed, negotiations between Germany and Poland began

in Berl-in on August 11, 1-91-9, in the presence of observers

of the Inter-Al-l-ied Control Commission. The German

delegation included representatives of the Prussian

government because the affected territory v/as part of

Prussia. The talks v/ere to encompass political, economic

and transportation issues. In the opening exchange, the

leader of the German delegation, Edgar Haniel von

Haimhausen, stressed that:
A primary desire of the German nation is that their
fellow nationals who will become citizens of the polish
republic will enjoy the protection of their cultural
values there as equally franchised citizens.

The head of the Pol-ish delegation, Wroblenski, gave a verbal

assurance that the Pol-ish state would treat its citizens of
German origin in this r¡/ay. AccordingLy, the protection of
the rights of rninorities, including those of religious
mínorities, was assigned to one of the four commissions

formed to carry the talks further.32

These negotiations v/ere interrupted within two weeks

when, oD August 20, the Polish delegation withdrew because

'2-g-chu1'th-es.g, 60 ( i-9 1-

August 12 , 191-9, p. 1.

3lNat i ona lversammluno , VII, p. 79.

9), I, pp. 378-379¡ also Vorwärts,
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of the polish - German conflicts in Upper Sitesia.33 fhey

r¡rere resumed in late September and on October 1- an agreement

on amnesty of prisoners was announced. In this connection,

Germany also obtained the permi-ssion for its representatives

to enter Posen and other yet to be determined areas beyond

the demarcation l-ine to monitor transportation arranqements

and to take up the interests of the German citizens there.s

These agreements were followed by others on economic

rel-ations on october 22, LgIgr" ot the modalities for

dismantling the German governmental apparatus on October

24,36 and on the retention of German cj-vi1 servants on

November 9.3'7 Negotiations on the schools to be aLlowed to

German minority hlere also under hray"

These agreements were considered elements of, or at

l-east precursors to, a comprehensive treaty with Po1and.

This approach was defended by Foreign Minister MüIler in the

National Assembly when he presented the treaty on prisoner

exchanges for ratification. Mül-ler asserted that these

treaties I¡tere being concluded before the date of the

33vorwärts, August 23, L9L9, P. l-.

3oschu.Lthess., 60 (L91-9), 1, pp. 41-4-415¡ Vorwärts,
October 4, i-9L9, p. L.

35schulthess, 6O (l-91"9) , I, p. 444 "

'u-Schu_l_Ëhess., 60 (1-91,9), r, p. 45L.

3Tschu1thess, 6o (L919), I, p. 476. See also the
discussion between the Foreign Minister and a member of
negotiating team, Dr. Diamond, on November 2, 191-9, in ADAP'
A, II, # 2L5, pp. 388-389.
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territorial transfer required by the Versailles treaty

because 'rl,rre have a special interest in a smooth development

in the east and proper political relations to the

neighbouring Poles. rr38

At the same tirne the Foreign Ministry $tas receiving and

considering proposals for providing practical and monetary

support to the Germans in ceded territories. Count Hugo von

Lerchenfeld of the section for eastern affai-rs in the

Foreign Ministry conducted a meeting on September 9 ' L9L9,

of all parties, private and governmental-, interested in the

fate of eastern Germany. The focus of this conference htas a

memorandum on the future protection of the Germans in the

eastern territories prepared by Max Wink1er, vicechair of

the Ostausschuss, a committee of deputies from the eastern

provinces to the National and Prussian assemblies.3e The

emphasis was on financial and political support of the

organizations and institutions of the Germans rather than on

diplonatic efforts directed at the Polish government. The

plan was eventually approved by the cabinet in November.a0

on October 20 there was another meeting in the Foreign

38Nationalversammlung, VIII, p. 336¡ Vorwärts, October
L6, L9I9, Beilage, p. 1-" For the presentation of the treaty
on government officials, see Nationalversammlung, VIII, p"
551_.

3eNorbert Kreke1er, Revisionsanspruch und geheime
ostnotitik der lVeimarer Reoublik: Die Subventieruncr der
deutschen Minderheit in Polen, l-91-9-1933 (Stuttgart:
Deutsche Verlags-Anstal-t, 1-973) , pp. 14-1,5.

at<rekeIer, p" 14, n. 5"
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Ministry on the preservation of Germandom in the eastern

provinces. It also focused on practical support for German

pubJ-ications, schoo]s, charitable institutions, and culture'

Mention of the rninority protection treaty was not

recorded. al

Proposals on the protection of Germans hrere also

subrnitted to the Prussian parliament and the German National

Assembly by the former mayor of Posen (Poznan), a

conglornerate of delegates of west Prussia calling itself the

Aktionsausschuss Nord, and the Reichsverband Ostschutz.a2

In response, the Foreign Ministry established several

agencies for supporting the Germans in Poland and also re-

shaped the German organizations in Poland to be more

effective for this goal, especially in anticipation of the

formal transfer of territory scheduled for January 1o'

L920.43

CONCLUSION

Germany's diplomatic efforts to secure the rights of

Germans in Poland began in the turmoil of its nilitary

otADE, A, Ir, # 2oot pp" 364-366" See also Felix-
Heinrich Centzen, rrDie Rol1e der deutschen Regierung beim
Aufbau deutscher Minderheitenorganisationen in den an Po1en
abgetretenen Gebieten (L9l-8-l-922)" in Jahrbuch für
Geãchichte der UdSSR und der volksdemokratischen Länder
Europas 10 (L967) , P. L67.

a2centzen, PP . L65-1-67 .

a3Kreke1er, PP. 12 , 26 "
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defeat and political upheaval. rn this context the fight to
prevent any loss of German citizens to poland loomed rarger
than the need to prepare the legal basis for the eventual
life of a German minority under polish rure. The confusion
and vacj-l-ration within Germany,s government--whether to
place the rnterior or the Foreign Ministry in charge of the
territories to be ceded, whether to receive delegations from

these areas, whether to resort to military force to quelr
Pol-ish uprisings, and whether to grant autonomy or more

tolerance--reflected the deeper uncertaintj-es surrounding
Germany's future course.

!{henever Germany's Foreign Ministry did pursue a treaty
with PoÌand which would i-ncrude provisions for the
protection of national minorities and met some readiness on

the part of Poland for such negotiations, these initiatives
v/ere either obstructed by external forces, in particular
France t or derailed by internal clashes between Germans and

Pol-es which required the German government to respond with
reprisals instead of negotiations. The conversations of
Germany's first envoy, Kessler, in November and December

1-918, the talks led by officials of the prussian governrnent

in February LgLg, and those conducted by representatives of
the Reich government in August 191-9 were al_l disrupted by

insurrections.

After letting direct negotiations with poland lapse
during the crucial rnonths of the peace conference in paris,
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Germany resumed the quest for a bilateral, treaty, a treaty
which would have included provisions on rninority rights.
The statements of Germany,s politicians and diplomats

indicated an increasingly crearer and stronger intention to
attain a bilateral- treaty in the course of l-919.



FROM THE IMPLEMENTATTON OF THE VERSATLLES TREATY

1O THE PLEBISCITE IN UPPER SILESIA

The transfer of territories from Germany to poland as

stipurated by the Versailles Treaty took place on January

10, 1-920. on this date the status of the Germans in western
Poland as a national minori-ty was seared. The German

government issued a sombre farewell_ to its citizens who now

came under Po1ish rule. The statement expressed sorrovr over
the cession and affirmed ongoing unity in J-anguage and

culture" rt prornised that whatever courd be done to
mai-ntain rrthe mother tongue, German identity, and the
innermost bond with the homerand' wourd be undertaken"

Germany avowed its prirnary concern for protecting the rights
of the Germans for their own nationar life insofar as these
had been secured through negotiatj.ons. rn this spirit rhre

wirl not cease to advocate that the assurance given by

treaty wilÌ be upherd.'r The Germans leaving Germany at this
time v¡ere encouraged to take courage and exampre from the
Germans who had lived outside cermany for a Ìong time
already. The message ended with the hope rfthat some day the

CHAPTER 9

POLAND:
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right to self-det,ernination will be granted. rrl

ONGOING NEGOTTATÏONS

The negotiations with Poland on a variety of technical

matters continued in Paris after the transfer of territory.

On January 16 , Lg2O, the cabinet received a report that nine

treaties with Poland had been reached in Paris.2 There was'

however, r1o. significant, progress toward a comprehensive

treaty on minority protection. Progress on other bilateral

issues seemed to be more possible. on February 25, L92O,

Hanie1 von Hainhausen, no$¡ Undersecret,ary in the Foreign

Ministry, instructed the chair of the German peace

delegation in Paris to begin negotiations with Poland on the

citizenship options for Germans in Poland and for Poles in

Germany.3 At the end of April and in mid-May, otto

Goeppert, the chair of the delegaÈion, reported that he was

st,ill pressing the Poles to resolve the option question as

well as the matter of corridor transit,.a

Relations between Germany and Poland r¡ere further

normalized with the arrival in Berlin of the Po1ish diplomat

Szebeko in March l92o and with the sinultaneous plans to

2L5
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send Count Oberndorff as Germany,s representative to the

Polish capital.s Several weeks earlier, on February 28, the

cabinet had appointed a commissioner to review the situatj-on
in the unoccupied part of Silesia and attempt to regulate
the situation.6

A question posed by a member of the Reichstag on April
14, L92O, prompted the Foreign Ministry to refine its public
position on di-pJ-omatic intervention for Germans in pol-and.

Representative Herrmann asked whether Gerrnany was going to
protest the obstacl-es put up by the Polish government to the

founding convention of a cerman party in poznania (formerly
Posen). He also asked whether the government would soon

establish the diplornatic representation in poland ilwhich

would be suitable for protecting the rights of the cerman

minority in Poland.rr?

The official expJ-anation reflected a constricted view

of the possibilities for effective diplomatic action by

Germany" The government pointed to several factors which

deprived Germany of a formal basis for official
intervention. The Treaty of versailles to which Germany was

party did not contain any provisions to protect Germans.

The peace treaty merely obligated poland to conclude a

sADAP, A, rrr, # 62, p. i-j_L.

UARK, Bauer, # 1-75, p. 62r¡ #

TttAnfrage Nr. 859,tt April 20,
ïV, Pol-en, Deutschtum im Ausland,
3l-. August 1920, (R 821-8L).

2l.6,

1920,
Band

p" 77O.

in PAAA, Abteilung
L, Vom März 1,920 bis
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separate treaty with the A1lied Powers on the protection of
mínorities. Furthermore, Germany had only received polandrs

treaty through non-officia] channels. Finally, from

Germany's standpoint the rrtreaty which only provided a

general framework was inadequate due to the lack of precise

stipulations for effective protection., on the other hand,

it was avowed that Germany wourd not reave any means untried
to reach binding agreements with the poles in this matter

despite their totally negative position. The ans\^/er also
noted that the prohibition by poJ-ish authorities of the
founding of the cerman party was based on the state of siege

in Poland. Thus Germany had no 1egal basis to protest
against this actj-on. rn any case, the German government was

not in a position to intervene regarding the political
affairs of the Germans in poland by presentatj-ons to the
Polish government.s

Foreign Mj-nister Adol-f Köster used the Reichstag debate

on cermany's policy toward poland on April 2!, 1-920, to send

a message to Porand. He reminded pol-and of its economic

dependence on Germany and suggested ominousLy that no one

courd know how the future in the east wourd evol_ve. Against
this background, he referred to the Germans in poland:

we also ask Poland to consider that, out of deference
to the numerous Germans which it shelters within itsstate, it has an interest in good, or at 1east

sResponse to rrAnfrage 859, il April 20 , 1-g2O IAbteilung IV, Po1en, Deutschtum im Ausland, Band
L920 bis 3l-. August L92O, (R B2t8t-).

in PAAÀ,
t, Vom März
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torerable, relations to Germany. How much and how soonthis insight wirl- register with the poles i-s their
concern.e -

On May 3, i,gZO, the German government received a
comprehensive summary of the perspectives and desires of the
Germans in areas formerly part of prussia and now part of
Poland" Representati-ves of various vocations and parties of
the German minority in poland had met on April 28, 1,g2o, in
Poznania and had summarized their views. porand was

described as a t'republic without a constitution in which the
dictatorship of the uneducated bureaucracy prevailed., Most

of the points made in this memorandum related to the
economic situation in porand but tactics focusing on the
German minority were al,so proposed. There was a caLl_ for a

united campaign in the cerman press which should emphasize

that the Poles hrere intolerant toward the minorities living
in their country. This tactic was expected to be effective
because rrthe pole regards hirnsel_f as the moder of a tolerant
nation'r and would therefore be most displeased with such a
depiction of Poland, especially in the press of Germany,s

enemies or of neutral states. Efforts should also be made

to influence the publications of other national minorities
in Poland and even of polish papers.r0

r'ttAnschauungen und wünsche der vertreter des Deutsch-tums im ehemals preussichen Gebiete,, May 3, 1_g2o, in PAAA,Abteilung rv, polen, politische geziehungen polen zuDeutschland, Band Lt vom 1. NIärz i-gzo ã0. Juni Lg22
fNational Archives Microfilm publication TJ_20, Roll 3723t R

e¡lationalversannlW, IX, pp . 34J--342.
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The report then listed the goals which should be

pursued with respect to the Polish government for the sake

of the Germans. PoLand should be compel-Ied to revoke

various measures of economic discrimination. Several

cultural rights shoul-d be guaranteed. The right to use the

German language, especially in the justice system, should be

secured for a transitional period of five years. The right
to opt for either citizenship shoul-d be clarified.
Guarantees should be obtained to permit the entry of German

teachers from Germany into Poland in order to preserve the

German schools. Finally, the hasty emigration of Germans,

in particular that of judges and lawyers, should be impeded.

The group also urged the prompt establishment of German

representations in lVarsaw, Lodz, and in the ceded

territory. rl

The memorandum concluded with an appeal to understand

the plight and challenge facing the German minority in
Pol-and:

The interirn peri-od presents an extraordinary sacrifice
for the Germans remaining in the country" If they are
resolved to make this sacrifice for the sake of
Germany, then they may expect every furtherance and
support on the part of the Reich. However, this must
come in a way which cannot be perceived by the polish
side as a reason for new repressive measures.
Therefore we want to avoid the irnpression that German
official agencies want to intervene in internar porish

L7O / K023923-O239331.

rr"Anschauungen, rr pp. s-7 .



Fina11y, advice was offered on the striving for the
autonomy of the forrnerly German parts of poland. This

widespread movement should be promoted by Germany even

though it was aimed at forming a independent state and the
nature of its relation to Germany could not be predicted.13

with this comprehensive request and the progress in
normarizing relations with porand in other matters, the
stage seemed to be set for success in negotiating a

bj-latera1 treaty on minority rights.

af fairs.12

A}üATTING THE OUTCOME OF THE POLTSH-RUSSIAN T{AR

vlhen war erupted between Russia and poland in the
spring of L920, cerman dipromats vrere tempted to direct
their efforts for securing the welfare of the German

rninority in Porand to the expected victor, Russia. By

sunmer Russian armies $rere sweeping into poland and the
defeat of Poland seemed imminent.

General von Seeckt, head of the German army and a

militant conservative, suggested to the Foreign Ministry
that Germany formally reguest soviet Russj_a to spare the
German inhabited areas in its anticipated sr¡/eep through
Poland" rn his view such an intervention by Germany wourd

impress the Po]es, and the rest of the worJ_d, with the depth
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of Germany's sense of obligation toward those who had until
recently been its citizens. Even more brashly, Seeckt

proposed that Germany shoul-d press for a reversal- of the
cession of German territories to poland and simultaneously
ask to participate in an international conference for ending

the Polish-Russj-an srar. According to Seeckt's logic,
Germany courd craim that its intention v/as not to change the
versailles Treaty but rather to futfil it, namely by re-
considering whether one of its principles, the right of
nations to self-determination, had been followed in the case

of the German territories ceded to poland.ra

In contrast, the German envoy in lVarsaw, Count

oberndorff, argued vehementty against favouring a victory of
Bol-shevi-k forces over poland. Even if nussia would extend a

hand for Germany to regain its r-ost territory, the dreadful
resul-t would be that 'the red horde would stand at our
border and soon within our borders., Germany should wish
that Poland would remain, even if it was Germanyrs adversary
in many respects, because ftit is the barrier which separates
us from the red ruin and it wourd be a cri-me agai_nst our
country and all hurnanity if we would contribute in even the
smallest measure to a victory of the Soviets.rr5

rsl,etter to Auswärti-ges Amt, Berlin, count oberndorff ,July L, 1920, in PA,¡U\, Abteilung fV, polen, politische
Beziehungen Polen zu Deutschland, Band lt vom 1. März j.gzo
30. Juni i,922. INational Archives Microfilm publication
T1-20, RolI 3723, K 1-7O / KO23969-2397O1 

"
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In the Foreign Ministry itself the position of absolute

neutrarity in this confrict was upheld. rndeed there was

apprehension about indications that there r.¡ere Germans and

even Pores who were tempted to strive for re-attaching their
rand to Germany. state secretary Hanielts advice $¡as that
¡rthe former cerman territories l-iberated from the polish

rure by the advancing Russians should declare themselves to
be autonomous on the basis of the right to self-
determination, rr but Gernany should leave the initiative to
the German population and to the Russians.16

A memorandum circulating in the Foreign ltinistry in
August L92O revealed the possible scenarios which the
Foreign Ministry tried to anticipate as outcomes of the war

between Poland and the soviet Russia. The worst outcome

wourd be rrthat the present polish government wourd remain in
control after a peace with Russia and would retain the sore

authority in the Prussian areas.rr fn this case the
repressive measures against the Germans would surery become

even more severe and it could not be assumed that the German

population would have enough strength in the long term to
resist,. The disappearance of Germandom would be the
inevitable resulÈ.17

A more likely result of the war would be the

Problem:1919-1934 (Würzburg: Holzner Verlag, lt5B), p.
r6c. Hörtje,

ttADAP., A, rrr , # zss , p. s13 .

29"
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Bolshevization of all of Poland which would lead to such

chaotic conditions that the Germans there would have to
fight for their survival" Their many sympathizers within
Germany along the border would surely rise up to protect the

threat,ened Germans in Poland. Then Germany would be drawn

in and an armed intervention by the German state to protect
the lives of the residents of Poznania and West Prussia

could not be ruled out.

The most welcome outcome would be the occupation of
Poland by Russia. Then the German population could enter

into an acceptable arranglement with the Russians. In this
case rra necessary support of the Germans courd and should be

provided through confidential contact by the German

government with the Russians.rrlE

In its concLusion the memorandum posed four strat,egies

for Germany" The options, along with the response of the

Gernan Foreign Minister as noted in the margin of the

document, were the following:
1" to press for the re-attachment of the eastern provinces

even if it meant the irretrievable loss of the Ruhr

region (answered rrnoil)

2" if Russia occupied poland, to press the Russians to
treat the Germans favourably; and if Russia did not

occupy Poland [but defeated it], to press Russia to
take over the guarantees for the German minorities

ttÀDÀP,, À, rrr, # zss, p" 515.
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(answered ttyes")

3. if chaos broke out in the former German territories, to
protect the lÍves and linbs of the populat,ion (answered

ttyestt)

4" to urge the German population in Poland to aIly with

the Poles in order to ward off Russian Bolshevism

(answered rt¡ort¡ .le

Indeed, Russia,s unofficial representative in Ber1in

made several promises regarding the status of Germans in
Poland in anticipation of Poland,s defeat. In a meeting

with Ago von Maltzan of the Foreign Ministry on August L2,

Viktor Kopp declared that if Russía occupied territory
formerly part of Germany it would protect the Ínterests of
the Germans as much as possibl-e and it would respect the

eventual wishes of the Germans for autonomy or another form

of government. Kopp went even further when projecting the

future government of Poland. If a Bolshevik government

would be established in Warsaw, rrthen this government would,

of its own free will, return the previously German regions,

insofar as they were ethnographically German. rf20

The war ended with the unexpected result that, poland

defeated the Soviet army and remained an intact state. None

of the eventualities anticipated by Germanyrs leaders were

realized and hence none of the proposed responses were
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implemented.

LINKING ECONOMTC AGREEMENTS TO MTNORITY RIGHTS

From this time on, another German tactic for securinq

rights for the German minority in pol-and came to the fore:
linking negotiations on economic issues to negotiations on

minority rights. Germanyrs diplomats refused to negotiate

matters which would have economic advantages for poland

without at the same time attempting to elicit a commitment

from their Porish counterparts to negotiate i-mprovements for
Germans in the Polish state. This tactic \i/as mentioned in a

report on June 26, L9ZO, by a German representative in
warsaw for talks on a transportation corridor through !'iest

Prussia and on options for citizenship.2l

fn nid-August the German consuÌ in poznania, Herbert
von Dirksen, was advised by Haniel, his superior in Berlin,
that while Germany was ready to negotiate the various
economic questions, these rrcan onry be initiated if they are

regarded by the Polish side as a part of a German-polish

normaLization on a broad basis., rncl-uded in the broader

range of issues were the regulation of liquidation of German

property and the protection of minorities"22

At the same time, a proposal_ for broad-scale

negotiations, incruding the protection of minorities, hras
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presented to Poland via its representative in Rorne and

possibly by other channel-s.23 At the end of August, Dirksen

reported on the frustration of the polish Foreign Minister
Morawski that negotiations over the opti-on issue hrere being

delayed by the inclusion of the riquidation and minority
protection questions as insisted by Germany. Dirksen had

responded by indicating that this rinkage did not represent

a deJ-ay because there v/as no obstruction to parallel
negotiations. Rather "only the conclusj-on of the treatj-es
would be dependent upon agreement being achieved al-so on

liquidation and mì-nority protection. r Morawski emphatically
repeated the desire of poland for understanding. He assured

the German diplornat that l-ocal authorities in poznania and

Pomerania had been instructed anew to care for the fair
treatment of Germans and asserted his optirnism that this
instruction would have effect.2a

German officials al-so began to ascrj-be more importance

to the minority protection treaty between poland and the
Allied por¡/ers. At a meeting on August 28, 1_g2O, with
representatives of various departments of the Foreign

Ministry, several- other departments in the federal- and

Prussian governments, and the Evangericar church, it was

agreed that maximum use shourd be made of the minority
treaty. Hovrever, two hazards had to be avoided: claiming

23ADAP,
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rights for Germany in the international arena--as Germany

had been excluded from the League of Nations, and

recogni.zi-ng the treaty as binding in any r¡/ay on Germany.

Accordingry, it was agreed that henceforth in official
negotiations German diplomats could point out contradictions
between the content of the treaty and the actions of the
partj-es to the treaty. This would util,ize the treaty for
German interests but avoid the two consequences deemed to be

undesirable for Germany's international position.2s

soon thereafter, the Gernan Foreign Ministry followed
through on this approach, when, oñ November 3, 1,g2o, it sent
a memorandum to the embassy in warsaw to compJ_ain about the
treatment of Germans in poland. rt charged that members of
the German rninority were being arrested arbitrarify, herd
without charge under inhumane conditions, pressured to leave
Poland long before the deadline for doing so, or being
drafted into the polish army despite their continued German

citizenship. Germans in por-and enjoyed "anything but the
solemnry promised equality of rights,. rather, they appear

almost everywhere to be free gamer in a concerted effort to
encourage them to emigrate.26

Along the same approach, a book titl_ed rDer

25Notes on a meeting on ilstellungnahme zu dem
sogenannten Minderheitsschutzabkommen, r August 2g,
PAAA, Abteilung IV, polen, Deutschtum im ausland,
Vom März L920 bis 3t_. August I7ZO, (R B2t-81). SeePieper, pp. 68-69.

26Bl-anke, orphans of Versailles, p. 4o.
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Minderheitenschutz in der Republik Polenrr sras covertly
published by the Foreign Mínistry in t92o. The book

described the violations of ninority rights in Poland. The

author was purported to be Dr. H. H" Schrader. In truth it

was a conpilation prepared on the instruction of the Foreign

Ministry and published under the name of a fictitious

author.u

In the meantime German diplornats continued to press the

Iinkage of talks on minority rights with discussions on

other outstanding questions between Poland and Germany. In

response to Polish impatience on the progress of

negotiations, a Foreign Ministry official retorted on

September 11 that there had already been negotiations on

these points in the autumn of L9l9 and therefore it should

not surprise the Polish government if , no!,¡, in the pursuit

of a broad understanding, Gernany sought the resolution of

all guestions raised at that time. Dirksen reported that,
in an encounter with the Po1ish Foreign Minister, he had

asserted that these negotiations $rere linked but, nothing on

Germanyts side was hindering their resumption. Morawski

promised better treatment of ninorities but apparently was

still reluctant to engage in negotiations which would commit

'Letter of Herbert von Dirksen to Dr. E. Schiffer,
November 30, I92A in PAAÀ, Deutscher Bevollmächtigter für
die deutsch-polnischen Verhandlungen über Oberschlesien,
FiIe 118, K. Minderheitenschutz, Band L, November 4, 1921 -
January 4, L922 (R 24778').



hís country to specific protection of minorities.2s

However, the progress toward German goals was slow. On

October 8, L92O, the German delegation in Paris requested

permission from its supervisor in Berlin to take the

following position:

tr{e are ready to negotiate aII question without linkage
but must demand that all points yet t,o be resolved now
be seriously pursued. A sign of this would be if in
the negotiations on the options Ifor citizenship] there
would be some compromise with regard to our recent
proposals" Then the negotiations in Paris could be
brought to an end simultaneously. In the same manner
economic negotiations could be conducted concurrently
with negotiations over Article 256 fre: transfer of
German and Prussian government property to Polandl,
Iiquidation and rninority protection.2e

Apparently, the German delegation in Paris was asking

for some flexibility in linking negotiations in order to

achieve some progress. Haniel endorsed this formulation,

and added that:

It should be rnentioned that a linkage tras never made on
Germanyts part in the sense that German demands had to
be met before the beginning of negotiations on Polish
wishes. Rather parallel negotiations were demanded.
It should also be noted that in view of the importance
of the remaining questions for public opinion it would
be extremely difficult for the German government to
enter economic negotiations without a resolution of
these questions, also because all questions affect the
economic relations of both countries.30

Throughout the faIl of 1,920 Germany waited for Poland's

ansvter on the matter of concurrent discussions on the
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protection of rninorities and economic issues.31 only in

December did Oirksen report from lrTarsaw that Polish

resistance to negotiations on the outstanding issues was

dininishing in the interest of normalization of relations

with Germany. In verbal communications it was being

suggested that Pol-and woul-d make concessions on cermany's

political demands and in return economic negotiations would

begin" Dirksen anticipated that some would argue against

pursuing normalization on the grounds that negotiations
would be in vain until the plebiscite in Upper Silesia woul-d

clarify matters there. He refuted this by pointing out that
Germany had a interest in not turning public opinion against

it by refusing negotiations.32 The Foreign Ministry in
Berlin received a sirnilar messaqe from the Polish Consu1 in
BerIin in mid-oecember.33

Poland's faltering economic health gave Germany new

opportunities to press for improvements in the legal status

of Germans in Poland. An unofficial representative of the

Polish government was inforrned that rrbefore these

[negotiations] can even be considered, several matters must

be removed which are oppressing the Germans in the ceded

territory and which thereby hold the German public opinion

in constant agitation. " There had been improvements
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regarding Gerrran prisoners, corrÍdor transit and rrother

capricious encroachments on the freedom of Polish citizens
of German origin. tt However the laws on the application of

Art,icle 256 on the disposal of Reich property and on the

liquidation of German property rdere totally unacceptable and

im¡nediate remedies on the part, of Pol-and were needed.

Furthermore the negotiat,ions on all of the questions between

Germany and Poland still outstanding from the peace treaty
had to begin soon. Even if the Conference of Àmbassadors of
the Allied Powers in Paris would delay the negotiations,
Gerrnan and Polish negotiators should try to clarify their
respect,ive position as soon as possible through direct
negotiations. s

Preliminary discussions began in Berlin with two

unof f icial Po1ish representatives on December L6-1-7 , i-92O.

Àt the outset of these informal conversations the German

Foreign Ministry repeat,ed its conditions for improving

relations:

The methods of treatment of Germandom in the repubtic
of Poland and especially in the ceded t,erritory rnust be
fundamentally changed. The continued repression and
arbitrary arrests as well as the one-sided polish
interpretation of the articles on the option,
liquidation and confiscation of German state property
by the Polish treasury stood in the way of such an
understanding.

A list of possibilities for mediating polish-German

rerations and establishing orderly neighbourly relations was

*ADAP,, A, IV, # 91, pp. 150-151.
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presented. The first item on the list of steps to be taken

by Poland was the following:

The Polish government wilI immediately take up
negotiations with Germany on the outstanding questions
arising from the peace treaty, including the option andcitizenship questions as well as the quãstion or tnereciprocal protection of minorities.35

This statement which was circurated by the Foreign Minister
to arl German missions on December 30, Lg2o, irnplj-ed that
Germany was now ready to include reciprocity as a principre
in the negotiations with poland on minority protection. rf
this was a genuine commitment then it marked a fundamental

shift on Germany's posture. February 2g, LgzJ-, was set as

the target date for the completion of these negotiations.
To maintain the momentum, Dirksen met with the new

Polish Foreign Minister, prince sapieha, earry j_n January

1921, in warsaw. on this occasion the polish minister re-
iterated Porand's desj.re for friendry and normal rerations
with Germany for the sake of its economic welfare. He

avowed that he was resolved to regulate all outstanding
issues by treaty, if possible before the plebiscite in upper

silesia scheduled for March.36 Thereupon Dirksen received
permission on January 14, 1,gzl, to exprore negotiations with
the Polish Foreign Minister.3T In the midst of the
uncertainty about the beginning of comprehensive talks, a
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treaty on transit between East prussia and the rest of
Germany v/as reached on January 22 , I7ZI.38

However, one month later Dirksen reported that a lower

Polish official had inforrned him that the polish government

now rejected the plan for concurrent negotiations of all
economic and political- questions and proposed paris as the
site for negotiations though on]-y on the matters of options
and J-iquidation. Porand now arso demanded that France be

invol-ved in the negotiations. The other questions,

presumably also the protection of minorities, would be

negotiated in a location yet to be determined.3e Dirksen
attributed the Porish shift to pressure from France. He

surmised that Poland pranned to play France off against
Germany, that is, it would pursue a treaty with Germany if
French support was inadequate.

From Germanyrs perspective, Dirksen was not
disappointed at this reversal by porand. rndeed its action
now placed Germany in a favourable position rbecause the
brame for delaying the negotiations woutd falI exclusively
on Porand. rr Furthermore, Germany still had a trump in hand,

the economic blockade of porand.a0 Di-rksenrs readiness to
resort to an economic blockade implied that cermany had a
goal which it set higher than negotiating the protection of
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Germans in Poland, namely polandrs total coIlapse.
This view was stated more explicitly by the German

commissioner in Danzig in a letter dated January 3, 1,g2L.

He described Germany's duty as:

utilizing the crisis in which pol-and finds itself tothe benefit of the German Reich i.e. to seek by aIl
means a rô/ay to regain the territories lost to poland.
rn any case the coll-apse of poland is the prerequisite
for this and Germany has no interest in poãtponing this
collapse through economic assistance to poland.ar

The genera]. negoti-ations with poland began on March 17 ,

L921', in Paris with a French chairperson. The reader of the
German deregation, Gerhard von Mutius, expressed pessimism

about the prospective outcome, specifically on the options
issue.a2 His pessimisrn was vindicated as the negotiations
ceased due to the disruption caused by the plebiscite in
Upper SiÌesia on March 20, L921,. The indefiníte
postponement also removed the test of Germanyrs commitment

to reciprocity in minority rights.
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TESTTNG BRUNS' PROPOSAL FOR A RECIPROCAL MINORTTIES POLICY

At. the very end of L92o the Foreign Ministry received a

comprehensive brief urging an active policy for protecting
Germans in Porand. The author, Dr. carl- Georg Bruns, was

the most prominent advocate of the cause of protecting
German minorities. Thus his memorand.um, dated December 29,
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L92o, and bearing the title I'Premises and Methods for German

Po1icy for the Protection of the German Minorities i_n

Polandrrr received thorough consideration by the Foreign

Ministry. a3

Bruns built his case on the assertion that the treaty
on minority protection to which poland was obrigated in the

Versailles lreaty v/as actually a part of the peace treaty
with Germany and that therefore Germany itself could demand

that Pol-and ful-fiI it. This position had been put forth in
the meeting of varj-ous interested parties at the end of
August but apparently Bruns felt that it had not been

implemented as effectively as it shouLd have been.

In his paper, Bruns argued that although Germany was

excluded from utilizing the methods legally availabl-e

through this treaty to the German minority, rthe diplomatic
path for the enforcement of the porish obligations remains

avail-able to Germany.14 on this basis Germany could

present Pol-and with several specific demands related to the
legaÌ status and treatment of Germans in porand and derived
from the provisions of the minority treaty.

Bruns acknowredged that under the terms of the peace

treaty, Germany could have no official influence on the

a3Carl G. Bruns, rrVoraussetzungen und V[ege für die
deutsche Politik zum schutze der deutschen Minderheit in
Po]en,rr December 29, L92O, in PA.AA, Abteilung fV. polen,
Deutschtum im Ausland, Band 3t Vom l-. November l,gzo bis 3l_.Januar L921- (R 821_83).

4Bruns, rrVoraussetzungêt,,, p. 3.
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details of minority protection. rt would have to attain
such infl-uence by other means. Bruns was thinking of a

birateral treaty on minority protection. He noted that, in
the context of the current negotiations with pol-and, the

concrusion of an economic cooperation treaty with pol-and

coul"d not be made dependent on poland also concl_uding a

treaty with cermany on the protection of German minoritj_es.

one could onry work with the argument that poland's failure
to fulfir the obrigations of the minority protection treaty
coul-d raise questions about Germany,s furfiLment of the
obri-gations imposed on it by the peace treaty. Furthermore

it coul-d be suggested to porandrs l-eaders that the continued

repression of the German minority did not foster the proper

atmosphere for the continuation of negotiations. Ho\"/ever,

in Bruns' estimation, this position was too weak a basis for
Germany to press for guarantees for the German minority in
Pol-and in the current discussions.a5

Bruns opined that Germany had taken only mini_mal

advantage of the fact that it was not obrigated by a treaty
to provide rights to the porish minority j-n Germany. since
no provisions for the protection of national minorities had

been imposed on Germany, it coul-d have formulated such

provisions voruntariry and thereby attained a positj_ve

internatj-onal reputation" yet to date, any such measures

had been only mini-mal and sporadic. Bruns recalled that

asBruns, rrVoraussetzungêD, It p. 6 .
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well before the imposition of the Versail-les peace treaty,
the People's Councils had expressed the wish to establish a

positive nationalities policy. However under the pressure

of many other concerns the attempt to exert a greater

influence on the formulation of minority protection on the

international level had not been undertaken.

Bruns urged that the desire for a positive policy for
national minorities in Germany should be revived but now

with the explicit declaration that any measure would only be

implemented on the basis of reciprocity. He acknowledged

that Porand's acceptance of such a reciproci-ty was doubtful
but the attempt shoul-d be made. The prospects would not be

impossibre if at every opportunity it would be emphasized

that a generous support of polandrs economy, support which

exceeded the formal points of the peace treaty, could only
be attained on this condition.a6

Even if this tactic would not lead to immediate success

it had to be attempted in order to manifest support for the
discouraged and disoriented German minority in pol_and:

A German proqram for the protection of the polish
rninority in Germany, whose implenentation woul-d be made
contingent on PoLand's commitment to reciprocity would
be a vivid proof of the practical interest which the
German government has in the fate of the German
rninority in Poland, and furthermore it would be the
most vivid call for Germandom to persevere at its post
in Poland.aT

aóBruns, rrVoraussetzungêD, tt pp. 7-g.
aTBruns, rrVoraussetzungêD, tt p. I .
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Bruns then pointed to the value of such a policy in the

realm of international relations. It would challenge the
position of the Pol-ish government that cermans in poland

could only receive the rights which v/ere accorded to poles

in Germany and thereby the basis for the struggte of the

cerman minority in PoÌand woul-d be strengthened. rt would

also increase international empathy for compl-aints of the

German mi-nority, âD important consideration given the fact
that the minority protection treaty stipulated that the

German mi-nority itself had to strive for its rights in the
international arena.as

The domestic concerns against allowing more cultural
independence for the Poles in Germany r¡/ere dismissed by

Bruns as non-existent or as not decisive. Now that a polish
state had been formed it was pointress to continue the
policy of Germanizing then--pol_and woul_d continue to
encourage them to maintain their porish identity in any

case. Bruns was also confident that with reciprocity in
minority rights between poland and Germatry, the pol-es in
Germany wourd soon falI behind whire Germans wourd show

their superiority, especialJ-y if given the right to operate

their own school-s.ae

Bruns also rejected the argument that cermany should

not forrnulate a program for rninoríty protection as long as

asBruns, rrVoraussetzungêD, tt p. g .

aeBruns, rrVoraussetzungêD, tt p. l-0 .
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the question of Upper Silesia remained unresolved. Indeed

in the propaganda intended to affect the plebiscite's

outcome, the minority protection promised to the Poles in

the rest of Germany would be the minimum measure of what

would be received by the Po1es in Upper Silesia and might

sway votes in Germanyts favour.so

Another danger was obvious to Bruns, namely that

individual provinces in Prussia would pursue a policy

hostile to Poles, and thereby undermine the interests of the

German Reich. This would be analogous to the anti-German

policies of the Poznan province in Poland which provoked

anti-Polish sentiment in Germany and made a policy of

reciprocity impossible.

Bruns summarized his appeal as follows:

Tf , for dornest,ic political considerations or with
reference to the Upper Silesian question, there really
would be reservations against a German policy of
reciprocity then these reservations should retreat
before the necessity of leaving no means untried to
maintain Germandon in Poland and hence the German
government should inrnediately proceed actively in this
matter before the Poles succeed . in decimating
Germandom in Poland any more than has already happened
to date.

The remainder of Bruns' paper described specific
guidelines for a reciprocal minority protection treaty
between Germany and Poland" Among the rights to be provided

to minorities t¡ere:

1" access to teachers of the respective nationality and

soBruns, rtVoraussetzungêlr,t pp" 1O-]-1"
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access to public schools for a ninimum nurnber of
persons of the nationality in a particurar district

2. the right, to establish privat,e schools
3. freedom for the rninority to form it,s own organizations
4 " freedour to operat,e and to defend national int,erests

through its ov¡n press

5. no restrictions on private use of nationar langruage and

provision for its use in relation to government

6. no discrinination in commerce

7 - support for curtural contact with the notherrand.
The finar point was that prompt attention be given to any
developrnents contrary to the these provisions.

Bruns concruded by re-stating his conviction that at
this time the issue rcan onry be a matter of broadening the
basis from which Germany can provide help to the Germans in
Poland. rr5l

Bruns sent another challenge to the approach of the
Foreign Ministry on ninority policy on February 2L, tg2t.
rn this memorandum he proposed that the government's
position on minority protection be clarified, whether or not
it was now time to make public a comprehensive program on

ninority protection. one section of the government, perhaps
the Prussian Ministry of the rnterior, should be assigned
all points related to rninority protection. He disputed the
idea held by rnany departments in the Reich and prussian

slBruns, rtVoraussetzung€D, r, p. L6 .
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governments that Pol-and's German minority was not a factor
ín German-Polish relations and urged that this position be

re-consi-dered in anticipation of the negotiations on options
for citizenship. He courd not understand why Germany woul_d

deprive itself of the possibility of reporting violations of
the minority protection treaty.s2

The governmentrs response to Bruns, program hras

formulated by w. H. Jaffe, a Foreign Ministry offici-al.53
Jaffe asserted that the interest of the German Reich in the
attainment of a wide-ranging protection for the cerman

minority in Pol-and was indisputable. However, the treaty
between Poland and the Entente of June 29, Lglg, could not
be the basis for securing such protection. rts stipulations
htere too vague and generaJ-. Even more problematical was the
provision that onry members of the council- of the League of
Nations $/ere given the right to bring petitions to the
Leaque. Accordingly, the concrusion reached at a meeting of
representatives of various departments that this treaty
should be regarded as rrnot presentrr stj-l_r pertained. Here

Jaffe was distorting the conclusion of the meeting on August

52letter to Foreign Minister Simons by Dr. Carl_ c.Bruns, February 21,, 1,92I, in pAAÄ, Abteilung IV, polen,
Deutschtum im Ausland, Band !4, vom i-. april rcâl bis 30.Juni L923 (R 82194), tL 682 / 21,5643-2L56581.

53W. H. Jaffe, ,,Zv der Denkschrift des Dr. Bruns überden Schutz der deutschen Minderheit in pol-en .,r,
February 4, L92L, in PA.AA, Abteilung rv, por-en, Deutschtumj-m ÀusÌand, Band 3, vom t-. November rg2o bis 3í" Januar j,g21,
(R 821-83), IL 682 / 21.s65e-2L5664].
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28, 1-g2o.s4 on that occasion it was asserted that the
minority treaty was not applicable to Germany and that.
Germany should not draw any international rights for itself
from the treaty but that the treaty courd be used to point
out the shortcomings of the porish government in observing
ir.

For Jaffe, the onry practical rnethod toward for
protecting the cerman minority in pol_and was 'that cermany

through a state treaty become an independent guarantor of
this protection.' Furthermore, rthe means to make poland

incline to such a treaty would be economi_c concessions and
the promise of reciprocity.rr5s Jaffe emphasized the
readiness to accept reciprocity because surery poland wourd
only grant legar guarantees for porish ci-tizens of German

nationality if it obtained the same legal status for poles
in Germany"

Jaffe then devoted much of the rest of his memorandum

to an optinistic prediction of the ascendancy of the German

minority in Poland as compared to the decrine of the polish
minority in Germany. He asserted that in essence minority
protection Í/as a matter of the school. rf the right to
organize autonomous schooLs and to receive state funds wou]d
be granted to both ni-norities, then it was a certainty that
the Germans wourd succeed at organizÍng their education

5asee above, pp.
ssJaffe, tZu d.er

226-227 "

Denkschrift, rf p. 2 .
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down.

the education efforts of the poles would soon bog

tensions between porish and German labourers in Germany,

especially in the industrial regions, once the najority of

rndeed, Jaffe predicted increased social problems and

Poles sank into illiteracy.
nationar supremacy wourd not be threatened by a treaty in
which Germany wourd enhance and entrench minority rights for
its Polish popuration in exchange for the same rights for
the German minority in poland.5ó

Nevertheress, Jaffe advised against negotiating such a
treaty at this tj-rne.

connecting a general treaty on minority rights to the
question of Upper Silesia:

fundertakirg] such a program before the initiation ofthe negotiations wouLã eipose Germanyrs uÌtj_mate groalsprematurely and unnecessarily bind the Germangovernment. The German program would also fade ar{ray inthe.present unrest preciþitátea by the irnpendingdecision on upper siresiã; and it'i.i ãiã-;;;-äIå .*.y,it, together with the rel_ated explanations, 
"oüiapossibly infr-uence negativery thä struggle for uppersi-resia" .only after ùne resðlution or-{,rre uppersilesian issue will it be time to think of "'åi.t"treaty which sharl also secure the protection of theGerman rninority in poland.5i

Thus, âs l-ong as the future of upper sir-esia remained
unresolved, Germany abandoned the negotiation of a

comprehensi-ve bilateral treaty directly with poland on the
protection of their respective nationar- minorities.

The inference !t/as that German
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He concluded his considerations by
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rnstead, Germany resorted to economic measures to exert
pressure.

TNCREASTNG THE PRESSURE

Germany faced a more imrnediate problern arising from the
conditions in pol-and: the imrnigration of hundreds of
thousands of Germans from poland to Germany. According to
an official estimate almost 600,000 Germans emigrated from
$iest Prussia and poznania by the end of tg21_. cermany, it,
was saj-d, courd not absorb these numbers of imrnigrants.ss
To stem the tide, the Forei-gn Ministry sent a memorandum to
all departments on February 2s, rg21-, in which it outtined
numerous measures to reduce the immigratlon. These

included: a review of alJ- public statements so that
immì-grati-on would be l-amented rather than encouraged, the
support of civi-c officials who stayed in the ceded areas, a

reduction in the r-ever- of care for immigrants, and the
di-version of these funds for use within porand.

The seventh point crearly affirmed the importance of
rninority protection on the basis of the international treaty
system:

The German government recognj-zes the minorityprotection treaty which haÃ been concluded bätweenPorand and the Alried and Associated powers based onArti-cre 93.of the peace treaty as binding r"i inàrelationship between Germany ãnd por-ard, insofar as itscontent is not in contradicLion with the peace treaty.

58B1anke,
Exodus, rr pp.

Orphans of Versaifles, Chapter 2, rThe Great32-53.
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This recognition is necessary so that an important
lega1 and moral basis for actions for the protection of
Germans in Po1and is not removed, in order to bring
viol-ations of the minority protection treaty before an
international forum, and finatly, in order to show the
Germans in Poland that the German Reich wiII, âs much
as it can, work toward the implementation of the
minority protection treaty which is the basis and goal
of every political effort toward the preservation of
Germandom for the Germans in PoLand.5e

Apparently, Jaffe,s rejection of the utility of poland's

minority protection treaty had not persuaded his superiors

in the Foreign Ministry.

The dissatisfaction in Germany over the treatment of
Gerrnans in Poland conti-nued to affect economic relati-ons
between the two countries. As an internal- Foreign Ministry
document of April r, L921,, exprai-ned., one of the reasons for
placing an embargo on exports to poland was its vioration of
several stipulations of the Versailles peace treaty, in
particular the matters of options for citizenship, the
transfer of German government property to polish control and

the protection of the German minority.ó0 The memorandum

then specified the goars to be reached through economic

pressure" Regarding the protection of the German minority
in Pol-and it listed the foÌlowing:

1-. guarantees for the rights of German churches and

school-s

t'BK, Feuerbach, I LBz, p. 4gS.

uo@,, A, rv, # 22o, p. 4sg. The other
Poland's revocation of previous treaties on
relations reached in October i-919.

reason was
economic
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2. revocation of the unjustified ban on German nevrspapers

3. guarantees against the unjustified arrests of the

German sympathizers.6t

The author called for a firn implementation of the
sanctions in order to protect the German ninority even if
there $rere costs to some sect,ors of Germanyrs economy. rn
his opinion, Poland had long postponed the negotíations on

these points in order to deprive Germany of this possible
means of protecting the German minority" The German

popuration in Porand, which had demanded the continuation of
the poricy of thwarting porandrs economic development, would

not understand if the pursuit of its rights would be

abandoned by the German government. rndeed, their hope for
improvements in their condition would be completely
destroyed. The resurting further ernigration of Germans from

the ceded territory would remove the possibitity of
sustaining and nurturing the German presence in even a smalr

way.62

The same stance was taken by the cornmissioner in
Danzig, Förster, who advocated the ongoing use of economic

vteapons in order to break down porandrs hostile approach

toward cermany. rn a report written in August \gzt Förster
claimed that Porand had initially indicated its willingness
to meet Germanyts demands regarding the protection of German
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minori-ties but had later brusquely rejected this position.
The same would happen again if cermany nov/ made some

economic concessions. pol-and night make some promises
regarding the protection of nationar.ities but then as soon
as it wourd have regained its strength it wourd again bear
down on the Germans. Förster had a rarger goar for not
easing the economic pressure on porand: Germany must regain
the west prussian corridor. onJ-y then wour_d it be possible
to have a good relationship with poÌand. Germany should
await, and not postpone with economic aid, the cor_lapse of
Poland. on the other hand it wourd not be politically adept
to reject the polish overtures out of hand. Rather these
shoul-d be handled dilatorily and first it shoul-d be stressed
that the precondition for any concession was a comprete
reversal in the treatment of Germans in the ceded territory
and an effective guarantee against the return of vexatious
measures against these.63

The porish constitution passed at this time, on March
L7 , 1921', did contain an article which her-d promise for the
rights of the German minority:

Articre 199t Every citizen has the right to retain hisnationality and thã use of his rangu-g" as wer_r_ asnationar identity. speciar state íur= assure themi-norities in the por-ish state of the furl and freedeveropment of their nationar- iaãniity, with the aid ofautonornous minori-ty associations ;hi"ir' nÀrÀ r"ö"r

u'ADAp, A, rv, # r!4, p. 24g.
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CONCLUSION

At the time of the implementation of the versailles
Treaty, Germany and poland hrere making some progress in
regulating their respective concerns through agreements on a
range of topics. A bilaterar treaty on minority protection
Ì,tas imminent. Germany's Foreign Ministry was receiving
advice on the specific provisions for such a treaty and the
principle of reciprocity was identified.

Then Poland's war with Russia and the potential effect
of economic pressure by Germany aroused hopes for the demise

of Pol-and. Now there hrere voices pressing for measures

intended to cause pol-and's colrapse and hoping to extract
the German minority from polish rure. The possibility of
changed circumstances for the cerman minority distracted
German diplomats from continuing negotiations on minority
protection through the middle of 1_920.

The Foreign Ministry responded to these pressures by

insisting on linkage between negotiations on economic

matters which wourd benefit poland and human questions which
woul-d address the needs of the Germans in pol_and and assuage

their advocates in Germany. The hope of gaining political
concessions from Pol-and in return for economic advantages
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vras a lasting sentiment in the Foreign Ministry.65

until- nid-l-920 frustratj-ons at being excluded from the
League of Nations and its dissatisfaction with the brevity
of the minority protection treaty had prompted Germany's

government to disrniss the treaty as a means of assuring the
rights of Germans in poland. Eventuall_y,

consideration was given to the tactic of
minority protection treaty as a basis for
treatment of Germans. However, implying

to Germany and recognizing the League of
avoided.

By the beginning of i"gzL the Foreign Ministry had ful1y
accepted reciprocity as a basis for negotiations with pol_and

on mj-nority rights. Thus, another hurdle to a bilateral
treaty was creared, ât l-east by the Foreign Ministry, if not
by other components of Germanyrs government. However, no$/

another looming issue, the future of upper silesia, provided
a reason to deJ_ay negotiations.

serious

utilizing the

attacking Polandts

its applicability
Nations had to be

65rn i-93r- state secretary Bü1ow confided this hope towal-ter Koch, Germany's Minister to prague, in a rettãr onthe German-Austrian customs union. Bülow expected that the
customs union would soon include czechoslovakia and rfthen
Poland with her unstable economic structures would besurrounded [and] we should have her in a vice. r seeF. G. stambrook, rrrhe German-Austrian customs union project
of L931-: A Study of cerman Methods and Motivesrr in Jouinalof Central European Affairs 21 (t_961), pp. 4I, 43.



POLAND:

FROM THE UPPER STLESTA PLEBISCTTE

TO THE GENEVÀ CONVENTTON ON UPPER STLESIA

The event overshadowing alr other matters in polish -
German rerations r¡as the plebiscite in upper silesia. This
took place on March 20, Lgzt" At stake was the possession

of a resource-rich and industriarly developed region r,¡ith a
large portion of German inhabitants. The German government

awaited the plebiscite in the expectation that it would

clarify matters and permit the resolution of various issues
in relation to Poland as werr as confirm its contror over
Upper Silesia.

CHÀPTER 10

AT{AITING THE RULING ON UPPER SILESIA

In the year preceding the plebiscite, the German

cabinet, struggred to devise a strategy for retaining the
loyalty of the people of upper siresia. Despite strong
protests from the prussian government, it considered

250
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offering sil-esia the status of an autonomous province.l The

matter was so sensitive that the Reich government had to
deny this possibility publicry even though it was giving it
serious consideration. rts decl-aration of september 10,

1920, stated that the upper si-resians would be free to
pursue their wishes for a federal state j-n accordance with
the constitution.2 However, according to the Foreign

Minister's speech to the parriamentary committee for foreign
affairs on october 2L, Lgzo, this declaration seemingly did
not satisfy the upper silesians. consequently, the Reich
government asserted that rif the upper silesi-ans want

autonomy then it should be provided to them.,3 The prussian

government fel-1 in line by promising that it would not
openry oppose the legislation for upper silesiars autonomy.a

An j.ntense campaign was !ì/aged by both German and porish

sides. To increase the prospects of an outcome favourabre
to Germany, the government promoted and facilitated the
participation of Germans entitred to vote but residing
elsewhere in Germany. As it turned out, sixty percent of
the votes cast favoured remaj-nj-ng with Germany. However,

contrary to German expectations, the Allied powers decided

rARK, Müller, r,
64 , p. 1_60.

2ARK, Feuerbach,
3ARK, Feuerbach,

4ARK, Feuerbach,

# 74, pp. 1,76-1,77; ARK, Feuerbach, #

# 65 , pp. l_60-l_61_.

# 9a, pp. 238-239"

# gZ, pp. 240-241,.
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that upper silesia should be divided between the two vying
states rather than be awarded entirely to the one preferred
by the majority. The implernentation of this decision was

drastically complicated because the majority preferences

within the districts did not yierd a clear border becween

Polish and German areas.

The supreme councir of the allies which had prescribed
the plebiscite in the versailles treaty and then supervised
it was not able to agree on a division of the region. The

matter was referred to the League of Nations which appointed
a committee to come up with a decisi-on. The League's

committee took several months to make a reconmendation and

the supreme council's determinati_on on the division of upper
SiÌesia was not made until fall_.

rn the meantime Germany made some moves to enhance the
attractiveness of awarding all or most of the province to
Germany rather than to poland. For instance, the Reich
government resolved to proceed toward the autonomy for upper
Si-lesia.5

on october 2r, 1,92r, the German cabinet received the
information that the Council of Arnbassadors had accepted the
ruling from the League of Nations on the partition of upper
silesia and that it was imposi-ng it. pol_and was granted the
greater portion of the territory, almost half of the
population, and the bulk of the industry.

5ARK, Feuerbach, # zi-g, p. 60g.



As the various national groups were scattered but very
much intermingled, any division of this region would
l-ead to the result that significant minorities would
remain on both sides of the border and that important
regions of common interest would be torn apart. In
view of these circumstances the decision taken includes
measures which assure the continuation of the economic
life as welL as the protection of minorities in upper
Silesia in the interest of a1l.ó

The foremost measure taken to assure the ongoing

economic viability and the observance of minority rights in
both parts of upper silesia was the instruction that the
Pol-ish and German governments each name a representative
within eight days to negotiate these matters. As a basis
for these negotiations, the council declared the polish
minority protection treaty tto be appricable to those parts
of upper siÌesia definitery recognized as part of porand'

and added that:

The principles of equity and the maintenance of the
economic life of upper silesia demand that the German
government should be bound to accept, ât least for thetransitional period of 15 years, aãting from thedefinitive al-l-ocation of the territory, stipulations
corresponding to Articles I, 2, 7, g, 9 (paragraphs 1
and 2), 10, II, and L2 of the said Treaty, as-regards
those parts of upper silesia definitiveJ-y recognized aspart of Germany.T

The final stipulation was that the provisions of this neÌ,t

treaty rfconstitute obl-igations of international concern for
Germany and Poland, and shalt be placed under the guarantee

The decision conceded that:
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of the League of Nations. rrE Thus the negotiation of a

bilateral and reciprocal treaty on rninority rights, albeit

only for a portion of their territories, was imposed on,

rather than initiated by, the two states.

Àfter agonizing over its response to the ruling,
Germany's cabinet resigned. fn its notice of resignation to

the president, the cabinet lamented that wide stretches of

land and flourishing German cities, the greater portion of

natural resources and four-fifths of the factories were to

be separated from the German homeland. Furthermore a large

portion of the population shifted to Poland was of cerman

origin and German language and, contrary to the right to
self-determination of nations and the clear result of the

plebiscite, would fatl under alien rule. The German nation

would never overcome Èhis loss which it had to accept

without resistance.e The requirement that the division of

Upper Silesia should be implemented under terms to be

negotiated between Pol-and and Germany did little to assuage

the distress within the German government.
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PREPARING FOR NEGOTIÀTTONS ON UPPER STLESTÀ

On October 26, 192L, the cabinet appointed Dr. Eugen

Schiffer, a former Justice minister, to lead the German
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negotiating team for the treaty on Upper Silesia.ro Later a

team of experts with specific responsibilities was

appointed. An official from the Interior Ministry, Hering,

was assigned responsibility for nationality legalities and

the protection of minorities.ll The Polish delegation was

led by Casinír olszowski.

The initial stance for the negotiation of the

convention on Upper Silesia was shaped by Ago von Maltzarr,

the expert for eastern Europe in the Foreign Ministry. fn a

memorandum distributed to Germanyts foreign embassies,

Maltzan disputed the tegality of the AlLied Powers' action

of requiring Germany and Poland to agree upon a transitional

treaty: rrTo the contrary, this stipulation assures both

affected stat,es the right to agree with each other, freely

and uninfluenced by third parties, oD matters requiring a

resolution. rrl2 The delegate of the Prussian government to

the negotiations reflected the same sentiment in an account

published several years afterwards.13

Soon after his appointment as leader of the Upper

Sitesia negotiations, Schiffer began receiving requests that

toARK, Wirth, I, # L24t pp" 344-345.
rlÀRK, I{irth, T, # Lsg, pp" 446-447.

t'ADÀe, A, v, # r7o, p. 346.

r3H. Göppert,, rrDas deutsch-polnische Abkommen über
oberschlesien vom 15. Mai L922 und seine Grundlagenrr in
Oberschlesien und der Genfer Schiedsspruch, êd. Dr.
Schmeisser and H. Göppert (Bres1au: Osteuropa-Institut /
Berlin and Breslau: Hermann Sack, L925) , pp. L7L-L74"



the protection of German minorities in all- of pol-and be

secured in the negotiations.la schiffer expressed his
initial stance on this demand in a note to the Foreign

Minister on November 28, 1-92i-z

The protection of minorities wíll play a cruciar role
in the coming negotiations. At this opportunity fintend to prove on the basis of porisn ãaninistrativepractice that the rights of our compatriots are trodden
under foot, in order to make clear that only very
specific provisions can guarantee the proteòtion of our
Upper S.ilesian compatriots who are nohr falling to
Poland. 15

The German cabinet, however, barery gave any attention
to the course of negotiations. schiffer reported for the
first and only tirne to the cabinet on November 30. on this
occasion he conceded that ,in the consideration of the
prot.ection of minorj_ties, the question of minority
protection i-n Poznania and west prussia would surely
surfacerr but did not propose to add these concerns in the
current tarks. The cabinet did not overrule his refusal to
include the mi-nority rights of Germans in the rest of
Poland. 1ó
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Schiffer requested comprehensive documentation from the

Foreign Ministry for him to prepare for the opening of

negotiations. Dirksen responded by sending Schiffer copies

of the booklet sponsored by the Foreign Ministry and

published under the name of a fictitious author the previous

year. This publication concluded with the assessment that

the minority treaty with Poland had failed in all respects:

instead |tit had remained a sheet of paper.rrlT Dirksen

promised to send a prognosis, based on the developments in
Poznania and l{est Prussia, of the fate of Germans in Upper

Silesia under Polish rule if binding guarantees would not be

attained for them. Schiffer also received documentation

from Dr. Carl Bruns, the spokesperson on the legalÍties of
minoríty protection. rB

The widespread expectation that Germanyrs negotiators

on Upper Silesia should attain positive results for Germans

elsewhere in Poland was reflected in an editorial in
Vorwärts on December 2, L921-z

We will be pressed to demand guarantees from the polish
government that the events of Poznania and Pomerania
not be repeated in Upper Silesia. If the Polish
government gives guarantees here then it ¡nust revise
its views on its policy t,oward Gerrnans in the other new

l7H. H. Schrader, Der Minderheitenschutz in der Republik
Polen (Berlin: [Auswärtiges Ant] | L92O), p. 28. Copy in
PAÀÀ, Verhandlungen über Oberschlesien, FiIe 119, K.
Minderheitenschutz, Band L (R 24778) " See above p. 227.

lsletters to Dr. Schiffer by Herbert von Dirksen,
November 30, 1921, and by CarI G. Bruns, November 2O, Lg2L,
in PAAA, Verhandlungen über Oberschlesien, File 118, K.
Minderheitensch'trLz, Band 1 (R 24779) .
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Polish areas as we]l. For it is impossible for Germany
to regard the German rninority in Poland in any.other
way than as a unity which is subject to one unified law
of minority protection for whose maintenance better
guarantees-¡rüst be given than hitherto.re

The office of the plenipotentiary for the German-Polish

negotiations on Upper Silesia was deluged with petitions on

the rights to be sought for the German minority. One of

these subrnissions t¡as a memorandum dat,ed December 8, L92L '
from a legal counsel in Breslau by the name of Wolff. He

had been requested to provide a sunmary based on the

experience of the initial months of Po1ish occupation of

Poznania. Wolff made several demands:

1. the stipulations for protecting rninority rights should

not be subverted in the transition period by military

rule

2. the right of Germans to travel freely should be upheld

during the transition period

3" for the long-term, that is, the fifteen years set down

by the ruling on Upper Silesia, both states should

promise that the transfer of property would not be

subjected to government interference

4" there should be no discrirnination against business

ent,erprises based on the nationality of the o!.tner

5" the right to vote should be preserved regardless of

t@s, December 2, ].92]-, p" 1.



The Deutscher Ostmarkenverein also pressed for a broad

pursuit of rights for Germans in all- of Pol-and. ft had met

on November 27 in Berl-in and had passed a strongly worded

resol-ution protesting against the decision to partition
Upper SiÌesia, the repression of Germans j-n poznania and

West Prussia, and the al-legation of Germany's guilt for the

rüar. The resolution also demanded that the German

government use every means to make the lot of the Germans

being delivered to Pol-and bearable by securing the rights
promised for them.

The leadership of the Ostmarkenverein forwarded the

resorution to the government arong with a cover letter which

made a demand not mentioned in the resolution. rt lamented

reports that Schiffer had stated that only the matters

rel-ated to the decision from Geneva on upper silesia would

be discussed. If this was the position of the German

government then:

The last opportunity to make the situation of Germandorn
in the already ceded parts of poznania and l,Iest prussia
a subject of the negotiations and to secure the
guarantees of the rights promised by the rninority
rights protection treaty to the Germans in polanã wourd
be removed.

The association refuted the claim of the German

government that it did not have the right to intervene in

nationality.'o
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internal Polish affairs and insisted that the pleni-
potentJ-ary for the negotiations in Upper Silesia rbe

instructed to make the question of the protection of the
German minorities in poland an object of the

negotiations. t,2r

schiffer rejected the appeal of the ostmarkenverein in
a letter dated December 1-7. He pointed out that all
questions on which Poland and Germany could not agree would

be subject to the arbitration of the chair appointed by the
League. Hence he had to be cautious in broaching topics for
negotiations. Furthermore the poles woul-d definitively and

rightfully refuse to go beyond the points in the supreme

council's decision on upper silesia. He defended himself by

reporting that he had cal-led upon the renowned expert, Dr.

carl G. Bruns, for inforrnation and advice and hence v/as werl
informed about the desires of the Germans in the ceded

territories.22

The ostmarkenverein answered schiffer on January 5,

L922, with an extensive challenge to his analysis. rt could
not see why the power granted to the chair shourd prevent
the German government from presenting all German wishes.

2lletter to the
Verein, November 29,
über Oberschlesien,
(R 2477e) 
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Now that Germany was obri-gated to observe the stipulations
of the Versail-Ies treaty for minorities, it could exert
itserf to make the protection of Germans in poznania and

!{est Prussia an object of negotiations. Germany should not

accede to Porand's refusal- to discuss this matter. porandrs

refusal simply demonstrated that it was failing to meet the

terms of the treaty and was therefore seeking to avoid

negotiations on this issue. ff Germany concluded an

economic treaty voruntarily then its representatives had the
right and the duty to expand the framework to meet the
interests of the Germans in poland, including those ín
Poznania and West Prussia.23

several erements in the prussian government supported

schiffer in his arguments against the wish of the cermans in
Poland that "in the negotiations on the protection of
minorities more precise agreements be attained with porand

on the consideration of the national minorities in the
entire territories of both states.' According to the
Prussian Minister of science, Art and publ-ic Education, this
desire was a delusion bound to fail in the face of polandrs

consistent refusar to permit any complaints to the League of
Nations by the German rninority. porand ,wourd arso hardly
observe a special treaty on minority protection concluded

with Germany.rf on the other hand, if poland itself would

23letter to Dr. Schif f er by
5, 1-922, in PA.AA, Verhandlungen
l-l-8, K. MinderheitenschtrEz, Band
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suggest such a treaty then Germany should not dismiss the

idea in principle. Rather the German government should

point out that in the fall of L9L9, it had attempted for
several weeks to achieve an agreement with Po1and on school

matters but then these talks had been broken off by the

Poles. Indeed Germany had included an article in its

constitution which granted considerable language rights to

minorities in Germany (Àrticle 113) and it had tried
repeatedly to conclude such a treaty with Denmark. Though

Germany had once been ready to reach rninority protection

treaties with its neighbouring states, now it was not

desirable to burden the already difficult negotiations on

the Upper Silesia situation with discussions pertaining to
territory beyond the plebiscite area rrand which therefore do

not belong to the realm of negotiations circumscribed in the

note of the Conference of Ambassadors. rrz

A longer document titled rrGermandom in Poland and the

Upper Silesian Negotiat,ions, rr and dated January 2, L922, v/as

also submitted to Schifferrs office.25 The pivotal point in
this brief was that Poland needed a favourable and

øLetter to Foreign Minister by the Prussian Minister
for Science, December 5, 192t, transcript in PAAA,
Verhandlungen über Oberschlesien, File 118, K.
Minderheitenschutz, Band 1 (R 247781. The Minister of
Justice for Prussia indicated his fuIl agreement with his
colleague in a note on December 23, L92L.

ãttDas Deutschtum in Polen und die oberschlesischen
Verhandlungen, rr January 2, L922, in PA.AA, Verhandlungen über
Oberschlesien, File 118, K. Minderheitenschutz, Band 1 (R
24778) 
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comprehensive economic agreement with Germany so much that

it would be ready to negotiate ext.ensive minority rights for

Germans in aII of Poland concurrently with the negotiations

on Upper Silesia. The other trump in Germanyts hand could

be the offer of a generous mutual treaty on the protection

of respective national minorities. According to this paper,

the clever playing of these two cards could lead to the

resolution of aII outstanding issues between Poland and

Germany and rrespecially to a guarantee for the existence of

the German minority in Poland.26

The paper noted that with the decision on Upper Silesia

a ne$¡ phase had begun in the protection of minorities.

Since Germany was forced to recognize reciprocity in

minority protection and since the policies of both states

had been placed under the guarantee of the League of

Nations, the nationality conflicts between Germany and

Poland vrere no longer purely internal or bilateral matters

but would henceforth be under constant international

scrutiny. As Poland would attenpt to bring the struggle of

Poles in Germany into the international limelight, there was

only one option: Germany must supercede the Po1es by

developing its own generous ninorities policy. The

reconmendation t,o the German government was that:

We offer the Polish government that vte come to an
understanding on the basis of a generous program for
the mutual treatment of the national ninorities in

26ttDeutschtun in Polenrrr p. 1.



Eleven reasons were presented why Germany should pursue

a comprehensive reciprocal treaty on minority protection.

The writer $¡as confident that in the conpetition between the

German and Polish national communities, Germandom would

retain and even improve its standing, whether this related

to schools, charitable inst,itutions, language user or

religion. The final argument Íras as follows:

Gerrnany is the state which has by far the largest
number of compatriots abroad. Everywhere Germandom is
fighting for the maintenance of its nationhood and the
preservation of its minority rights in foreign states.
It is an unavoidable necessity that Germany gets the
moral leaÊership in the realm of minority politics into
its hand.28

With regard to the upcoming negotiations, the Polish

government should be left in no doubt that Germany knew only

of two possibilities:

Either to make a generous economic deal with Poland
simultaneously with a generous regulation of the
minority issue or instead to linit itself to the
minimum demanded by the note of the Conference of
Ambassadors.2e

The line of argumentation conformed to the positions

taken by Dr. Carl G" Bruns in previous submissions. In any

caser on February 9, L922, Bruns forwarded a compilation of
the wishes of the Germans in Poznania and West prussia along

with a draft proposal for the responsibilities of the Mixed

Germany and Poland set up by ourselves.2T
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commission.30

A set of guidelines for the negotiations on minority
protection hras drafted within the Foreign Ministry.3r The

fundamental instruction was that the negotiations should

assure the implementation of the individual articles of
Poland's minority protection treaty as cited in the decisíon

imposed of the Supreme Councj-L. Ho\n/ever, while these

principles should be expressed in the convention on Upper

Silesia, it should not simply be a re-statement of the text
of the previous treaty. Experience had shown that these

v/ere only qeneral promises which the Polish government had

thwarted by adrninistrative measures.32

Despite the calls to use this occasion to press for the

entrenchment of minority rights for Germans throughout

Poland, the guidelines projected only an indirect impact on

the situation of the Germans in other parts of poland:

Their rninority rights are to be strengthened by
reaching specific stipulations for Upper Silesia [whicharel as extensive as possible landl which correspond to
the inner spirit of the minority protection treaty.33

Regarding the Po1ish minority in German parts of Upper
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Silesia, it was conceded that some improvements for the

Poles would result fro¡n the negotiations.

Thus, in the words of the Belgian diptomat in charge of

the drafting committee, Georges Kaeckenbeeck, Germany

proposed a rrveritabte charter of minority rights '
interpreting, defining, and amplifying the provisions of the

minorities treaty, and demanding the extension of the local

international supervision to the whole agreement, namely the

language and school provisions. rril

This observer also recalled that the German delegation

often repeated that without cLear and comprehensive

guarantees for the Germans, there would be large-scale

emigration. The irnplied threat was that German management

personnel and skilled workers would depart, leaving Poland

with the land and the industries of Upper Silesia buÈ fev¡

qualified workers to sustain its economic life.35

Gernany had its own strong interest in keeping as many

Gernans in Silesia as possible: to maintain the German

population base which would legitirnate the re-assertion of

Germanyts claim to all of Upper Silesia. Thus, a crucial

goal for the German delegation was to secure the right of

Germans to obtain Potish citizenship. If this right was

attained, then it was hoped that Germans would be willing to

make the rrsacrificer of becoming citizens of Poland for the
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sake of the fatherland. This was articulated by Prussia's

representative to the talks:
Upper Sil-esia wilt only be retained for German culture
if as many Germans as possible not only survive in that
land, but attain the secure position which is only
accorded to citizens. only the citizen is secure
against expulsion. only he can call upon the rights
accorded to linguistic and religious minorities. only
as Polish citizens can Germans enter the municipal
representative bodies, the parliament of the district
of Upper Silesia and the parliament in Vüarsaw and there
form a force together with their German brothers from
Poznania and West Prugsia and the other foreign
components of Pol-and.'o

The German delegation was also acutely aware that

everything which it obtained for the benefit of the German

minority in the Polish zone would affect Germany's internal

situation:

It believed that it had to make this sacrifice for a
higher duty which Germany has toward Germandom in the
former cerman land, the duty to sustain an invisible
state of cermandom which rises above the pitifully
mutilated political state.37

NEGOTIATTNG THE GENEVA CONVENTION ON UPPER SILESTA

Despite its initial gloomy attitude toward the

negotiations on the convention for Upper Silesia, Germany

soon found that it couLd successfully assert its positions

and pursue its goals. The negotiations began in Geneva on

November 2t I92I, chaJ-red by Felix Calonder, former

President of the Swiss Confederation. At Germany's

insistence the negotiations were moved to Upper Silesia for

36Goeppert,
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sessions from December 9, LgzL, unt,il January 28, L922.38

There the negotiating teams forned several commissions to

deal with various aspects of the convent,ion. Minority

rights \fere assigned to the eleventh Commission.3e The

negotiations resumed in Geneva on February 15. Here they

lasted until earlY MaY.

As the negotiations proceeded the German diplomats

became aware of several factors which gave them advantages

over their Polish counterparts and that therefore their

efforts could bring some benefits for their side. This

realization overcame the initial irritation at being coerced

to negotiate under the supervision of the League of Nations'

Furthermore, Calonder was perceived to be a fair and correct

chairperson. under such a fair mediator Germany felt the

legitimacy of its position would be recognized and not

in¡nediately disrnissed simply because it was the defeated

enemy "

Yet another advantage noticed by German participants

was that their expertise and experience far exceeded those

of the poles who were novices in international negotiations"

Thus the German negotiators were usually given the tasks of

drafting the clauses of the convention. This role allowed

them to retain the initiative in formulating the terms of

3sRecker pp" t1-7-L22¡ Goeppert, p" 180.

3eKaeckenbeeck, p" L2"



the agreement.ao It also placed an unwelcome task on the

German diplornats as they had to expend efforts toward

shaping conditions v¡ithin Po1and:

It was not only the protection of the national,
ecclesiastical and l-inguistic minorities which lay on
the hearts of the Germán delegation" It also had to
ptace particular emphasis on shaping the lega1
ãonditions in the Pótisn zone-4r

This broader duty originated from the mandate given by the

Supreme Council to assure the economic viability of Upper

Silesia across the new boundary. Additionally, German

diplornats had to devote their efforts to formulating a legal

basis for minority rights in Poland for the sake of

protecting the German minority, because such a legal basis

was not, yet present in Polish }egislation.

The German side soon discerned that the Allies lacked

confidence in Poland and that the Council decision to impose

negotiations on the two states htas intended to prevent

abuses by poland.a2 This ahrareness also gave German

negotiat,ors an advantage, even if only an intangible one.

AIl of these factors emboldened Germany to propose a

very comprehensive set of rninority rights. Its diplomats

rrere resolved to gain as much as possible for their

compatriots facing Polish ru1e. The minutes of the third

neeting of the commission on minority protection on December
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L2, LgzL, in Beuthen, upper silesia, recorded the formal

premise of Germanyts intentions:

onthepartofGermany,againit-ishighligl¡ted.that
the minotity protectiãn tieaty already applie: t9
poland ana üoütd also have been in force in the Upper
Silesian lart of Po1and even without the special
decision äf tne Conference of Ambassadors of october
20, Lg2L. Germany had been obligated by !t'i: decision
to make appiopriate agreements in the I'stipulations
correspotããt"ä,, with ieference to the part of the
tf"Uirèite region rernaining part of Germany for reasons
of econori" ,rñity and tne ãairness of the obligations'
These agreements do not need to be lirnited to the
Iiteral repetition of the treaty prescriptions already
applicable'in Poland but could take on more precise
tãi¡ns.a3

The German negotiators were alvare that any concessions

they could gain through the treaty for the Germans in the

area now to be ceded to Poland would have to be matched by

the same provisions for the Polish minority in the region to

be retained by Germany. However, at stake was the goal of

easing the conditions of the Germans in the Polish part' of

Upper Silesia so that as many as possible would remain

there, attain Polish citizenship and thus maintain German

interests. Indeed it was hoped that eventually Germany's

claim to the territory could be re-asserted under more

favourable international circurnstances. This pronpted the

cerman delegation to pursue with speciaÌ persistence the
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anchoring of the rights of minorities in a treaty.#

The section on minority rights proved to be one of the

most, difficult aspects of the treaty. One area of lengthy

dispute was the right of association. Germany insisted upon

the inclusion of a provision for the freedom of minority

associations in conformity with the liberal article in its

osrn constitution (Àrticle L24) " Poland rejected this

position as an intrusion upon its legislative sovereignty'45

The German position prevailed and Article 78 of the

Convention read as follows:

The fact that associations devote themselves to the
interest of minorities as regards their langluage,
culture, religion, ethnical character or social
relations, cañnot constitute a reason for prohibiting
these associations, hindering their activities, ot
pieventing them from acquiriñg legaI status'46

The extended talks on minority protection yielded a

substantial body of provisions which formed Part III of the

Convention. Preceding the section on minority rights was a

detailed set of stipulations clarifying the entitlenent to

citizenship" Articte 25 det,ermined that German nationals

residing in the Polish part of the plebiscite area on the

date of the transfer to Potand acquired the right to Polish

citizenship and lost German citizenship. The following

clauses ensured this right to Polish citizenship in special
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cases such as temporary absences and set out the procedure

for obtaining it.

In the preface to Part III, the principle of rrequitable

reciprocity" was indicated as the basis for the acceptance

of the inscribed rninority rights by Germany and Poland.a7

Then the pertinent articles of the minority protection

treaty between the All-ied Powers and Poland from June 1919

were incorporated into the convention (Àrticles 64-72).

Article 74 set down a most significant principle:

The question whether a person does or does not belong
to a racial, linguistic or religious rninori-ty, may not
be verified or dísputed by the ãuthorities.as

Thereby, the two parties accepted the rrsubjectiverr quality

of nationality in contrast to the "objective'r definition

based on factors such as birth and lanquage by which

governments could claim or deny the nationality of citizens"

The Convention also covered. civil and political rights

(Articles 75-83), religion (84-96) | private education (97-

1-04) , public elementary education, (105-Ll-4), vocational,

secondary and higher education (l-l-5-1-30) and language use

(t_31_-t46). Finally the rights to petitj-on and methods of

appeal \t/ere delineated.

The Convention on Upper Silesia was signed on May L5,

Lg22, in Geneva and thus was called the rrGeneva Convention.rl

the leader of Germany's delegation, Schiffer, described his

aTKaeckenbeeck,

asKaeckenbeeck,
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country's perspective on this occasion:

It was not of our free witl that we came to the
Geneva negotiationst it vias an obligation arising out
of the Aeóision of October 20, Ig2L, . . The idea
that my signature, subject to the ratification by the
Reichslag, is bringing us nearer to the day when a
great p"ít' of Uppei silesia will- be ceded, and
Èhousands of foyäf Germans wilt be torn from their
fatherland, is ñeart-rending to us, and prevents us
from feeling any real satisfaction, aDY true pleasure.
Nonethelã==, thË importance of an historical event is
essentially that it is not merely an end, but also a
beginning.ae

with this final comment schiffer was groping for hope

hope that the comprehensive provisions for the protection of

minorities and for the continuation of economic life in

Upper Silesia as formulated in the Geneva Convention could

be the beginning of a peaceful era and not only the end of

Upper Silesia's attachment as an intact province to Germany"

On the occasion of the actual transfer of jurisdiction

over eastern Upper Silesia to Poland, Schiffer explicitly

noted some constructive possibilities for the German

minority:
You will be separated from the German Reich; you will
be received inlo the bonds of a different state, into
the sovereignty of another state. The constitution and
the laws of this land deserve your respect and
obedience. But this treaty provides you with the
possibility of continuing your German life without
ãttecting your duties as citizens, not only in the
economic-rãalrn but also in the culturaL, national and
philosophical realm.

In contrast to the negative attitude at the outset of

the negotiations, Schiffer now presented a more positive
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viet¡. He alluded to the fairness of the chair of the

negotiations: rrWe came to an agreement, not under the

pressure of a third party, a stranger, a judge, before whom

we had to bow down, but rather in a free decision which we

take upon ourselves. rr5o

Goeppert, the representative of the Prussian government

in these deliberations, summarized the success of the German

negotiators as follows:

Despite the most persistent resistance of the Poles,
who would have preferred to 1i¡nit themselves to a plain
repetition of the short statements of the treaty of
June 1-9L9 concluded with the Entente, which apparently
are already inconvenient enough for their approach in
Poznania and West Prussia, it v/as possible after long
struggle, finally under pressure from Calonder, to set
up a well thought through system of norms which permit
the minorities to nurture their cultural, linguistic
and religious interests in aIl aspects of life, and
which wil-I, insofar as is possible through treaties,
protect our German minorities in east Upper Silesia
from the heavy pressure to which the Polish citizens of
German nationality or evangelical- religion in Vlest
Prussia are subject.5l

The Convention v/as approved by the German cabinet on

May L7 and presented to the Reichstag on May 23. It was

passed by the Reichstag on May 30, 1922, in an atmosphere of

pathos and nationalism.52 The notices of ratification hlere

exchanged at oppel-n in Upper Silesia on June 3.53 The

Council- of the League of Nations placed the stipulations of
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the Convention under the same guarantee as it had the

original minorities protection treaty for Poland.

I{OVING ON OTHER GERMAN-POLISH TSSUES

Coinciding with the beginning of the negotiations

toward the Convention on Upper Silesia, there was also

movement on other aspects of German-Polish relations of

crucial interest to the German minority. In the fall of

L92L the Foreign Ministry initiated an inclusive
organization for the advocacy of Germans abroad. This would

allow it to control, or at least monitor, the many different
groups which often undertook actions which were contrary to
the governmentts approach.s On another front, the Foreign

Ministry had to dissuade the rnilitary frorn undertaking

special measures to quelt Potish agitation in East Prussia.

The Foreign Ministry predicted that such actions would

provoke sinilar measures against the German minority in the

ceded territories and the outcome would be $rorse for
Germany.ss On November 18, LgzL, the draft of an agreement

with Poland on the implementation of citizenship options was

approved by the German cabinet.56

The shapers of Germany's foreign policy also had to
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review their prognosis for the future of Po1and. Some had

expected that Pol-and would soon collapse due to its internal
weakness and, on this basis called for negotiation tactics
which would increase pressure on Poland. The Foreign

Ministry itsel-f had come to the conclusion that it would be

a mistake to count on the i-mminent demise of poland. In a

memorandum dated December 10, L921,, two positive roles of
Poland for Germany r^rere highlighted: as a market for German

products and as a bridge to Russia. Therefore it would be

in Germany's interest to strengthen polandrs agriculture and

to rnake it open to German industrial products.5T This

impl-ied continuing constructive dipromatic rer-ations with
its neighbour.

severar weeks later Dirksen reported that a director in
the Polish Foreign Ministry, Kazimierz olszowski, had

mentioned his governmentts intention to resume the general

German-Polish negotiations as soon as the negotiations on

upper silesia v/ere concluded. Dirksen asserted that it was

also i-n Germany,s interest that these talks be resumed.ss

In a follow-up note he indicated that these tal,ks, though

they hrere labelled as economic negotiations, encompassed all_

outstanding issues between Poland and Germany. These had

been dealt with in Paris in L9r9 as well as in poznania in
April i-920. A separation into economj-c and non-economic

57ADAP,

58ADAP,
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topics would be ineffectual.5e Thus there was the prospect

of renewed attention to a bilateral treaty on minority
rights" Dirksen also reported that the Upper Silesian

negotiations hrere going so well in the opinion of the Poles

that the Polish Foreign Ministry was much more flexible in
its deali-ngs on German matters.ó0

In January the new Polish Foreign Minister presented

PoÌand's two fundamental- demands of Germany: the full
irnpÌementation of the Versailles Treaty and the acceptance

of Pol-and's alliance with France. Haniel responded from

Berlin on February 1-t 1922, by stating that Germany had

enough realism to know that the aIÌiance with France was the

basis of Polandts foreign relations. He also expressed

Germany's demand that rrPoland meet its obligations, namely

with ref erence to German minorities. ttól

As the negotiations on the convention for Upper Silesia
wound down, Germany \das fending off the Poles who v/ere

anxious to resume the comprehensive negotiations. On May B,

one week before the signing of the ceneva Convention, the

Porish Foreign Minister Konstanty skirmut met Dirksen at the

Genoa Conference and pressed for an early beginning of
general negotiations between their countries after the

conclusion of the convention on Upper Sil-esia. Dirksen
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again referred the Minister to the rrsevere complaints which

would be presented on the part of Germany against the

treatment of the German minorities in Poland which could

dampen the atmosphere. rró2

However, even after the mutually acceptable conclusion

of the Convention on Upper Silesia, progress on a general

treaty with Poland, one which woul-d incl_ude general

provisions for the German rninority, was stymied. The

discussions did begin in the following month and Dirksen

again emphasized to his counterpart the importance of
rfdecent treatment of the German minoritytt for ftthe

satisf actory resol-ution of the mutual- relationships. 1163

However, his several appears Ì¡/ere arl- rejected by the poles

who were not wil-l-ing to include thís issue in the
preliminary negotiations. Thus Dirksen had to acknowledge

that the initial agreement on general German-polish

relations had one deficiency, namely ,that we could not
negotiate anything for the Germans in poznania. r Dirksen

noted that his position was made difficurt by prussia's
policy on the treatment of the polish minority.ú

CONCLUSTON

Germany was quite distressed by most aspects of the
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decision on Upper Silesia: the delay after the plebíscite,

the l-oss of the eastern portion to Poland and the

instruction to negotiate terms of the partition. After

recovering from the shock, its diplomats formulated a

realj-stic AoaI and an effective strategy for their task. A

comprehensive set of rights were to be secured for the

Germans in the part of Upper Silesia shifting to Poland. In

the process Pol-and was to be exposed as an oppressor of

national- minorities.
Germany nor¡/ accepted reciprocity in a minority

protection treaty, albeit only for a fraction of its
territory. The German architects of the Geneva Convention

made as much of overcomj-ng the domestic resistance against

reciprocity as they did of obtaining comprehensive rights
from Pol-and.

Despite strong demands, Germany would not attempt to
broaden the negotiatj-ons on Upper Silesia to include

minority rights for Germans in all of Poland. Again, a
broad-scaIe bilateral treaty with Poland was not pursued

though the opportunity presented itself. While German

officials $/ere ready to point to the oppression of the

German minority in Poznania and West Prussia in order to
strengthen their case for the rights of Germans in Upper

Silesia, they were unwilling to pursue practical

improvements for them in this encounter.

In any case, the negotiations yielded a full range of
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rights for the mj-norities in both parts of Upper Silesia. A

significant element in the Geneva Convention hras the mutual

acceptance of the principle of the subjective nature of

national identity. This was a step beyond the definitÍon
found in the constitution of the Weimar Republic.

After the signing of the Geneva Convention, Germany and

Pol-and returned to the project of a general treaty. Germany

again sought to include provisions for the German ninority
in Poland but was again disappointed. Nevertheless, it
proceeded with the negotiations because of the economic

importance of good relations with poland.



The protection of German minorities in Eastern Europe

had always contended with other goals of the German Reich,

and as the preceding survey has shown, it was often

subordinated to one or more of these. Hor,/ever, in the

negotiation of the Geneva convention on Upper Silesia, the

protection of the rights of the German minority came to the

fore. In this case, subst,antial and extensive rights vtere

pursued and secured by German diplomats" How was the

balance of goals different in this case?

CHAPTER 11

CONCLUSION

THE GOALS OF MINORITY PROTECTION

The stated goal of Germany's diplonatic advocacy for

the Germans in Eastern Europe in the years 1918 to 7-922 was

to attain rights which would enhance the quality of life for

German minorities. Certainly, this was also the foremost

goal in Germany's negotiation with Poland on minority rights

for its citizens affected by the partition of Upper Silesia"

Indeed, the Foreign Ministry was quick to decide to pursue

an extensive set of rights and to set down quite specific
provisions in the Convention.
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Germany's diplomacy on minority protection also served

several goals of the ner.¡ republic which hlere not placed in

forefront. The German government wanted a Germanic

population to remain in the new states of Eastern Europe in

order to sustain a basis for (re-)clairning territory for

Germany, especially in Poland, for facilitating commercial

opportunities, and for promoting policies favourable to

Germany. It was also anxious to nininize the population

pressure within Germany by reducing the immigration of

Germans from neighbouring states.

Thus Germany had state interests which would be

enhanced by any provisions which made remaining in their

country of residence more possible and attractive for

Germans" Securing rights for the German population of

eastern Upper Silesia was also in line with these purposes

of the German state. This !'ras an additional incentive for

the diplomat,s negotiating with Poland.

THE TRRELEVANCE OF PRIOR FOREIGN POLÏCY GOALS

As in the pre-r./ar period and during the First Vfor1d

War, the protection of German minorities was also

subordinated to the higher ranking internatj-onal goals of

the German state in the first years of the ÌÍeimar era. The

German governrnent, and especially its Foreign Ministry, was

so overwhelmed by more immediate and more immense domestic

and international problems that it could hardly attend to



the plight of the Auslandsdeutsche.

These priorities included several foreign policy goals

which overtly countered the advocacy for Germans abroad:

stabilizing the political conditions in the new states,

resisting any loss of Germany's territory to Po1and,

establishing normal relations, attaíning regional influence,

and (re-)gaining access to narkets such as in

Czechoslovakia, Russia and Romania. However, none of these

issues ltere at stake in the case of Upper SiLesia's

partition.

While there was some urgency in providing both parts of

Upper Silesia with viable terms for their economic and

social development, the situation was far less volatile than

any which had existed in territories under the control of

Germany or Austria at the end of the $¡ar. At that time the

dread of Bolshevik forces gaining influence in Latvia,

Estonia and Czechoslovakia had prornpted Gerrnany's officials

to recognize new national governments while foregoing

guarantees for the German populations there" In Upper

Silesia, âs in the rest of Europe, there was sufficient
peace and order establ-ished by the Al1ies, that Germany did

not need to fear a collapse with negative consequences for

Germans.

Germany found the transfer of eastern Upper Silesia to

Poland as difficult, to accept as the previous cessions of

Posen and West Prussia. However, there was absolutely no
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possibilíty or hope of preventing this loss. Thus, neither

the conteurplation of desperate diplomatic or military

strategies, nor the art,iculation of passionate protests,

delayed or obscured the task of negotiating provisions for

the rights of Germans about to be transferred to Poland" In

contrast to Germanyts response to the first territorial

cessions to Poland, now the Foreign Ministry expended its

energy in articulating the rights to be attained for this

new Gernan minority and in negotiating on its behalf.

In relation to most of the states of Eastern Europe'

and notably to Russia, Germany's eaqerness to form

commercial ties had demoted its readiness to press for

guarantees for the fair treatment of Germans. Most

strikingly, Bolshevik control of Russia, with its

predictable consequences for the propertied German settlers,

was readily accepted. A stance of non-intervention, also

with respect to Germans in Russia, was adopted. However,

Germanyts commercial ties to Poland were not jeopardized by

advocating the rights of the cermans in eastern Upper

Silesia. Indeed, even as the Upper Silesia question

suspended the regulation of other bilateral issues, Poland

repeatedly signalled its desire to resume talks affecting

trade between the two countries as soon as possible.

overall, the advocacy of rights for the German minority

in Upper Silesia was not subverted by higher ranking foreign

policy goals" Due to the international situation in general
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and the resolute irnpositíon of the ruling on Upper Silesia

by the Allied Powers, the pursuit of goals which could

detract from the protection of Germans v¡as either impossible

or irrelevant in relation t,o Upper Silesia.

THE COUPATIBILTTY T{ITH PRIOR TACTICS

on the other hand, several aspects of the Upper Silesia

negotiations conformed to the tactics previously employed by

Germany for the protection of the German minorities in

eastern Europe: the quest for a bilateral treaty with

Poland, the linkage to commercial agreements and the direct

negotiation of rninoríty rights.

Since the end of the war Germany had sought a bilateral

treaty with Potand which would cover minority rights. As

Germany would have been the doninant party, such a treaty

might have avoided the more drastic losses imposed by the

Allies in the peace treaty of Versailles" It might also

have secured more rights for the German minority and have

obligated Poland directly to Germany for their observance.

Furthermore, Germany was not only enraged by the cessions to

Poland stipulated by the Versailles Treatyt it was also

dissatisfied with the vague provisions of the treaty between

the Allied Powers and Poland on minority protect.íon.

cermany wanted a treaty with direct mutual obligations

between Poland and itself.

Hitherto the pursuit of a bilateral treaty covering
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minority protection with Poland had been thwarted by

Polandts refusal and Francets intervention as well as by

resistance within Germany. For Upper Silesia such a treaty

was mandated by the Allies and Germany's diplornats could

devote themselves to the goal, even if only for a portion of

Polandts territory. To those who pressed for an agreement

covering all of Poland, they suggested that the model terms

negotiated for Upper Silesia would exert pressure for their

broader application in the rest of Poland"

Another tactic for attaining minority protection for

cermans in Poland had been linking the conclusion of

economic agreements beneficial to Poland with commitments by

Poland t,o the just treatment of the German minority. This

linkage had been resisted by Poland as well as by some

elements in the German government. The prospect of

negotiating terms which would facilitate the future

prosperity of a state receiving German land and people, even

if for the sake of the German population being transferred,

caused anguish for Germanyts diplomats and policy makers"

Thus, Germanyts diplomats had not been able to

implement a linkage of commercial agreements and minority

protection" Now the instructions from the Allies bound

these together. The treaty on the partition of Upper

Silesia was supposed to include terms which assured the

economic well-being as well as the social peace of this

region. The commercial issues and minority protection were



to be negotiated simultaneously and imbedded in one

Convention.

The negotiations on Upper Silesia also perrnitted the

futl advantage of direct negotiation by Germany itself for

the conditions of the German rninority. Germany's exclusion

from the Peace Conference in Paris had deprived it of the

possibility of participating in the drafting of the several

rninority protection treaties for the rrnehl statesrr in eastern

Europe. Nor was it appropriate for Germany to negotiate

with Czechoslovakia for minority rights. Here the

prerogative lay with Austria or with the Germans in Bohemia

themselves. German diplomats had been constantly frustrated

and critical of the approach of the leaders of the German

minority. In the case of Russia the absence of diplomatic

relations precluded virtually all dealings. For Upper

Silesia the Foreign Ministry took full advantage of the

opportunity of direct negotiations with a state containing a

significant German population.

The parameters of the negotiations on the future of

Upper Silesia !¡ere compat,ible with these crucial elements of

Weimar Germany's strategy for the protection of German

minorities.
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THE CONVERGENCE OF POLITICAL CONCERNS

A unique feature of the Geneva Convention was that the

nationalist and the internationalist concerns of German
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potitícians converged. The negotiations provided German

nationalists with an occasion for exposing Poland's

treatment of Germans as cruel and ineptr âs weII as an

opportunity to act upon their vision of a cerman nation

which transcended state borders. However by sett,ing down

the precise nature of the rights of the German minority,

constraints were placed on such nationalist fervour and a

legal channel ütas provided for these sentiments.

In this respect, the Convention took on some of the

constructive suggestions of the independent socialists, in
particular, the inviolability of the individual's choice of

nat,ionality and the entrenchment of a broad range of rights.
Admittedly, this convergence of internationalist and

nationalist goals hras facilitated by the resolve of the

Allies that Gernany reach an accord with Poland. The

conclusion of a convention with Poland, âs determined by the

Allies, could only be possible on the basis of reciprocity

and this principle placed a constraint on the demands of the

nationalists "

Thus, both camps, though fatally hostile toward one

another, could support the negotiation of minority rights
for Germans in Upper Silesia.

THE CONFLUENCE T{ITH NEW TRENDS

The dynanic which contributed most to the Foreign

Ministry's constructive approach toward the negotiation of
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the Geneva Convention was the confluence of several new

directions being explored in the initial period of Weimar

Germany's foreign policy: reciprocity in minority rights,
concluding bilateral treaties to handle conflicts, and

cooperation with the League of Nations.

The one factor which had hindered advocacy for Germans

abroad in the immediate post-war years and which also had to

be overcome on the way to the Geneva Convention was the

apprehension, especially in Prussia, about the effect of

increased minority rights on Germany's internal life. This

domestic AoaI had obstructed the negotiation of minority
protection on the basis of reciprocity. However, in the

Geneva Convention, this concern was subordinated to goal of
protecting the cermans being transferred to Poland.

The intentions of the treaty which the Allies
instructed Germany and Po1and to negotiate could only be

realized if both countries were ready to accept reciprocity
as a principle" C1early, each party had to be willing to
provide to the minority within its borders the rights which

it demanded for it,s nationals in the otherrs territory.
This prerequisite confirmed the position of those German

officials who had previously called for reciprocity and

overrode the objections of those whose prinary concern was

Germany's internal homogeneity.

Horvever, the apprehensions about expanding the rights
of the Porish and other minorities within Germany were eased
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by the linitation of the application of reciprocity to Upper

Silesia. The appeals to broaden the negotiations to attain
greater rights for Germans in other parts of Poland were

refused, with the formal reason that, this would not be

pernitted by the other parties in the negotiat,ions but the

underlying reason was the reluctance to granting sinilar

rights to minorities within Germany. The stipulation of the

Ä,llies that the negotiations focus on Upper Silesia con-

formed to the preferences of those politicians and officials

who feared an expansion of the rights of non-Germans.

Nevertheless, need for reciprocity in Upper Silesia and

the acceptance of this principle by Germany was in line with

a trend within the Foreign Ministry which continued for the

next several years. this approach foundered on internal
resistance, especially by Prussia, to any steps toward

granting cultural autonomy to minorities within Germany.l

The negotiation of the Geneva Convention also coincided

with a cornmitment to resolve international conflicts by

peaceful negotiation. In December L92L, coincidental with

the start of the talks on Upper Silesia, Germany concluded a

treaty with Switzerland on the arbitration of disputes.

Promoting the resolution of international disputes by

mediation t¡as declared to be one of Germanyrs trmost

important duties in foreign policy."2 Given its rnilitary

lsee Fink, rrWeimar Republicrrr pp" 53-63"
2Krüger, Aussenpolitik, p. 21.
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weakness and, until L924, internal turmoil, this was also a

realistic position for the new republic.

A comment by the Foreign Ministry which accompanied the

presentation of the draft treaty with Switzerland to the

cabinet on September 21, L92L, cast more lÍght on this
pursuit of medíation treaties:

The wish . to establish a lasting order for peace
among states, can adnittedly only be realized through
an understanding which embraces all states of the
wor1d. At this time, such a general understanding does
not lie within the realm of possibility. In any case,
the government of the Reich can only pursue its goal by
concluding special agreements with individual foreign
governments which approach her with the same view.3

Here the potential of the League of Nations for establishing

Iasting peace was inplicitly disnissed and the conclusion of
a series of bilateral treaties which ignored the League hras

advocated" In several respects the Geneva Convention with
Poland could fit into this pattern of separate treaties
obligating other states to Germany.

At the end of t922 the Foreign Ministry received a

further encouraçtement for diplomacy on the protection of
national- minorities. Notably this appeal drew inspiration
from the treaty concluded with Soviet Russia at the same

time as the signing of the Geneva Convention, a bilateral
agreement which surprised and circumvented the other states

of Europe. The memorandum r^¡as critical of Germanyrs fearful
preoccupation with the reparations issue and chided the

,ABK, !^Iirth, I, # za, pp. zzo-2zL, n. 4.
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government for not, naking more effective use of the weapons

provided by the opponent: the freedom of nationalities

IttVölkerfreiheittt] and the right to self-determination, in
the interest of cermandom in the east. After the Rapallo

Treaty, the first independent move in Germanyrs foreign
policy, should follow rradvocacy for the protection of

ninorities with all the means of foreign policy.I'a

In 1-924 the Foreign Ministry sought a bilateral treaty
on cultural autonomy with Denmark but failed due to
Prussia's rejection of the potent,ial reciprocity.5 The

exploration of bilateral treaties on mínority rights
involving reciprocity culminated in October IgZ4, when

Germanyts Foreign Minister, Gustav Stresemann, surveyed

Germany's envoys in eastern Europe. Stresemann inquired how

these states would respond if Germany would perrnit cultural
autonomy for the rninority nationalities within Germany and

thereby establish a basis for reciprocal minority rights.
l{ourd these st,ates be open to bilateral treaties which would

enhance the conditions of the Gerrnan minorities? The move

toward reciprocity was halted by the responses. None of the

envoys v¡ere of the opinion that the governments in the

countries in which they were posted would be willing to

4ttEintreten Deutschlands für den Schutz der Minderheit-
êrrtt by CarI G. Bruns(?), undated in PA.AA, Abteilung VI.A.,
Deutschtum im Ausland, Band 3, Schutz der Minderheiten,
L922-t923 (R 60403) tK L768 / 433684-4336851. cf. pieper,
p. 7s.

5Fink, rrWeimar Republic, tt pp. 5g-60.
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conclude a treaty with cermany on the protection of national
ninorities based on the principle of reciprocity.6

Another possible rout,e for securing the fair treatment

of Germans abroad was the League of Nations. However, until
the negotiations on Upper Silesia, Germany was rnost

reluctant to recognize the role of the League of Nations Ín

the protection of national minorities even though the

treaties on ninority protection had been placed under the

gruarant,ee of the League. fn its consternation at being

excluded from the League, it took several years and some

debate before Germanyrs officials decided that Germany could

fornally refer to Poland's treaty on the protection of
minority rights in its protests about the treatment of
Germans in Po1and. Even then caution was practised to avoid

any appearance of formal relations between Germany and the

League. Thus a broader international concern had inhibited
the diplomatic efforts on behalf of Germans abroad.

Initially, Germany $ras also displeased that the

negotiations on the separation of Upper Silesia were to be

conducted under the supervision of the League of Nations.

As it had no choice, Germany relented on a position which

had hitherto constrained its advocacy for German minorities.
Then the German representatives soon discovered that the

chairperson appointed by the League was a fair arbiter and

that he fostered rather than prevented negotiations toward

6schott, 
PP " L43-t44, zg:-.
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an adequate protection for the German minority. They also

inferred that their view of the Poles as a people with an

inferior culture and irnmature statecraft was shared by the

supervisors of the negotiations. Bolstered by these

perceptions, Ger-nany's negotiators v¡ere able to conclude a

convention which v¡as unprecedented in the comprehensiveness

of its coverage of minority rights.
Germany,s satisfaction with the negotiations under

League auspices was reflected in its consent to placing the

Geneva Convention under the guarantee of the League. The

positive association with the League in the matter of
protecting German minorities eventually provided one reason

for seeking membership in it. In September L922 Germany

sent observors to Geneva for the debate on minority
protection at the League's assembly.T The Foreign Minister
who engineered Germany's entry into the League, Gustav

Stresemann, offered the following rationale for this move:

One thing that speaks for our entry into the League of
Nations and the Council of the League is that the
protection of minorities is entrusted to the League. .

Ten to twelve nillion Germans outside our borders
have a decided interest in that we are not only
occasionally drawn in as an attorney for their affairs
but that we also belong to the corps of judges.s

These three trends, however vagrant, toward reciprocal
minority rights, international mediation and the League of
Nations, coincided with the negotiations on the partition of

7Fink, ¡r!{eimar Republic,
EQuoted in Viefhaus, p.

tt pp . 4L, 63-7 6 "

198.
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Upper Silesia and influenced Germany to take a constructive

approach in then. Their tinely confluence, the possibility

of ernploying preferred tactics and the dirninution of higher

goals nade it possible for Germany's negotiators to pursue

successfully the comprehensive protection of rights for one

German ninority in eastern Europe" The out,come was the

Geneva Convention on Upper Silesia of May 15, L922.

Specutation about Germany's ulterior motives for the

attainment of çtenerous rights for the Germans in Polish

Upper Silesia would be inconclusive" Setting such

speculation aside, it can be stated that the Geneva

Convention was the most positive result of Germanyts

diplomacy for German ninorities by the standards applied in

the debates on the continuity of Weimar Germanyts foreign

policy. This being the case, it can be inferred that a

positive redirect,ion of Germany's foreign policy, even in a

secondary issue, required a coincidence of strength in

favourable factors, internal or external, with weakness in

contrary ones. The constructive elements within Germany

hrere too dependent on external forces for creating an

environment conducive for moving Germany's foreign policy in

a ne\r positive direction. otherwise, the Geneva Convention

on Upper Silesia would have been the precedent for similar

concords instead of rernaining a unique accomplishment for

Gerrnanyts Foreign Ministry"
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